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TO: 
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RE: 

SAN FRANC.is.co ' . . 
PLANNING DEPARTMENT 

APPEAL OF CATEGORICAL EXEMPTION 
AT&T "Lightspeed" NetWork Upgrade ... · 

April 19, zon 

Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the Board of Supervisors 

But Wycko, Environmental Review ·offi.cer - (415) 575-9048 .. 

Don Lewis, Case Planner - (415) 575-9095 . · 

File No. 110344, Planning Case No. 2010.0944E 

Appeal of Categorical Exemption for 'AT&T "Lightspeed" 
.Upgrade 

HEARING DATE: , April 26, 2011 

Network 

ATIACHMENTS: · A - Letter of Appeai (March 14, 2011; Exhibit. A of Letter of Apperu is the 
· February 22, :2011, . Certificate of Exemption from En~om.nental 
.Review) 

PROJECT SPONSOR: .·Michael Edwards, AT&T California, (415) 644-7043 

APPELLANT: 

"INTRODUCTION: 

Milo. Haruce, San Frailcisc9 Beautiful and the Planning Associati~n of the 
Richmond 

1b.is memorandum and the attached documents are a response to the letter of appeal to the Board 
of Supervisors (the "Board.") re~ding the Plarn1ing Department's (the "Department") issuance 
of a Categorical Exemption Certificate· under the California Environmental Quality Act {"CEQA 
Determinatior() for th~ AT&T "Ligh.tspeed" Network Upgrade project (the "project"). 

The Department, p~suant to Title 14 of the CEQA Guidelines~ issued a Citegorii:aJ Exemption 
Certificatefor the project on February_22, 20'11, finding that the proposed project would riot ru;.v-e 
a signific:ap.t effect on the environment.1 

1 C~omia Code of Regulations/fitle l4, Section 15303: Oass 3 Exemption. · 
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Appeal of Categorical Exemption 
Hearing Date: April -26, 2011 

File No. 110044, Planning Case No. 2010.0944£ 

The decision before the Board is whether to. uphold the Department's decision to issue a 
Categorical Exemption and deny the appeal, or to overturri the· Department's decision to issue a 
Categorical Exemption and return the _ project to the Department staff for additional • 
errvirorWLental review .. 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: 

AT&T proposes' to upgrade its residential coinmunications network to a high-speed- data 
transmission technology referred to as "Lightspeed," which would enable new services, 
including internet protocol television. To provide these new seryices, AT&Twould ·expand its. 
fiber-'optic network throughout the Gty by placing additlonal fiber through its existing copper 
conduit currently used for telephone liJ:tes. Specifically, AT&T would install up to 726 metal, 
either tan or light green, 51.7-incheS--wide by 26-inches-deep by 48-inches~high communications 

· rabinets in the public right-of-way to house the Lightspeecf electronics. The precise locations of 
the proposed riew cabinets have not been identified; however, all new cabiriets would be located 
_within pOO feet-of an existing AT&T Serving Area Interface (SAl) cabinet, also located w~thin the 
public right-of-way throughout the Gty . 

. Each riew installation would.involve· th~ following work: pairing a Light:Speed cabinet within. 
close proximity to an existing AT&T SAI cabinet (the copper cross-connect box which is already 
located in the public right-of-way) to make the necessary fiber/copper eonnections; excavation of 
up -to 48 inches deep would be required for the installation of an approximately 4-foot by ~foot 
concrete foundation pad· that would support each Lightspeed cabiriet; construction of a 3-foot
deeP- an_d approximately 10~ to 300-foot-~ong trench :run to install conduit from the Lightspeed 
cabinet to the existing SAI; construction of a 4-foot-deep and appro~ately 50- to 150-foot-l?ng 
trench ruri to connect the new Lightspeed eabinet to an ·existing power ~ource such as a pofo or 
underground vaull; and an additional 3-f_oot-deep trench may be required if AT&T needs to 
replace or repair existing underground telephone cori.duit to accommodate new fiber pla~:rri.ent. 

In addition, some of the existing SAl cabinets would b~ enlarged and_ "re-sJcinned" with new 
wiring and room for additional capacity in their existing locations by up to 18 inches in width, 14 . . . 

inches in ruametet, -and 16 inches in height, and some would. be removed from utility poles, 
enlarged by-up to 7 inche5 in width, 8 inches in depth, and 39 inches in height, and placed on the 
ground. The maj<;>rity of these cabinets would be deployed over a fyee-year period. Also, in a 
few l6cations, SAls are clustered such that AT&T may be able to further reduce the numbei of . . 

cabinet:S to less than· 726 if appropriate space is avail.aJ:?le to accommodate a double capacity 
cabinet 'This dduble capacity cabinet is 50 inches wide by 56.5 inches d~ep by 48 iriches·high. A 

· number of existing cabinets would also be eniatged by approximately 6 inches, by adding a bolt. 
to the end panel on the existing cabinet 

AT&Ts proposed Lightspeed cabinets would hold the electronics needed to convert the 6.ber
optic signal to a broadband signal that can be transmitted over its ~xisting copper distribution 
network. The Lightspeed cabinetS would not contain ·transmitters or wireless devices, and would 
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not emit radio frequency radiation. The Lightspeed cabinets .would be equipped with a cooling . 
fan and a back-up battery, that would run for up to eight hours during commercial outages. For 

·prolonged outages in residential neighborho~ds, generators that are part of AT&rs s~ce 
vehicles would be used and would run off the power of the vehicle. Diesel generators are also · 

used. but are not the preferred metho~ in residential neighborho()ds. A.rtother method of. · 
providing back up power is to replace the 1:abinet batteries to extend the po~er during repafr of 
the power supply. The electronics in these cabinets require that they be plaCT,!d above .ground as a 

· technical matter, as the electronic equipment must be free from moisture and corrosion. 

Pursuant to the submitted.project proposal, AT&T would locate the proposed ri~w cabinets such 
that Ca.binets are" located outside of the boundaries of designated historic and conservation 
districts, and are located within the public right~of-way.and not on mdividual buildings. None of 
the existing SA! cabinets located ~ithin designated historic or conservation districts would. be. _ 

enlarged, "re.skinned," relocated, or have a bolt added. The only proposed Lightspeed wm:k in 
these districts_ is potential ~enchin~ to install conduit'fC:om the prop~sed cabinet to the existing 
cabinet, and if AT&T needs to replace or repair existing underground te:lephone conduit. 

The proposed project is. subject to the requirements for excavation permits in Artide'..2'.4 of the 
. . . ' 

Public Works Code and the reqmremer_i.ts of Department of Public Works (pPW) _Order No.· 
175,566 concerning placement of surface-mounted facilitie5 (SMF) in ·the. public right-of-way.2 
DPW reviews·. each application on an individual basis and. evaluates the· potential for the 
proposed facilities to impede travel on public streets,· inconvenience property oWners, or 

otherwise disturb the use of the public right-of-way by the _public. DPW ~iii ensure that perso;,_s · 
affected by the installation have an opportunity to be heard before an impartial hearing officer 
appoirited by . the Director· of. DPW. The hearing officer will stimmarize the evidence and 

· ~estimony and· will make recommendations .. to the Director, who will make. the final 
detepninatio~ In addition, AT&T will provide notice to all .residents within 300 feet of the work 
48 hot.µ's prior to the commencement of work. 

BACKGROUND: 

In July 2008, the Plarining Department issued a categorical exemption for AT&T's· 2007 

"Lightspeed" upgrade proposal (Planning Depal-trnent Case No .. 2007.1350E). The categorical. 
exemption.was appealed, and during the appeal hearing befor~·the Board of Supervisors, AT&T . 
withdrew their environmental application.3 To address .feedback from the Oty and the public, . 
AT&T sub~tted a new project (the current proposal) with the following project changes: (1) 
reduced the nuinber of new cabinets by 124 (from 850 to 726); (2) integrated the power supply 

· meter into the new cabinets, negating the need for an attached power panel; (3) doubled the 
needed "pairing'' distance from new cabhtets to exi~ting cabmets (from 150 feet to 300 fe~t); aI\d 

.. ( 4) removed ~ proposed new cabinets ·that would have been located within th~ boundaries of 

·2 Regulatiorui f~ !Ssuing E;cavation Permits for the Installatl~n of Surface-Mounted Facilities in the Public Ri~t-Of~ Way, DPW · 
Order No. I 75 ,566. This document is available for review at the Plannmg Depl!flment, at 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400; as part of 

. Case No. 2010.0944E. . · 
. 

3 AT&T.also withdrew all of their Pending permit applications {nearly 350) with DPW. 

SAN FRANCISPO 
PLANNING DEPARTMl!NT 
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· designated histo~ic or conservation districts. The revised project was addressed in the categorical 
exemption issued on February ii; 2011 which is the subject of this appeaL 

· CEQA GUIDELINES: 

Categorical Exemptions · . . _ · . . 
Section 21084 of the California Public Resoi:irces Code4 requires that the CEQA Guidelines 
identify a ~t of classes of projects that have been determined not to have a significant effect on 

. the environment and are ex{!mpt from further environmental review. 

In response to that. mandate, · the State Secretary of Resources found that certain classes of 
projects, 'which are listed _in CEQA Guidelines Sections 15301 through 15333,s do not have a 
significant impact on the environment, and· therefore are categorically exempt from · the 
requirement for ,the preparation of further environmental review. 

cBQA State Guidelines Section 15303, or _Oass 3, provides for art exemption from. erivironmerital 
review for construction and location of limited numbers of new, small facilities or structures; 
installation of small new equipment and facilities in ~mall s~ctures; and ·the conversion of 
existing small structures from one use to another whete only Iriinqr modifications are made iii the 
exterior of the structure.- The. numbers of structures described in Section 15303 are the maximum 
allowable ori any legal parceL CEQA State GUidclines Section 15303( d) specifically applies. to 
utility extensions. The_proposed LlghtSpeed ~abinets are smaller and less noticeable than many of 
the examples of structures given in Section 15303 as being categorically exempt, such as single
family homes and multi-family (fwcllings, and are smaller than many structures where the 
Planniri.g Department ~sued this same exemption.. Thus, the Lightspeed installations are ·covered 
by the range of activities properly exempted pursuant to crass 3~ 

CEQA "Guidelines Section 153002 lists exceptions to the use of categorical exemptions. The · 
exceptions include that an exemption shall not be .used .where the project would result in a 
significant cinnulative environmental impact (Section 15300.2(b)), where there is a i:easonabl~ 

. possibility that the _activity would have a significant effect on t;he environment due to unusual 
circumstances (Section 153002.(c)), where the project would damage scenic resources within 
highway officially designated as a state sceruc highway (Section 153002(d)), where the. project 
would be located on a site listed as a hazardous . waste site pursuant to Section 65962.5 of the 
California Government Code (Section 153002(e)), where the project would cause a substantial 
adverse change in ·the significance of a historical resource (Section 15300.2(£)). As descnbed in the 
February 2011 Categorical ,Exem:ption, there are no conditions associated with the Lightspeed 
facilities that would suggest the possibility of a significant environmental effect under ·these . 
exceptions. :Th.erefore,· under the above-cited classification, the proposed project is appropriately . 
exempt from environmental review. . · 

4 21084: Guidelines _shall list classes of projects eX:empt from this Act. 

s Ciilliomia Code of Regulations, Title 14, Chapter 3. 

SAN fR~NCISCO 
PLANNING DEPAJnMEHT 
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' ' ' 
' . ' 

APPELLANTISSUESAND PLANNING DEPARTMENT RESPONSES: 

The issues raised in the.March 14,. 2011 Appeal.Letter are cited below in the order in which they 

appear. in the Appeal Letter and are followed by the Department's responses. 

Issue #1: ,;On behalf of more than fifteen hundied members of San Francisco Beautiful and the 

· Planning. Assodati~n fo~ the Richmond, I respect{ully appeal th~ Planning Department 
. Exemption £rpm Environmental Review (2010.0944E} issued February '12, 2011; in light of the 

significant environmental impacts of the project that warrant in-depth review in an . 
I 

Environmental Impact Report." . 1 . 

Response #1; As analyzed in the Categorical Exemption and in this appeal response, the 
Depart;ment has d~ermined that this project does not result in significant envirorunentai effects, 
and that none.of the e:Xceptions to the µse"of a categorical e:Xetnption are triggered._ The!!e 
. exceptions · are· listed in CEQA Guidelines Section 153002, and were listed_ on page 4. As 

described in the Categorical Exemption, there are.no conditions associated with the proposed 
.cabinets that would suggest the possibility of a significant envirorurtental · etfect under thes.e 
exceptions. In addition, tJ:ie· Appellant has not put forth any substanti<!ol evidence to the contrary . 

. Therefore, the project was appropriately exempt ·from environmental review and an 

Environm~tal Impact Report is not warranted. 

Issue #~ "Whereas,· the Planning Department has given·: a Ca.tegorical exemption from.· 
environmental review to AT&T for the iristallation of up to 726 large, above grouri.d 
comtminications cabinets (Si .':P wi,d~ by 26" deep .by 48" high) in the public ri~t of way; 

·"Whereas, they ;µ:e installing them neighborhood by neighborhood so that many affected 
coinmunities and individual property owners are unaware of AT&Ts plans arid the adverse. 

· impact it will have on their neighbo~hoods;" 

Response #2:. Pursuant to cEQA and Qi.apter 31 of the San Francisco Administrath'.'e Code, 
notificaqon is not.required for the categorical exemption for this project; the project fits within a 
class o_i. categori~al exemptions that does not require notice. However, consistent .with the 
~stomary notificatio~ practice5--0f the Planning Departm.ent, the Department sent ·the categon'cal 
~emption to the Board o{ Supervisors, to ·C,u:r Hist-pric Preservation List, and to other interested . 

parties. In addition; the categorical exemption was posted at the Planning Department 

While· the ·CEQA proce5s evaluated the entirety of the proposed Lightspeed upgrade, the. 
Department of Public Works (DPW} process is a specific review process for each new cabinet 

installation. According to the Surface-J\1ounted Facilities (SMF) Ordei:-, once the C~QAprocess is •. 
complete, DPW would und~go ail extensive review and permitting process that.would involve 
numerous opportunities for community members to review and comment on each individually ' ' 
proposed cabinet locatiori. As part ofthe project description, AT&T would conduct outreach to 

181 
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community, neighborhood organizations, and civic leaders before applying for any·n,ew permits. 
In addition, and as noted below, AT&T ~s voluntarily agreed to additional notices: mailing. 
letters to residents and property owners to provide pre-application notification and placing door 
hangers !<> provide construction notification .. Below is a summary of the specific_ review proce5s · 
-that would take place for each cabinet 

-- • AT&T would contact three property owners per- ead:t new rabinet installation to 
deterntine if private property is available for cabinet place~ffit and would investigate 
opportunities to co-locate cabinets. -

• AT&T would conduct a pre-application site visit with DPW. 
• AT&T would post a pre-application notification in conspicuous locations along either 

side of the proposed cabinet informing the public of its intent to file and applieation for a 
cabinet at that location. AT&T would ensure that notice is posted for 20 days. AT&T 
would s.end notice. ·.to any 'neighbo:rho~d association located within :300 -fe~t _ of the 
proposed -Cabinet. The notices would include a picture of the proposed cabmet, -ariy 
alternative locations und~ consideration, and explairi that the recipient can inform DPW · 
of any objection to the cabinet placement. _ . 

• In addition to-the reqllired posting, AT&T has_ voluntarily agreed to send letters to 
residents, prop~rty owners, .and neighborhood associations within 300 _ feet of the 

. proposeq l!X~tfor:i- _ 
• if objections are received within 20 days of the notice, AT&T would.participate ~·a DPW 

hearing. -

• After the hearing, if the Director appt!=JVes the loi;:ation, AT&T would provide notice to 
property owners -and as~ations along 300 feet of eith~ side of the fronting streets in 

either direction_ofthe location selected by the Director after the hearing. Objections to the . 
approved location can be filed within 7 days of the notice. 

• _Once DPW has approved a location and no objection is received or it is resolved through 
the pre-application process, AT&T would submit a permit. 

• . Once issued, the permitis appeaJable to the Board of Appeals. 
- • _AT&T has alSo voluntarily agreed to provide notice to ail.residents within 300 feet of the 

work 48 hours prior to ~e commencement of work. 

According to DPW,_ only one encroachment penn'it has- been issued since __ the Categorical 
_Exemption w~ issued on February 22, _ 2011, and that this permit followed -the process as 
described above. 6 

The appellant states that the project would have an adverse effect on rteighborhoods but does not· -

indude what . physical jmpacts would _result from implementation. of cabinet installation. As 
stated in the Categorical Exemption on page 3, the Planning Department-determined that the -
proposed project ~ould not result in a significant impact to public views and aesthetics. 

6 Emili from Johil. Kwong.. San Francisco Department of fyblic Works, to. Don Lewis, Planniilg,_ April 6, 
2010. This email is availal:>le for review in Case· No. 2010.0944E at 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400. · 

· · SAN FRANCISCO _ 
PLANNING DEPARTMENT 
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Visual quality, by nature, is highly subjective' and different ~iewers may have varying opinions 
. · as to whether a proposed utility cabinet contributes negatively to the visuaUandscape of the City 

and its neighborhoods; The Planning Department's Initial Study Checklist, which is based on -
Appendix G of the Califomi~ Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines, indic~tes that 
assessment., of significant .impacts on visual reseurces should consider wheth~ the proj~t would 
result in: (1) a substantial, demonstrable negative aesthetic effect;· (2) a substantial degradation or 

· obstruction of any scenic view or vista now obser"Ved from public areas; or (3) generation of 
obtrusive light or glare substantially impacting other properties. The proposed Llghtspeed 
~tall~tions wmild riot result in any of these condi~ons, as d~cribed below.· . 

The project sponsor p~oposes to deploy up to 726 Lightspeed cabjnets in a widely dispersed .. 
manner· within the public right-of-way, .The profile of these cabinets would be visible to 

passersby and ob~er~ers fr.om nearby buildings; put may not be noticed l:iy the casual obs,erver. . 
The ·visual impacts of the cabinets would be confined to the immediate areas m ·which the. 
cabinetS are located. Utility-related facilities in the public right-qf-way are common throughout 

.. the City's urb~iZed enviromnffit (e.g., traffic control cabinets and other utility cabinets). AT&T's 
cabinet installations w~uld generally be viewed in the context of the existing urban background; 
and. the increme;ntal virual effect of the proposed cabinets would be· minimal; in additic;m, 'the · 
proposed cabinets. would not generate any.obtrusive· light ?r glare. The Planning Department -
reviewed photos of existing cabinets in v~ious locations and the. photographs support the 

. Department's conclusion that the cabinets w~uld have ~ negligible effect on public views an:d 
aesthetics. 

In·reviewmg aesthetics rmder CEQA generally, corisiderati~n of the existing context in which a 
project is proposed is required and evaluation _mwit be based on the impact on the existing 
environment That some people µiay not find the pr~posed Lightspeed cabinets attractive does 
not meart that they would· create a significant aesthetic environmental impact; they must be 
judged in. the context of the existing co11-ditions. For ):he proposed Lightspeed project; the context 
js urban right-of-way that already si.Ipport Similar utility stnlctures dispersed throi:rghout the 
City. Llghtspeed cabinets are thus consistent with the existing, developed enviro~eht. 'fl1~ 

aesthetics of LightSpeed cabinets are similar to other structures in public right-of-way and 
therefore tarinot be deemed. an "unusual circumstance." For those ·same ·reasons, the "unusual 
circumstance" exception to the categorical _exemptions is not applicable ·to aesth~tic impacts that 

. are Smulat to exisfutg or pot~tial comparable Structures. Lightspeed cab~ets Would not be 
unusu;;tl and would not create adverse aesthetic iinpacts on th~ environment .· 

In addition, the Planning Departµtent's Initial Study -Checklist; indicates that assessments of 
significant impacts on land use should consiqer whether the project would: (1) physieally divide 
an established community due to the size; (2) conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy; 

. or regulation adopted for .the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect; and (3) 

: have a substantial impact upon the existing character· of the vicinity. Based on the size of the 
cabinets, the widely dispersed locations of these cabinets, and the requirement to comply with 

SAN FRANCISCO 
PLANNING DEPARTilllENT 
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. . 
DPW' s SJv.IF Order, the project would not physically divide an established COJIU11.uni.ty, would not 
conflict with any applicable .la~d use plan, policy, or ·regulation, and would not have a subs~ntial 
impact upon the existing character of the vicinity. 

For all the above reasons, installation of the proposed cabinets would not resu~t in a significant 
effect on neighborhoods. . 

Issue #3: "whereas~ affected communities and individual property owners have not received 
··complete, objective advice for housing the equipment underground or on private. property;'; .. 

"Wh.ereas, the boxes will be installed . above . gro1:1Ild, even when technology exists to 
underground.them;" 

Response #3: Pursuant to CEQA, the Department analyzed the project as proposed anc;l 
determined that the project would not result in a significant impact on the enVironment.: Since no 
significant impact would result with project . implementation, no mitigation measures were 
needed, and thus no changes to the project were required. Although it could be desirable to 
tinderground these cabinetS and to place them on private property, the Planning Department's 
rol.e was to analyze the project as proposed in· accordance with CEQA. In performing this 
analysis, the Department con5idered the most likely and potentially impactful project, whiCh 
would be to have all the boxes. aboveground and on .the public right-of-way. The Departmer;i.t 

l - has no authority to r~ire the suggestec;i project revision. 

. . - . 

· . For infoimation, the proposed cabinets would hold the electronics needeq to convert the fiber:-

optic signal to a broadband signal that can be transmitted over its existing copper distribution·· 
network. The electronics in these ~abinets require that they be placed above ground as a technical, 
matter, as the electronic equipment must be free from moisture and corrosion. ,· 

Jss'ue #4: "Whereas, the large boxes will impede pedestrian traffic, inconvenience property 
, owners, act as graffiti magnets, invite vandalism, attract trash around and ori top of them and 
detract from our efforts attempts to create a more attrachve and pleasant environment;" 

Response #4; Pedestrian path of travel is a primary consideration at each site for AT&T. In 
selecting sites, AT&T prefers to install cabinets on the widest sidewalk segrn."ent available near the 
existing SAI cabinet, but 'must also consider the vicinity of doors ~d wiridows, driveways, 

. existing 'utilities, murals, street trees, and other aesthrttc consideratfon5. Bus stops; ahd other 
. areas where pedestrian. c0~gregate, are generally not considered acceptable for Ca.binet siting. As 

stated ill ~e Categorical Exemption: 

' :The proposed cabinets would be located in· a m;mner that would not obstruct pedestrian 
access, would not intrude on pedestrian ''.clear zones" at street comers, and would riot · 

' _, 

SAN FR~NCISCD . 
PLANMING DEPARTMENT 
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obstruct.the view of ~y traffic sign, way-finding_sign or traffic signal.7 A'r&rs cal;>inet 
·placement con5iderations include setback distances from cotjlers, fire hydrants, transit 
shelters, kiosks, certified street_ ;:lrtist designate~ areas, and public art work under the 
jurisdiction of the Arts Commission, except for art on kiosks. ~necessary, AT&T would 
conduct site visits with neighborhood groups to consider location options. Landscaping 
and screening are also available options for conSideration in placing new cabinets. 

The location and appearance of these cabinets would be in line with existing sidewalk furniture, 
and when placing cabinets in the public right-of-way, cabinet visibility is minimiz~d by placing 
them near the curb. Each cabinet has a graffiti resistant coating applied to discourage graffiti and 
facilitate graffiti ·removal. During the course of normal network maintenance, A'.(&T technicians. 
would proai;:tively remove any graffiti foilltd on their, existing and new cabinets. Each new 
cabinet would have a stj.cker on the sidewalk-facing side offering ·a toll-free· number so that 
citizens can phone to require" cleaning or to report any other p:r:obiems, such as d~age or 

·vandalism. AT&T ~ould strive to remove any graffiti found on their equipmentwitltin 48 hours . 
of being notified:' ' . 

Given the above, it is not anticipated that project implementation would substantially 
inconvenience property owners or impede pedestria'n tiaffic, "and there is no substantial evidence 
that the project would ca~e neighborhoods to decline in such an extant that would result in a 
.significant impad related fo viSual blight. · . . · · 

Issue #5: "Whereas, the large boxes will have negative. ~ffects on property values of. adjoining 
properties and on assessed ~aluation and property r.Oc revenue to the City;" · 

ResponSe · #s:-Pursuant to CEQA, a 11 sigriificant effect on the environment'' means a substantial, 
or potentially substantiai, adverse change in the enviro~ent. The environment means the 
physical conditions which exist within the area which will be affected by a proposed project; 
including land, air, water, minerals, flora, fauna; noise, objects of historic or aesthetic significance. · 
Unsubstantiated assertions of effeci:s on property·valiJ.es do not constitute a significant effect ·· 
within the meaniitg of 'cEQA. · Fiuctuation of property· values are considered socioeconomic 

. changes .and 5ocioeconomic changes, pursuant to· CEQA, and are not considered to be significant 
effects on the environment unless they restilt in secoridary phy5ical environmental impacts. That . 
is not the case here. 

Utility facilities fu the public right-of-way are common throughout the City's tirbariized 
envirorunent,·and the proposed ·cabinets would generally .be viewed in the contextof the existing 
ilrban background. AT&T proposes to deploy up to 726 Lightspeed cabinets in a widely 
dispersed manner within public right-of~way. Given the above, it is not anticipated that the 

. 
7 AT&rs Options for Consideration in Placing Lightspeed Cabinets in San Francisco. This document is 
availablefor public _review in Case· No. 2010.0944E at 1650. Mission Street, Suite 400 .. · 
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Appeal of_ Categorical Exemption _ 
.Hearing Date: April 26, 2011 

File No. ll0344, Planning Case No. 20~0.0944£° 

- propo_sed cabinets would cause nearby buildings and/or areas to decline in attractiveness and/or 
utility, and therefore would not have subs~tial negative effects on property values._ 

Issue #6: "Whereas, the5e large above gro~d boxes are in direct contradiction to Order No. 
175,566 "Regplations for- Issuing Excavation Permits for the Installation of Surface-~ounted 
Facilities in the Public Right-of-Way'' issued by Edwin M. Lee on August 17; 2005, requiring that. · 
surface-mounted facilities "be iristalled on private property or. be plated undergroilnd to the 
ex!_ent either of these options is technologically and economii:ally feasible." 

· ''Whereas, Order No: 175,566 requires the applicant to make a good faith effort to comply with 
each of the following requirements: ' 

• . present a plan showing all surface:-mounted facilities anticipated to be installed 
in the next five years 

• present plans showing s_izes of cabiriets 
• survey the area to be serviced to identify at least three locations on private 

property that may be appropriate 
• contact the owner to determine wheth~the own~ will allow such installation . 

• attempt to enter into agreement with interested property c:>wners 
• attempt to place underground where technologically or economically feasible-(at 

a -~inimum, demonstrate that -it conducted _a thorough search for adequate 

rn:i-derground technology) . 
• notify of any special requirements that limit location 
• - explore reasonable opportunities to collocate· 
• notify if · other surface _mounted. facilities can be removed as a result of 

installation of new facilities;'" 

' ' 

Response #6: The appellant states that the proposed project does_ not comply with the 
requirements of the SMF Ord~. This assertion is _incorrect. ':fo date only one encroachment 
permit ha:; been issued by DPW, and according to DPW, it complied With the SMF Order.8 

Pursuant to the SMF Order, the' CEQA process must fiist b~ completed before DPW undergoes 
their extensive review and permitting process for iridividtial cabinet locations.· There was some 

_ ~nfumon over the processing of application5 for Lightspeed cabinets ,becau~e AT&T began 

applying fur DPW encroachment permits prior to DPW raising the need for CEQA review of the 
entire upgrade. -At_ that time, AT&T stopped applying for encroachment permits during the 

' . J. • . . 

Planning Departtnenfs consideration of CEQA. To alleviate concern regaxding the tii:Iling of 
permit processing, AT&T withdrew nearly 350 permits that were partially through the .DPW 
review process. Nonetheless, this iS not a CEQA issue. _Whether a specific permit complies or not 
complies with the S:MF Order is not ~ CEQA impact, as the Categorical Exemption provided a 
CEQA overvie~ of the .entire upgrade. · . 

8 Email from John Kwong, San Francisco. Deparlment of Public:: Works, to Don Lewis, Planning, April 6, 
· 2010. 1his email is available for revie~ in Case No. 2010.0944E at 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400. . 
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_ Appeal of Categorical Exemption· 
· Hearing Pate: _April 26, 2011 

File N~. 110344, Planning Case No. 20;L0.0944E 

Issue -#7: .. "Resolved, that San Francisco Beautiful shall file an appeal to. the Categorical 
Exemption, Exemption from Environmental Review, Case No, 2010.0944E, AT&T "Ljghtspeed" 
Network Upgrade _and request the Planning Department to being the process of reviewing the 
cumulativ~ environmental impact of 726 large ~eta! communication boxes in its neighborhoods, 
thereby ~elinquishing the p~blic right of way to the co~ercial advancement of one private 
company. Milo Hanke is authorized to file ;>aid appeal on behalf of San Francisco Beautiful/' 

Response #7: As discussed in the ·Categorical Exemption, CEQA State Guidelines Section 
15300.2(b) provides that ·a _categorical exemption shall not apply if significant impacts would . 
result over time from successive projects of the saine type in the same place. The proposed project 
.involves the installation of 7'1.6 abov~ound cabinets throughout the -City. By their miitlm~ -
nat:Ure and widely dispersed locations ·that do not i;:reate significant environmental impacts on 
pedestrian traffic or cul~ral and visual resources, the impacts -of the cabinets would -not 
aggregate under CEQA to a degree where the project, by itself, wowd have cumulative impacts. 

There is ~t least one competing vendor providing a similar service to the proposed project, but 
~t vendor's network has alieady been established, with the majority of their equipment located 

_ outside of the public right-of-way. Because all of these existing and proposed. project !~cations 
have and would proce~ separately at diff~rent locations, ·there would. be no foreseeable 
cumulative impacts dtie. to . the proposed project. For the reasons set forth above,· this project -
combined with other ongoing utility and infrastructure work on the.public right-:of-way would 
not contnbute to cumulatjve impacts. 

CONCLUSION 

·The Categorical Exemption that was issued ori February 22,_2011 romplies with the requirements _ 
·of CEQA and the project is iippropriately exempt from environmental review pursuant to the 
cited exemi:itions. · The Categorical Exemption ~yzed issues associated· with the physical 
enviroillnental impacts of the proposed project and determined that the proposed project would 
not r~lt in signmcant environmental impacts. The Appeal Letter does ·not provide evidence to 
substantiate a finding that the project would result in significant environmental impacts. As such, 
the conclusions of the Categorical Exemption rem~in ·current and valid, the Planning Department 
appropriately has determined that the. project do~ not hav~ . a sigr:rlficant effect on· the 

· environment, and an EIR is not required. The Department therefore rec6n:Unends that the Board 
uphold the Determination of fucemption from Enviro~ental Review and deny the appeal of the -
CEQA Determination. 

SAN FRANCISCO 
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"(j'~ g'~,wzd~~- . 

~~{lJ~cuzd$~ef'J~g;-~ 

. Marcb 14, 2011 

Ms. Arigela Calvillo 
Oerk of the Board of Supervisors 

· CitY Hau; Room 244 . 
1 Dr. Carleton B. Goodlett Place 
San Francisco, CA 94102-4689· 

Dear Madame Clerk. 

On behalf of more than fifteen hundred .members of San· Fran~isco Beautiful and 
the Planning Association for the Richmond, lrespectfullyappealthe Planning 
Department Exemption from Environmental Review (201~.0944E) issued 
. February 22, 2011, in light of the significant environmental impacts of the 
project that warrai;it in-depth review_ in an Environmental Impact Report 

.. Attached are t::he copies ~f the exemption signed by the Planniilg Departrrient, a 
. neighborhood orgarlization fee. waiver r:equest form and_ a check for $500 . 

. P.Jease let me know if you require any additional i.Ilfomi.ation. I can be reached at 
Mrs. Friedat KkisSmann 415-781-6300 or milohanke@aokoril. · · tTounda- .. 

EXECUTIVE"cOMMITTEE 

Robert C. Friese . 
. Byron Rodriquez 
Clinton J, Lollman 

Linda.Muir 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Ed Anderson 
qvistopher Charles 

Peter Fortune 
Juan Monsanto 
Eslher Mallouli 

Richard Munzfnger 
Scott Preston 
Sharon Seto 

Leigh Wasson 
UsaWa1ada 

PAST PRESIDENT 

M"do F. Hanke 

ilo F. Hanke,' 
Immediate Past President , 

cc: Susan Brandt-Hawley, Brandt-Hawley Law Group 
cc: Raymond Holland, Planning Association for the Richmond 

(I) . 
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Mrs: Friedel Klussmann . 
!Yoandt'I' 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

Robert c. ·Friese 
. Byron Rodriquez 
· Clin1on J. Loftman 

UndaMuir · 

BOARD OF. DIRECTORS 

Ed Anderson 
· : Chrii,topher Charles 

Peter Fortune 
JLJan ·Monsanto 
Esther Mallouh 

Richard Mun:i:iriger 
Scott Preston 
SliaronSelo 

Leigh Wasson 
Lisa Watada 

PAST PRESIDENT 

Milo F. Hanke 

Resolution 
Executive Committee 

San Francisco Beautiful 
March 2, 2011 

. . 

By unanimous vote of the Executive Committee of San Francisco Beautiful, 
San Francisco Be;,mtiful reaffirmed its policy of opposing the categorical 
exemption from envinmmental review that was issued by the Planning 
Department on February 22, 2011, and authorizes Milo H<ink.e to file an 
appeal thereto on behalf of San Francisco Beautiful: 

Whereas, .the Planning Department has given a categorical exemption from 
environmental review to AT&T for the ·in~tallation ofup to 726 large, above 
ground communications cabinets (51.7~ wide by 26• deep by 48" high) in the -
public nght of way; . 

Whereas, they are installing them ·neighborhood by neighborhood so that 
many affected coiprnunities and individual property owners are unaware of 

. AT&T's plans and the adverse impact it will have on their neighborhoods; 
. . . . - . 

"W(lefeQSi affected communities and individual property owners have not 
received complete, objective advice for housing the equipment underground 
or on priyate property; · · · 

Whereas, the boxes wili be installed above gr~und~ even when technology 
exists to 'underground them; · · 

Where~ the large boxes will impede ped~strian traffic, inconvenience 
. propertY owners; act as graffiti magnets, invite vandalism, attract trash 
around and on top of them and detract from our efforts attempts to create a 
more attractive and pleasant environment; · 

Whereas, the large boxes will have negative effects on property values of 
adjoining properties and on assessed valuation and property tax revenues to 
the City; . 

. . 

Whereas, these large above ground boxes are in direct contradiction to Order 
No. 175,566 "Regulation~ for Issuing Excavation Perniits for the Installation 

www.sfbeauliful.org -
. . . . 

100 Bush S!reet, Suite 1580 •San Francisco, CA94104 • T 415. 421-2608 • F 415. 421:4037 • E sfb@slbeCJullfUl.org 
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of Surface-Mounted ·Facilities in the Public Right-of-Way" issued by Edwin M. 
Lee on August 17, 2005, requiring that su:rface-mounted'facilities "be 
installed on private property or be placed underground to the extent either 
of these options.is technologically and .economically feasible." 

Whereas, Order No. 175,566 requires the applicant t:p make a "good faith 
effort to cmnplywith each of the following requirements: . . . . 

• present Ci plan showing all surface-mounted facilities anticipated to be 
install~ in the next five years · 

• present plans ·showing sizes of cabinets 
• · survey the area tO be serviced to identify at least three locations, on 

prtvate property that may be appropriate 
· • contact the owner to determine whether the owner Will allow such .. 

installation 
• . attempt to enter into agreement with interested property owners· . 
• attempt to place underground where technologically or economically· 

feasible.(ata minimum, demonstrate that it conduced a thorough .. 
. search for adequate underground tech:nology) 

• notify of any special requirements that limit location , .. 
• explore reasonable opportunities to collocate 
• notify if other surface mounted facilities can be removed as a result of. 

· installation of new facilities; 

Resolved, that Sart Fran~isco Beautiful shall file an appeal to the Certificate of 
Determination, Exemption from Environmental Review, Case No. 
2010.0944E, AT&T "Lightspeed" Network Upgrade·and request the Planning 
Department tci begin the process of reviewing the cumulative environmental 

• impact of 726 large metal com;munication boxes in its neighborhoods, · 
thereby relinquishing the public right of way to the commercial advancement 
of one private comp;my. Milo Hanke is authorized to file said appeal on behalf 
of San Francisco Beautiful 

. www.sfbeautiful.org 

loo Bush Street Suttti 1580 ·Son Francisco, CA94104 • T 415. 421-2605 • F 415. 421-4037 • E slb@sfbeouliful.org 
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. SAN. FRANCISCO · . . . . . . . 
PLANNING i>EPARTNIENT. 

Certificate of Determination· 
EXEMPTION FROM ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW 

Case No.: 

Project Title: · 
Block/Lot: 

Project Sponsor:: 
S ttiff Contact: 

.. PROJECT.DESCRIPTION: 

:iol0.0944E 

·. · AT&T- ''Lightspeed." Network Upgrade . 
Multiple Lo<;ations 
Michael Edwards, AT&:TCalifomia, (4~5)644-7043 

· Don Lewis, (4~5) 575-9095, don.lewis@sfgov.or& 

·' 

. 1650 MisSion SL 
Suite 400 
San Francisco, 
CA.94103-2479 

Reception: 
415.558.6378 

Fax: 
415.558.64tl9 

Plam1ing 
Information: 
415.558.6377 

AT&T proposes to upgrade its residential communication5 network to a high-speed data transmission 
teclmology referred to as "Lights~ed," which wouJd enable new services; including internet protocol 

.. television. To p~vide these :new .sez:vices, AT&T would expand its.fibe,r.:Optic network throughout the 
City by placing additional fiber through·its existing copper conduit currently used for telephone lines. 
Specifically, AT&T would install up to 726.rrietal, ~ither tan.or light green, 51.7-inches-wide by 26-inchei;- · 

deep by 48-inehes-high communications cabinets in the pu~lic right-of-way to house the Ligh~peed 
electronics. The·precise locations of.the proposed new cabinets have not been identified; however, all new 

cabinets would be 10cated within 300 feet of a:n existing AT&: T Sertring Area Interface (SAi) cabinet, also 

· (Continued on neXtpage.) 

.EXEMPT STATUS: 

Categori~l Exemption, Class 3 [State CEQA G~idclmes Section_15303(d)J 

REMARKS: 

See reverse side: 

DETERMINATION: 

I do hereby certify that th.e above determination has been made pursuant to $tate and Local requirements . 

. c . . . ·. _? . 

. ~~· ·;:-
~?c-/'~~.· 
BILL WYCKO . · ' . . 
Environmental Review Officer 

cc: Michael Edwards, PWjeCt.Contact 

t':'tD,F . 

.Board of Superv\sors 

Distrlbution Ll~t 
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Exemption from Environmental Review 

· PROJECT DESC~IPTION (continued): 

located within the public right-of-way throughout the City.1 

CASE NO. 2010.0944E 
AT&TLlghtspeedUpgrade. . . . . 

. Each new installation would involve the following work:. pairing a Lightspeed cabinet within clo.se 
proximity to an existing AT&T SA! cabinet (the copper cross-connect box which is alreadilocated in the.· 
public right~of-way) to make· the nece5sary fiber/copper connections; excavation of ~p to 48 inches deep 
would be required for the insta1:lati_on of an appro:icimately 4-foot by 6-foot concrete foundation pad that. 
would !iupport each Lightspeed cabinet; construction of a 3-(oot.,-deep and approximately 10- to 300-foot
k>~g tr~ch rurt to install conduit from the Llghtsp~d cabinet to the existing SAI; construction of a i.foot
deep and approximately 50- to 150-foot-long trench run to connect the new Lightspeed cabinet to an. 
existing power source such as a pole or underground ·vault; .and an additional 3-foot-deep trench may be . 
required if AT&T needs to repface or repair existing underground telephone corid.uit to accomni.odai:e 
new fiber placement. · · . · 

In addition, some· of the existing SAi cabinets would be eniarged and "re-skinned" with new wiring and 
. room for additional i::apadty in their. existing l~tions by up to 18 inches in width. 14 inches in diameter, 
··and 16 inclies in height, and some would be remov:ed from utility poles, enlarged by tip to 7 iriche5 in 

. . width, 8 iriches in -depth, ai:id 39 inches ·jn height,, and· placed, on 1:1;1.e ground. The D:tajority of these 
. ca~inetS would be deployed over a three-year period. Also, in a few lc>Caticins, SAls are clustered such 
·that AT&T may be able to further reduce the nllmber of cabinets to less than.726 if appropriate space is 
available .to accommodate a double capacity cabinet. This double capacity cabinet is 50 inches wide by 

·. q65 inches deep by 48 inches high. A number of existing cabinets would also be_ enlarged by . 
approximately 6 inche5, by adding a bolt to the end panelon the existing cabinet. . 

AT&: T's proposed Lightspeed cabinetS would hold the electronics needed to convert the fiber-optic sigrtal 
:to a broadband signal . that can be transmitted o~er its "existing copper distribution. networl,c.. The· 
Light.Speed cabinet:S would not conhiin tr~tt~s or Wireless devices, and would not ~t radio 
freqi.iency radiation. The Lightspeed cabinets wottld be equipped wii:h: a ~ooling fan and a back-up 
battery that would run for up to eight hours quring corninercial outages. For proloI).ged ·outages ·in. 
residentiaI neighbcirhoods, generators that are part of AT&T"s service vehicles would be used and would. · 
rurt off th~ pow~ of the . 'vehicle. Diesel generatoci are also used but are not the preferr~ method . in. : 
residential neighborhoods. Another method of providing back up po~er is to. replaee the cabinet batteries 
to extend the power during repair of the power S1,1pply. The electr:onics in these cabinets require i:hat they . 
be placed above ground as a technicai matter, as the electronicequipmentmustbe freefrom moisture and 
corr0sion. ·. 

Pursuant to the. submitted project proposal, ·AT&T would locate the proposed .riew cabinets such that· . 
. cabinets are located.outside of the boundaries of designated historic and conservation districts, arid are 
. Iocat~d within the public right-of-way and not on individual buildings~ None of the exipting SAI cabinets 
loc~ted within desig11ated historic or conservation.districts wo~ld be enlarged, "re-skinned,n relocated, ~r 

t Location maps of the existing SAI cabinets are available for review at the flannizig Department;. at 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, . 

. as part of Case No. 2010.0!:144E. 

SAN FRA~CISCO . 
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Exemption from Environmental Review CASE NO. ~OiD.0944E 
· AT&T lightspeed Upgrade 

have a bolt added. The only proposed Lightspeed work iri these districts is potential trenclung to install 
conduit from the proposed cabiilet to the eXisting cabinet, and if AT & T needs to replace or repair existing . 

undergrmmd telephone cc1nduit. . 

The_ proposed project is subject to the requirements for. excavation permits in Article 2.4 of the Public 

Vt{orlcs Code and the requirements of Department ,of Public Works (DPW) Order No. 175,566_ concerning 
·placement of surface-mounted facilities (SMF) in the public right-of-way.2 ·DPW reviews each application· 

9n an individual basis and evaluates the potential for the·propos~ facilities to.impede trav~l on public 
streets, mconvenience property owners, or otherwise disturb the use of the public right-of-way by the. 
public. DPW will ensure that persom affected by the i,itstallation have an opporµmity to be heard befure 
an impartial hearing officer appointed by the Dii;-ector of DPW. The hearing officer will Summarize the 
evidence and testimony and will ~ake. recommendations to _the. Director, who . will make the fulal 

. determination. In addition, AT&T will provide notice to all residentS within 300 feet of the wmk 48 hours 
prior to the c~mmencement of wo'rk.. 

· In July 200B; the Planning Department is~ed a cat~gorical exemption for AT&T's 2007 Lightspeed 
·upgrade propasal (Planning Department Case No. 2007.1350E). The categorical exempti~n was appealed, 
and c;luring the appeal heariitg before the Board of Supervisori;, AT&T withdrew their environmental 
appliq1.tion.3 To address feedback from the Gty and the public; AT&T submitted a new p~oject (the 

current proposal) with the following project" changes: (1) reauced the number of new cabinets by 124 
(from 850 to 726).; (2) integrated the power supply meter into the new cab":1ets, negating the need for an 
attached power panel; (3) doubled the needed "pairiflg" distance from new Cabinets to existing cabinets 
(from 150 feet to 300 feet); and (4) removed ,all proposed new cabinets that would have been located 
within the boundari~ of designated historic: or C:OnseNation districts. . . 

REMARKS (continued): 

Pliblic Views·and Aesthetics 

In evaluating whether the Lightspeed ·cabinets would be exempt from environmental review, the 
Planning.Department determined that they would not result in a significant impact to public views and 
~esthetics. Visual quality, by nature, is highly subj~ve and diffurent vi~ers may have ~arying opinions 
as to whether a proposed utility cabl~et contributes negatively to the Visual tmdsc:ape of the City and its 

· neighborhoods. The Planning Department's Initial Study Checklist, which is based on.Append~ G of the 
California Environmental Qua]ity Act (CEQA) Guidelines; indi~tes that· assessments of sigclficant 
impacts on visual resources should ~nsider whether· the project. would result in: (1) a ·substantial, 
demonstrable negative aesthetic effect; (2} a substant~l degradation ot obstruction of any scen~c view or 
vista now observed from public areas; or (3) generation of obtrusive light or glare substantially impacting 
other properties .. The proposed Ughtsp~d installa,tions would not result in any of these conditions, as 
described below. · - · 

. 2 Regulati~ fo~ ~suing Excavation Pemiii:s for the Installation of Surface.Mounted Facilities in the Public Right-Of-Way, DPW 

Order No. 17S,566. This dotument is available fo~ review at the Planning Department, at 1650 Mission Street, Suite ioo, as part of 

Case No. 2010.0944£ 

. s AT&T also withdrew all of their pending permit applications (nearly 350) with DPW. 
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· Exemption from Environmental Review · CASE NO. 2010.0944E 

AT&T Lightspeed Upgrade 

The project. spon5or proposes to depioy up to. 726 Lightspeed cabinets in a dispersed manner within 
public right-of-way. The profile of these cabinets would be visible to passersby and observers. from 

nearby buildings, but may not be .noticed by the casual obs~er. The Visµal impacts of the cabinets 
would be confined to the immediate areas in which the cabinets are located. Utility-related facilities_ii:t the·. 
public right-of-way are common throughout the City's· ilrbanized environment (e.g., traffic control· 
cabinetS and other utility cabinets). A1&Ts cabinet installations would geperally be vieWed in the rontext 

of the existing urb~ backgiound, and the incremental vi.sual effect of the proposed c.ibwets would be 

~~- .·In addition, the proposed cabinets would ·not generate any ·obtrus!ve light or glare. The .. 
Planning Depaitment 'reviewed photos· of existin~ Cabinets in various locations and the photographs 

· support the Depart;ment's conclusion that the cabinet:S would have a negligible effect on public views and · 
aesthetics. 

Pursllarit to the submitted project proposal, the proposed cabinets ·would be.focated in a m41nner that 
would not obstruct pedestrian access, woµld not intrude on pede5trian "clear iones" at street comers, and 

· would ~t obstruct the view of any traffic siyi, way-finding sign or traffic_ signal.• AT&T's cabinet 
placement considerations include setback distances from comers, fii~· hydrants, transit shelters, kios,kS, 

· .~ertifi.ed street Mtlst designated areas, and public art work under the jUrlsdiction of the Arts Commission, 
eX<:ept for art on kiosks. If necessary, AT&T would coriduct site visits with neighborhood groups to. 

consider location opti~ LanclScaping and screecing are also available options for" conSideration in 

placlng new ~binets. The proposed Lightspeed c$inets ~oµld have· a graffiti resis~t fuush and would· 
display a sticker with a toll-free number so that AT&T could pro?.ctively remove graffiti. If required for 
s?fety, boll~ds would also be installed. · 

In reviewing aesthetic.S urider CEQA generally, .consideration ~f the existing context ·iri which. a project is 
proposed is required and evaluation must be based on the impact on the existing environment;. That 

· some people may not find the proposed LightSpeed cabinef:l! attractive does not mean that :they would 
create a .signifi~t aesthetic environmental impact; they must be jUdged in the conteX:t of the ¢sting 
conditions. For the propo~ed Llghtspeed project, the context is urban right-of-way that !!lready support 

· similar utility structures dispersed throughout the at:y: ·Llghtspeed cabinets are thus consistent with the 
existing, deveioi:ied envfronment .. The a~etic:s of Llghtsp"eed cabinets are s.imilar to ottier structures in 
public right-o_f-way and therefore cannot be deemed an "unusual circumstance.".For th<?se Sapie :reasons; 

-the "unusu.tl circumstance" exception· to the categorical exemptions ~s not appJicable ·to aesthetic iplpacts 
th.it are similar to existing or potential comparable stri.u:~es; . Lightspeed cabinetS would not be nnusual 
and would not create a~verse· aesthetic impacts on the enyir~ninent. . · · · 

. ' 
. :F~r all the above reas:ons,. installation of the pi:oposed equipment cabinets would not result . in a 

signifiymt adverse effect on public views or_ aesthetics . 

• AT&r's Options for Consideration in Placirtg ui;htspeed Cabinets in San Fran~co. This document is attached. . . . . . 
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_Exemptiqn from Environmental Review 

HistOric Resources 

CASE NO. 2010.0944E 
AT&T Lightspeed Upgrade 

I~ evaluating wheth~r the proposed p~oject would be exempt_fu,m envirorunerital review under-CEQA, 
- the Planning Department determin-:d that the proposed project would not result iil a significant adverse 

effect to a histo~ic resource as defined by CEQA. As described in the attached Historic Resource 
_ Evaluation Response (HRER) Meinorandu:in; the j:>rop0sed new cabmets.would not result in a significant 
impact to histo~ic resources.5 The ~y.sis and concltlsions of theHRER are sumµlarized below. 

-The proposed 126 new cabinets would be located Withi_n public nght-of-way, and would not be located 
- 011 individual ·buildings. The predse locations of th~ proposed new cabinets have not been identified. 
· Wltile the new cabinetS would be instilled within 300 feet of an eXisting- SAi cabinet, none of tbe -

proposed new cabinets would be within any designated histo~c or cqnservation dis~J:id. -

B~ on, mapped locations of emting SAl cabinets,. the following districts cur.rently ~ntain existing SAI 
cabinets: Kearney/Market/Mason/Sutter Co~tion District; South- End HistOric Distnct, ~uth of 
Market Extended Preservation District, Alamo Square Historic Distri~ Buena Vista N~rth. Historic 
District (proposed), Libbty Hill Historic District, and the Dogpatch Historic District. None of the existing 
SAI cabiflets located withi11 these designated historic or conservation districts would be enlarged, "re

skiDned," relocated, or have a bolt added as part of the propl?sed project. The only propo~d Liglitsp~ 
work in .these districts is potential trenching to install conduit from the proposed cabinet to the existing -

cabinet._and if AT&T needs to replace or repair ~s~ underground telephone conduit : -

Although the project sponsor has not precisely indentified the locations of the new cabinets, it is 'possible 
_ that a number of new C:abinets may be located within dCx:umented and undocurri:ented potential historic 
.districts for the purposes of CEQA. It is also possible that a nuµilier of the proposed new cabinets would 
be· located in close proximity to buildings and sites· that have been individually designated as local, 
Califo~a, or Na_tional historic landmarks. It is also possil;>le that a number of the proposed new cabinets 
would be located in close proximity to structures or sites that either have or have not yeJ. been 

__ .documented, but that ·may be individually eligible for the California Register. · 

. . ' . . .. 

fursuant to the submitted project proposal, A T&:T would locate tf:te proposed new cabiilets such that; (1) 
cabinets· are. located outside of the boundaries of designated historic and con5ervation districts, (2) 

_ cabinets are screened ·by· landscaping (shrubs and trees) where possible, and (3) Oibinets ~ located 
within th~ public right-of-way and not on individual buildings .. 

Based on the size and the locations of the prop,osed cabinets, the Department has determined that the 

_ project would conform with . the Secretary of the. Interidr's Standards and Guidelines far t~ Treatment of 
Historical Properties (Secretilry's Standards) for any cabinet installations proposed within a potential historic 
distrit;:t.. 'The proposed project would be consistent with the applicab_le Standards and Guidelines for· 

Re~abilitation, including but" not limited- to Standards_ 9 and 10. Cabinets proposed in potential historc 

5 Historic Re~rce E"aluation ·Response Memorandum from Tina Tam, Senior-Preserv-ation Planrn;r, to Don Lewis. Planner, Major. -

Environmental Analysis, February S,_2011. This document is attached. 
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Exe:inption from Environmental Review CASE NO. 2010.0944E 

AT&T Lipttspeed Upgrade 

. districts that include charact~-defining. street furniture would be clearly differentiated from historic 

. street furniture, and would not destroy historic materials or spatial relationships that characterize the 

districts. The proposed new cabinets may be:removed in the. future ~ithout impairmg the essential form. 

. ~d ~tegrity of the historic resource. The proposed. project calls for the installation of the cabinets in a 
marmer that would allow them to be completely removed without affecting the essential form or integrity 
of the historic districL· The installation of the proposed cabinets would not destroy historic building 
fabric, and would . he reversible. If the equipment is removed in ·the future, the e5sential fo~ and 

. integrity of the district and Hs enviroriment would be unimpaired. · 

As noted above, th~ Department has considered the potential of the proposed new cabinets to impair the 
ability of histor,ical · resources, includirig hlstoric buildings and historic districts, . to convey th!'!ir 
significance. Based on r~ew of AT&Ts sub.mitted project information,._the Department has deterrni[led 

that cabinets placed in the public right-of~way within potential historic districts wOuld not impair the 
. district's abilitY to convey its significance, as the-propo~ project would b(;! consistent With the applicable 

Stanihirds '1ml Guidel.ini:s for R.ehabilitaHon, including but ·notlimited to Standards 9 and 10. It iS unlikely 
that the existence of the proposed cabinets within the public right-of-way would prevent undocumented. 

historic districts or structures from c::onveying significance., 

Pursuantto DPW Order No.175,566, for any installation(s} on the property.of, or adjacent to a designa~ed 
local, State or National Historic Landmark, in a Local Historic District in Article IO of the San Francisco 

Planning Code, in a C<:mservation Districts designated in Article 11 of the S~ Francisco Plaiming Code, 
in a California RegiSter Historic District, or a National Register Historic District, AT&T will be required to 

send .notice to the Preservation Coordinator of the San FranciSco Planning Department and. the Historic 
Preservation CommissioIL 

As -noted above, any new cabinet installations that are located withi~ documented and und~ented 
potential hlStoric districts, would not significa.ntly in:l.pact the character~efining features of the. district, . 

nor· would the proposed new cabinets negatively impact the integrity. of the potential hiStoric districts. 

· The Department's d~tellnmation is that the impact of.the propose_d ~binets to the Setting of existing and 
- potential historic sites, structures, and districts is not significant, and wotild not. impair the ability of 

historic resources to conveytheir.sign#icance. -

For the reasoris described above, th~ proposed project would not result in a !ii~cant impact to historic 
resources. 

Exempt St.rtus 

CEQA S~te Guidelin~ Section 15303,. or Oass 3, proVide5 fo~ an exemption from environmental review 
for construction and location of li!11i ted numbers of new, small facil,ities or structures; installation of small 

new equipment. and facilities in small structures; and the conversion of existing small structures from one 
use to another where only minor modifications are made in the exterior of the structure. The numbers of 
structures· described in Section 15303 are the maximum allowable on any legal parcel. CEQA State 
Guidelines Section 15303(d) specifically appli~ to utility extensions. The proposed Lightspeed cabinets 

· are smaller. and less noticeable than many of the examples of structures given in Section 15303 as ·being 
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. Exemption from Environmental Review CASE NO. 2010.0944E . 
AT&T Lightspeei:l Upgrade 

categorically exen:ipt. SU.ch as single-family homes and multi-family d~ellings, and are smatler 'than many 
, structures where the Plarining Department issued this same exemption. Thus, the Lightspe~d 
installations are covered by the range of activities properly exempted pursuant l9 Class 3 ... 

Exceptions to ExemptionS/Exclusions from EnvirQnmental Review 

CEQA Guidelines Section 153002 lists ·exceptions to the use of categorical exemptions. The exceptions 
htclude that an exemption shall not be used.where the project would result in a significant ctimulative 
environmental impact (Section 15300.2(b}), where thei:e is a reasonable possibility that the activity would 

· . have a sigclficant effect on the environmertt duet~ unusuai circumstance$ (Section 15300.2(c)), where the· 
project would damage scenic .resources within highway offici.ally designated as a state scenic highway 
(Section 15300.2(d)), where the project would be located on a site listed as a hazardous waste site 
pursuant to Section 65962.5 of the California Government Code (Section 15300.2(e)), where the project 
would cause a substantial .ad~ren;e change in the significance of a historical resource (Section 15300.2(£)). 
As describeq below, there are no conditions associated with the Lightspeed facilities that would suggest · 
the possibility of a significant environmental effect under these exceptions. 

No Cumulatiue Impacts 

CEQA State Guidelines Section 15300.2(b) provides that a categoriatl ex.emption shall. not apply if 
significant impacts would result over ~e from successive projects of the same type in the same place. 
The proposed project involves the installation of up to approximately 726 aboveground cabinets · 
throughout the City. By their minimal nature and widely dispersed. locations that do not create significant 
environmental impacts on.historic, arch~logical,·or v:ii;ual resourres, the.impacts of th~·cabinets V>l'ciuld. 
not aggregate under CEQA to a-degree where the project, by itself; would have ~ulative impacts. . 

. . . 
There is at least one competing vendor providing a sim,ilar servic~ to the proposed project,. but that 
vendor's network has already-been established, ·with the majority of their equipment located outside of 

- ~ . . . . 

the public right:-ef-way. Since all of· these existing and· proposed proji;rl locations ·have and would 
proceed separately at di~ferent locations, there would be no foreseeable. cumulative impacts due'.to the 
pr9p0sed project. For the reasons set forth above, this project combined with other ongoing-utility and 
infrastructure work on the public right-of-way would not contribute to rumulative impacts~ 

. Historical Resources 

As described above, tli.e Planning Department co~cluded that the proposed project wo~ld not cause a 
significant impact to a historic re5ource. Therefore, th.is issue would not trigger an exception to the use of 
a categorical ·exemption. 
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Exemption from Environmental Revil!w · 

State Scenic Higliways 

CASE NO. 2{)10.0944E 

AT&T Lightspeed Upgrade 

Categorical exemptions may not. be applied to projects th~t may result in d~mage to scenk resources 

wifhiri a high.way ·officialiy designated as a state scenic highway. ~ile there are eligible scenic highways 

in the City, there are no officially designated state highways~· Ther~ore, the project would not .impact ~ 
officially designated state highway. · · 

Hazardaus Wast~ 

. All Lights.peed facilities Would· be placed in public right-of-way within •street and sidewalk areas. These 

locations are not fated as hazardou~ ~aste sites by the state pursuant to Semon 65962..5 of the California 
Gov~ent Code. · 

Unusual Circilmstances 

~ . . 

1:he· Planning Department did not find_ any unusual circumstances that would cause the Llghtspeed 

installations to have a significant effect on the environment. These· facilities a~e not unusual compared to. 
.similar util1ti~ structures in the public-right~ofway; including other. structures also SL1Pject to the .DPW's 

Stµface-Mounted · Guidelines. Therefore, this issue. would not higger an exception to the use of a 

categorical exemption. 

. Conclusion· 
\. 

·Although the proposed-project is'not without opposition or tontroversy, opposition and ·controversy Clo 
not. themselves constitute . sigfiillcant environmental impacts, nor do they constitute unusual 

. circumstanceS that would render use of a categcirical exemption 'inappropriate.. · 

As described above, the proposed project would not have a significant. effect on historic resources. Also, 
there are no dlmiilative in:ipacts or unus~al circumstances surtollilO.ing the current proposal that would . 

trigger an exception to the application of an. exemption. Therefore, the installations would be categorically 
exempt under Class 3. For all the. above reasons, the proposed .project iS ~ppropriately exempt from 

environmental review. 
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. Options for Consid~ratjon in ~ladng Lig-htspeed .Cabinets in San Francisco 

Element Recommended Available Options 

Type of Cabinet Reduced sized Standai;d cabinet Larger, double 

Location· 

Landscaping if 
appropriate for site 

Screening if 

· ~binet with power 
meter included 

PUblic right-of-way 
up to 300 feet from 
SAl 

Replace existing 
landscaping with 
n~ 

with attached power . capacity cabinet 
pand to combine two· 

Walk through with 
neighborhood group 
to consider location 
options 

Street trees within 3 
to 5 feet of the 
cabinets if water 

aVllilable 

Decorative bollards 

cabinets at one 
100..tion · 

. Planting s\lrubs 
adjacent to the 
cabinets, will 
extend e.itisting 
irrigation system 

Metal trellis with 
vines that would 
s~een the stteet 
side and top of 
the cabinet 

· appropriate for site· · 
Bollards as required 
for safety 

Nearby 
Community 
SJgllage 

Graffiti 

. Other cabinet 
placement 
considerations 

'1110135953_-vl 

Graffiti resistant 
finish and stick:cr 
with toll-free 
number 

AT&T a:ews' will 
proactively remove : 

~ffi!i-

Citizens ox; City 
cal). repott 
graffiti via toll
free number or 
3-1-1 . 

• Cabinets will not ob~truct pedestrian access and a minimum of 4 feet of 
- clearance will be maintained · · · 

• Cabinets will not intrude on pedestrian "clear: zones" at street comers. 

• Cabinets will be set back a rniniriitnn of S feet at comers. 

• · Cabinets will be set back a minimum of 18 inches form the face of the curb. 

• Cabinets Will be s~t back: a mJDii:num of 5 feet from fire hydrants. 

• ·Cabinets will be set back a minimOOi of 40 inches fi:om ?IIY o.ther above ground 
structure.. 

• Cabu;_ei:s ~ be set back a minimum of 60 feet from m transit shdte.i: and/ or·. 
kiosk, u.O.l~ss cOOF~ted with.the sl:idtet/kiosk.. ~ . 

• Cabinets will be set back a minimum of s ·feet from any certified street artist 
desigr:i.atcd area. · 

• Cabmets Win be set back a m.inimwn of 60 feet ~ any public art work under 
the jurisdiction of the Arts Conµnlssion of San Francisco. ~i:ept for ut on. 
kiosks. . , . 

• Cabinel:S will not be placed over any_ stormclrain or other utility facility. 
• ·Cabinets will not obstruct the view of any traffic ~ign. ~yfinding sign or traffic 

siroal . 
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SAN FRANCISCO. 
PLANNiNG DEPARTMENT 

Historic Resou~ce Ev~luation Resp.onse-

· MEA, Plantier: 

Project Nam.e,s: 
·.Block/Lot:·. 

Case No.: 

DonLeWis 
_AT&T."Lightsp_eed" Upgrade 

· Multiple Locations ·· 

2010.D944E 

. Date of Review: February 8, 2011 
Planning Dept. &uie:wer: Tina Tam 

. ' (41S) 558-63251 tina.tam@sfgov.org 

· PROPOSED PROJECT 

PROJECT DESCRIPTIO~ 

D ·Demolition · .1:8J · Alteration 

1650 MissiorrSt 
Suile400 
San Francisco, 
CA 94103-2479 

· Reception: 
415.551L6378 

filx: 
415.558.6409 

Planning 
lnformalimr: 
415.~.&ln-

The project proposes to install up to 7'2.6 new metal conununications electronics cabinets, alter a number · 
of exisfu;lg cabinets, and insert new equipment into existing cabinets with no cilteratiori$ in brder to 
upgrade the AT&T network iil order to provide fiber optlc technology to San Francisco neighborhoods.· 

Th~ project, as proposed., include5: 

• New Cabinets: The proposed new. uilimets" would he located on the. ground, within public right

of..way. The new cabin.ets measure 51.7'' ~de by 26". deep by 48" high and are light tan or light 
green in color. '!he propo~ new cabinets must be plaeed in close proximity to an existing 
Service Area Interface (SAl) cabinet in order to make the n~e55ary fiber/copper connection.. 
Exisfutg SAI Cabinets _to be ~.ed in their Existing Locations: A number of the existing SAI 
cabinets will be enlarged and "re-skinned" in ·their current locations. The size of the new SAI 

' "shell'~ would depend on the.siie of the existing cabinet in each -iocati.on. The most common 
sizes for the_. new shells are 58'.' wide by 26" deep by 65" high or 58" ·Wide by 18" deep by 65" 

high. Existing cabinets muld incr~Se up to 18" in width, up ta 14" in diametei;:, and up ;to 16" in 
· height. . . 

Existing Cabinets to be' Enlarged and Relocatecl: A number of the existi.I).g SAI cabinets wijl be · 
remo~ed from .utility poies, enlarged, and placed on the sidewalk within public right~of-w;;iy. 
The existing·cabipets me~e approximately 3r wit;Ie by 12" deep; and range from 30" to 57" in 
high. New, enlarged cabinets would be located on the sidewalk and· measure approximately 

· 51 .. 7" wid_e by 26'; deep by 48" high. 
• . Existing Cabinets fo _Remain In-Place with Minor Alterations: A n':'-mber of existing cabinets 

will be enlarged by approximately 6", by ·adding a bolt to the end panel on the existirlg cabinet. 
. • No Chang~s to the Existing Cabinet~ A number of the eXisting SAi cabinets can accommodate 

. the new equipment with no exterior changes. . . . 

www. .. sfplanning.org 
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Historic Resource Evaluation Response 
Februa,.Y 8, 2011 

PRE-EXISTING HISTORIC RATING I SURVEY .. 
. ' 

CASE NO. 201D.0944E 
AT&T Lightspeed Upgrade. 

AT&T ~as provided a map 'that illµstrates the location of all existing SAI cabinets (up to 900 in total) 
within the City and C:ounty of San .Francisco. The proposed 726 new cabinets will be locat~ in dose 
proximity to the existing SAI cabinets. There .~e a number of existing SAi cabinets·. located · withiii . 

. designated historic and conservation districts (see below). However, pursuant to AT&T's ·submitted . 
project proposal, none of the p~oposed new cabinets would be located within the boundaries. of any 
qesignated hl?tonc or conservation district;. 

HISTORIC DISTRICT I NBGHBORHOOD CONTEXT . . 
The proposed. new cabinets will be located ~thin public right-of-way, and will n~t be located ·on 
mdividual buildings. None of the proposed 7Z6 new .cabinets would be ·located within a designated 
historic or con5ervation district. The precise locations. of the proposed new rahinets have not been 
identified. While the new cabinets would be installed within 300 feet of m eiisting SAI cabinet, none of 
¢.e proposed new cabinets will be within any designated districl : · · 

1. Califomia Register Criteria of Significance: Note, a building ~y be·m historical resource if It · 
m~ ~y of the Duto~a Register. criteria.listed below. If more information ls ~eeded to make 'such 

. a determinaticni. please specify what information is :r:ieeded. · (This determinatimi for Calijortiia Register 
Eligibility is made based on existing data a:JJJl reseim.:h provided to the Pltuming Department by the. above 
named ,lreparer I ~~ltant llJld other parties. Key pages of report and a photograph of the subject buiWing are 
. attached.) . · 

Event: ot 0 Yes D No D Unable tiJ determine 
Peisons: or · 0 Yes . D No D Unable t~ determine 
Architecture: or · 0 Yes D No · 0 Unable to deteniime 

· Information Potential: 0 Further investigation recommended. 
District ~r Con~ ~ Ye5, may contribute to.a potential district or significant i::ont&f:-.. · 
li Yes; Period of significance: · · · · 

Based m:t mapped location5 of existing SAI cabinetS, the following districts c:urrenily contain existing 

SAl cabinets. None of the ~ting SAt cabinets located within these districts would be enlarged, "re- . 
skimIBd", relocated, or have a bolt added as part of LightSpeed. ·The orily Lightspeed work .in these 

·districts is potential trenching.·. : · · · 

• Kearney/Markel/Mason/Sutter Conservatio~ DiStrict 

• Soll th End HisfOric Distrlct . 
. . 

' . Sauth of Market Extended Preservation District 
• · AI~o Square HistoricDistrict . ·. . . 

• · · Buena Vista North Historic Di5trict (proposed) 

• Liberty Hill Historic Pistrict . 
• Dogpatpi Historic Distrjct ,, 

Although the project sponsor have not precisely indentified .the locations of the ~ew cabinetS, it is. 

possible that a nuI):lber . of new· cabinets may. be located within dorumehted and .undoc0n.ented 

pot~tial hisU:>ric distric.ts for .the purposes of CEQA. It is also possible that a number of the proposed 
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. '· . 
H.is~oric Resource Evalua~on Response 
February 8, 2011. · 

CASE NO. 2010.0944E · 
· AT&T Llghtspeed Upgrade 

new cabinets wi!I be located in close proximity to buildiri.gs and sites that have been individually 
designated as local, California, or Na.tional historic landmarks. It is also possible that a number of the 

proposed new cabinets will be locatecf in dose proxi~ty to structures or sites that either have or have 

not yet beer\ documented, but that may be individually eli~ble for the California Regi_ster. 

2. . Integrity is the ai!ilify of a p~operty to convey its significarice. To be a res~urce for the purposes of 

CEQA, ~ pr~periy must n9~ only be shov.in to be significant under. the Califorpfa Register criteria, but . 
it also must have integrity. To retain histork integrity· a property will always possess several. and 
tistially most; of the a5pects. The s~bject. property has retained or lades integrity from the period of 
sign_ifirance noted. above: · · · · · 

Location: 0 Retains . 
Assopation; ·o Retains: 

Desi~ 0 Retains 
Wor~hip: 0 Retains 

0Lacks 
.01.acks· 
0Lacks 
0Lacks 

Setting: 
Feelipg:. 
Materials: 

. 0 Retains' 

D Retains 
0Retains · 

0Lach 
Otacks 
·OLacks 

./ 

Although tlie project sponsor does not propose .to install new cabinets within ~y designated_ historic 
or . c9nservatio~ districts, it is possible that a number of new cabinets may b~ located within 
documented and undocumented po~ential historic districts for the purposes of CEQA. 

The Departrnenf has ronsid&ed the potential of the propesed new cabinets to impair the ability. _of. 

historical res.ources, including historic buildings_ and historic district:S, to convey. their significance. 
· Based ori review .of AT&T's submitted project information, ·the Department has determined that 

cabinets placed in the public right-of-way. within potential_ histOric "districts will not irnpaii-_.the 
district's ability to convey its significance, as the proposed project would be consistent with .the 
applicable. Standards and Guidelines far Rehabilitation, including but not lim,ited ~o Standards 9 and ·10, 
as disazssed iil Section 4 below. · · · 

. Pursuant to the submitted prOject proposal, AT&T will locate the prop~ed new cabinets such that: 
• ' I , . . • 

. Cabinets are located outside of l;he boundatjes of i:tesignated historic and conservation 
districts. -

· •. Cabinets are screened by landscaping (shrubs and trees) wh~e possible. 

• . ·Cabinets are loeated within ~e;public right-of-way and not on individualhwildings. 

- 3. Determination of whether the property is an ''historical re~urce". for purposes of CEQA 

D ~o R~ource Present (Go to 6. below) . ~ Historicai Res~urce Present (Continue to 4.) 

Although the project sponsor does not propose to ~1 new cabinets within any designated historic 
or conservation districts, it is possible. that ~ n~ber of new cabinets may be located within . 

documented and ui:idocumented potential historic districts for the purposes of CEQA. -
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· Historic Resource Evaluatio11 Respo·nse CASE NO. 2010.0S«E . 
.AT&T Lightspeed Upgrade February 8, 20~ 1 · 

4. ·If the property appears· to be an historical resource, whether the propose·d project would 
- ma~eria.Uy impair the resource (i'.e. alter iri -an adverse ~mer those physical characteristics which · 

· ·justify the property's inclusion in any registry to which it belongs) .. 

[8] The project will not Ca.~ a suJ?stantial advers~ change ~ the significance of the resource such 

that the si~cance of the resource would !>e materlally impaired .. (Continue to 5 if the project. is a:n . 
alteration.) 

0 The project is a. signifi~t impa~t as pzopo~. (Crmtinue. tO 5 if the project is an alteration.) 

Based on information submitted by the project sponsor, it appears that AT&T will conform to the 
Sec;retary of the Intenor' s Standards and Guidelines far the "(reatment of Historic Propi:rties, as applicable, 
for -any cabinet installations proposed within a poteritial historic district.· The Departrn~t · haS 
determined.that the proposed project is consistent with the Standards, .including but not l~ted to 
Standards 9 ·and IO of the 'Secretary of the Interior's Standards and Guidelines JM Rehabilitation. . . . . - . . . . . 

Standard. 9: -New addi!ions, exterior alterations, or rclated new construction will not destroy . 
. hlStoric materials, features, and spatial. relationships that cfuµ-acterize the property.· -The. new 

. work will be differentiated from th~ old and will ~ compatible with the historic materia~, 
features, size, scale, and proportion, and mcissi11g to protect the integrity of, the property and its 
envirorunent. 

Cabinets f7raposed in potenfiaz· hiStoric distrids that include character-kfining street furniture will be 
clearly, differentiated from hiswnc street fiunihire, u:ru1 un1l not deStroy histQric mil:_terials or spatiizJ 
relationships Ouit chariicterize the districts. _ -

Standard 10: New additions and adjacent or related new co'nstrµction will bi! undertaken in such· 
a manner that, if removed in. the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property 
~d its environment would be unimpaired. - . 

The praposed nno . cabfuets may ·be removed in the future without impriiring _.the essential fimn ·and 
integrity of the historic resource.. Thi propo5ed project ad.Is far the installation of the cahinets in a manner 
that wm allow them to be completely removed without affecting the. essential farin -or rntegrity of the: 

Jr:istarjc district. The installation of the proposed cabinets will not destru!f historic buz1ding fabric, and will 
be re:virsiblL : If the 'equipment fs remo'(!ed in thefutu.re, the essential form. and integrity of the district and 

-iis envir~t would be unimpaired. . . . - . ' -. . 

5. Character-defining features of the building to be retained or respected in order to ~void a . 
significant adverse effect by the project; presently oi: camulatively, as modifications to the project 
to reduce. or avoid unpacl:S. · Please recommend conditiOns ofapprov.tl that may be de5irable. to 

. .mitigate the project~s adverse effects. 

As proposed, the ·project will ensu;re compli~e with the Secretary of the In~cir's Standards and 
Guidelines for the Treatment of Historic Propei-ties. The ·cab:lnets will not be installed on any inc;lividual 
buildings and where possible, screened by land.scaping (shrubs and tree;)- . 
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Historic ReSource Evaluation Response 
·February 8, 2011 

CASE NO. 2010.0944E· . 
AT&T Lightspeed Upgrade 

6 •. Whether the proposed project may have an adverse effect' on off-site historical resources, such as 
. adjacerit historic properties. 

D Uf1:able to deteimine · 

As . noted ·above, any new rabinet installations that . are. located within documented and 

. undocumented . potential historic districts, will n:ot sigclfi(<\ntly impact the· character-defining 
features. of the district, nor· will the proposed new cabinets negatively impact the.integrity of the 
potential historic districts. · 

Visual quality, by nature, is highly subjective and different Viewers may have varying opinions as to 
whether ~ proposed wireless facility makes for a negati~e impact to the setting of the City and its 
neighb~rhoods. The Department's determination is that the ·impact of the proposed equipment t~ the 
setting of existing and potential historic sites, structures, and districts. is not significant, and would 

. not impair the ability of historic reso~rces to c~nvey their significance. . 

SENIOR PRESERVATION PLANNER REVIEW 

Signa~e:_~..;:~ ....... .JL.A...,._..,-..._ _____________ ~-'--- [)ate: 2.-J · .Z.• i/. · 

CC:. 
. . . 

. Linda Avery, Commission Secretary, Historic ~eservation Coinmission. 
Vrrnaliza Byrd, ~toric Resource Impact Review File. 
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BOARD of SUPERVISORS. 

City Hall 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244 

San Francisco 94102-4689 
Tel. No. 554-5184 
Fax No. 554-5163 

TDD/TTY No. 554-5227 

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF THE CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO 

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THATthe Board of Supervisors of the City and 
County of San Francisco will hold a public hearing to consider the following proposal 
and said public hearing will be held as follows, at which time all interested parties may 
attend and be heard: 

Date: Tuesday, April 26, 2011 

Time: 4:00 p.m. 

Location: Legislative Chamber, Room 250 located at City Hall, 1 Dr; 
Carlton B .. Goodlett Place, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Subject: File No. 110344. Hearing of persons interested in or objecting 
to the decision of the Planning Department dated February 22, 
201.1, Case No. 2010.0944E, that a project iocated on La Playa 
Street betwe.en Cabrillo and Fulton Streets, is exeinpt from 
environmental review under Categorical Exemption, Class 3 
(State CEQA Guidelines Section 1503). The proposed project 
involves placing additional fiber through AT&T's existing 
copper conduit currently used for telephone lines, and the 
installation of metal, either tan or light green, 51. 7-inches-wide 
by 26-inches-deep by 48-inches-high' communications 
cabinets in the public right-of-way to house the Lightspeed 
electronics. (Appellant: San Francisco Beautiful and the . 
Planning Association for the Richmond) 

Pursuant to Government Code Section 65009, notice is hereby given, if you 
challenge, in court, the matter described above, you may be limited to raising only those 
issues you or someone else raised at the public hearing described in this notice, or in 
written correspondence delivered to the Board of Supervisors at, or prior to, the public 
. hearing. 

In accordance with Section 67.7-1 of the San Francisco Administrative Code, 
persons who are ~nable to attend the hearing on these matters may submit written 
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comments to the City prior to the _time the hearing begins. These comments will be 
made a part of the official public records in these matters, and shall be brought to the 
attention of the Board of Supervisors. Written comments should be addressed to 

Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the Board, Room 244, City Hall, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett 
Place, San Francisco, CA 94102. Information relating to this matter is available in the 
Office of the Clerk of the Board and agenda information will be available for public 
review on Thursday, April 21, 2011. · 

DATED: April 14, 2011 

2 
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BOARD of SUPERVISORS 

March 22, 2011 

Milo F. Hanke 
San Francisco Beautiful 
Planning Association for the Richmond 
100 Bush Street, Ste. 1580 
San Francisco, CA 94104 

City Hall 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244 

San Francisco 94102-4689 
Tel. No. 554-5184 
Fax No. 554-5163 

TDD/TTY No. 544-5227 

Subject: Appeal of Determination of Exemption from Environmental Review for AT&T 
"Lightspeed" Network Upgrade Project 

Dear Mr. Hanke: 

The Office of the Clerk of the Board is in receipt of a memorandum dated March '21, 2011, (copy 
attached) from the City Attorhey's office regarding the timely filing of an appeal of Determination of 
Exemption from Environmental Review for the AT&T "Lightspeed" Network Upgrade Project. 

The City Attorney has determined that the appeal was filed in a timely manner. 

A hearing date has been scheduled on Tuesday, April 26, 2011 at 4:00 P.M., at the Board of 
Supervisors meeting to be held in City Hall, Legislative. Chamber, Room 250, 1 br. Carlton B. 
Goodlett Place, San Francisco. 

Pursuant to the Interim Procedures 7 and 9, please provide to the Clerk's Office by: 

.8 days prior to the hearing: any documentation which you may want available to the Board 
members prior to the hearing; 

11 days· prior to the hearing: names of interested parties to be notified of the hearing. 

Please provide 18 copies of the documentation for distribution, and, if possible, names of 
interested parties to be notified in label format. · 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Rick Caldeira at (415) 554-7711 or Andrea 
Ausberry at (415) 554-4442.' · 

Very truly yours, 

Angela alvillo 
Clerk of the Board 
c:. 
Cheryl Adams,·Deputy City Attorney 
Kate Stacy, Deputy City Attorney . 
Marlena Byrne, Deputy City Attorney 
Scott Sanchez, Acting Zoning Administrator, Planning Department 
BillWycko, Environmental Review Officer, Planning Department 
AnMarie Rodgers, Planning Department · 

Tina Tam, Historic Preservation, Planning Department 
Nannie Turrell, Planning Department 
Don Lewis, Environmental Analysis, Planning Department 
Linda Avery, Planning Commission Secretary 
Milo Hanke, San Francisco Beautiful and Planning . 
Association for the Richmond· 
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CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE OF THE CITY AITORNE.Y 

TO: 

DENNIS J. HERRERA 
City Attorney 

Angela Calvillo 

MEMORANDUM 

Clerk of the Board ofSupenrisors 

MARLENA G. BYRNE 
Deputy City Attorney 

DIRECT DIAL: (415) 554-4620 
E-MAIL; mar1ena.byrne@sfgov.org 

FROM: Marlena G. Byrne '\/Iii ti-./ 
Deputy City Attorney JI' l.i V 

DATE: March 21, 2011 

RE: Appeal of Determination of Exemption from Environmental Review for AT&T 
"Lightspeed" Network Upgrade Project Located on La Playa Street, between 
Cabrillo and Fulton Streets 

You have asked for our advice on the timeliness of an appeal to the Board· of Supervisors 
by Milo F. Hanke, on behalf of the San Fran_cisco Beautiful and the Plamting Association for the 
Richmond, received by the Clerk's Office on March 14, 2011, of the Planning Deparbnent's 
determination that the AT&T Network "Lightspeed" Upgrade project, Department of Public 
Works excavation permit, File No. 1 lEXC-1050, locc:tted on La Playa Street between Cabrillo 
and Fulton Streets, is exempt from environmental review under the California Environmental 
Quality Act ("CEQA"). The J?t;oposed work involves placing additional fiber through AT &T's 
existing copper conduit currently used for telephone lines, and, as described in the Certificate of 
Determination Exemption from Environinental Review, the installation of metal, either tan or 
light green, 51. 7-inches-wide by 26-inches-deep by 48-inches-high communications cabinets in 
the public right-of-way to house the Lightspeed electronics. The Appellants provided a copy a 
Certificate of Determination Exemption from Environmental Review, issued by the Planning 
Department on February 22, 20 I 0, finding the project exempt under Class 3 of the CEQA 
Guidelines (14 Cal.Code Reg. §15000 et seq.). 

We are informed that an excavation permit was issued for the proposed work on La Playa 
Street, between Cabrillo and Fulton Streets, on March 14, 2011, by the Department of Public 
Works (File No. l IEXC-1050). The time for appealing the issuance of this permit to the Board 

·of Appeals has not yet run. Accordingly, it is our view that the appeal of this categorical 
exemption determination is timely. Therefore, the appeal should be calendared before the Board 
of Supervisors. We recommend that you so advise the Appellant. 

Please let us know if we may be of further assistance. 

cc: Rick Caldeira, Deputy Director, Clerk of the Board 
Joy Larnug, Board Clerk's Office 
Andrea Ausberry, Board Clerk's Office 
Cheryl Aqams, Deputy City Attorney 
Kate Stacy, Deputy City Attorney 

MGB 

Scott Sanchez, Zoning Administrator, Planning Department 
Bill Wycko, Environmental Review Officer, Planning Departmet?-t 

CITY HALL • 1 DR. CARLTON B. GOODLETT PLACE, ROOM 234 ' SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA .94102 
RECEPTION: (415) 554-4700 FACSIMILE: {415) 554-4757 

n:\landuse\mbyrne\bos ceqa ap1=1eals\al&l ljghlspeed ljmeljness.doc 
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C.ITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE OF THE CITY ATTORNEY 

.TO: 

DATE: 
PAGE: 
RE: 

Memorandum 
Angela Calvillo 
Clerk ofthe Board of Supervisors 
March 21, 2011 
2 
Appeal of Determination ofExemptio!l from Environmental Review for AT&T 
"Lightspeed" Network Upgrade Project Located on La Playa Street, between 
Cabrillo and Fulton Streets 

AnMarie Rodgers, Planning Department 
Tina Tam, Planning Department 
Nannie Turrell, Planning Department 
Linda Avery, Planning Department 
Don Lewis, Planning Department 
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City Hall 

BOARD of SUJ>ERVISORS 
Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244 

San Francisco 94102-4689 

To: 

From: 

Cheryl Adams 
Deputy City Attorney 

Rick Caldeir~ 
Deputy Directo;. I · 

Tel. No. 554-5184 
Fax No. 554-5163 

TDD/TTY No. 544-5227 

.March 15, 2011 

Subject: Appeal of Categorical Exemption from Environmental Review for 
AT&T Lightspeed Network Upgrade, Multiple Locations 

An appeal of categorical exemption from environmental review issued for AT&T 
Lightspeed Network Upgrade, Multiple Locations, was filed with the Office of the 
Clerk of the Board on March 14, 2011, by Milo Hanke, on behalf of San Francisco 
Beautiful and the Planning Association of the Richmond. 

Pursuant to the Interim Procedures· of Appeals for Negative Declaration and 
Categorical Exemptions No. 5, I am forwarding this appeal, with attached documents, 
to the City Attorney's office to determine if the appeal has been :filed in a timely 
manner. The City Attorney's determination should be made within 3 working days of 
receipt of this req!'.lest. 

If you have any questions, you may contact me on ( 415) 5 54-7711. 

c: Angela Cal".illo, Clerk of the Board 
Kate Stacy, Deputy City Attorney 
Mfil-Iena Byrne, Deputy City Attorney 
Scott Sanchez, Zoning Administrator, Planning Department 
Bill Wycko, Chief, Major Environmental Analysis, Planning Department 
Nannie Turrell, Major Environmental Analysis, Planning Department 
AnMarie Rodgers, Manager, Legislative Affairs, Planning Department 
Tina Tam, Historic Preservation, Planning Department 
Don Lewis, Environmental Analysis, Planning Department 
Linda A very, Planning Commission Secretary 
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Mrs. Friedel Klussmann 
EfOu,,rf&· 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

Robert C. Friese 
Byron Rodriquez 
Clinton J: Loftman 

Linda Muir 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Ed Anderson 
Christopher Charles 

Peter Fortune 
Juan Monsanto 
Esther Mallolih 

Richard Munzinger · 
Scott Preston 
Sharon Seto 

Leigh Wasson 
Lisa Watada 

PAST PRESIDENT 

Milof.Hanke 

tk-~ §!JeaLt{y «Fld Yfr:oabilify/ [!/'J'mz, f?h~co-

March 14, 2011 

Ms. Angela Calvillo 
Clerk of the Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, Room 244 
1 Dr. Carleton B. Goodlett Place 
San Francisco, CA 94102-4689 

Dear Madame Clerk, 

On behalf of more than fifteen hundred members of San Francisco Beautiful and 
the Planning Association for the Richmond, I respectfully appeal the Planning 
Department Exemption from Environmental Review (2010.0944E) issued 
February 22, 2011, in light of the significant environmental impacts of the 
project that warrant in-depth review in an Environmental Impact Report. 

Attached are the copies of the exemption signed by the Planning Department, a 
neighborhood organization fee waiver request form and-:-a check for $500. 

Please let me know if you require any additional information. I can be reached at 
41.5-781-:6300 or milohanke@aol.com. 

ilo F. Hanke, 
Immediate Past President 

cc: Susan Brandt-Hawley, Brandt-Hawley Law Group 
cc: Raymond Holland, Planning Association for the Richmond 

www.sfbea uliful. org 

100 Bush Street Suite 1580 •San Francisco, CA 94104 • T 415. 421-2608 • F 415. 421-4037 • E sfb@sfbeoutiful.org 
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Mrs. Friedel Klussmann 
Ei'V{fJta'er 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

Robert C. Friese 
Byron Rodriquez 
Clinton J. Loftman 

Linda Muir 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS . 

Ed Anderson 
Christopher Charles 

Peter Fortune 
Juan Monsanto 
Esther Mallouh 

·Richard Munzinger 
Scott Preston 
Sharon Seto · 

Leigh Wasson 
Lisa Watada 

PAST PRESIDENT 

Milo F. Hanke 

the, ~ Men.ate!!' a.rut 2Jioa6ili:f!j/ (!/J'wv ffe'llfl.Ciscrr 

Resolution 
Executive Committee 

San Francisco Beautiful 
March 2, 2011 

By unanlmou~ vote of the Executive Committee of San Francisco Beautiful, 
San Francisco Beautiful reaffirmed its policy of opposing the categorical 
·exemption from environmental review that was issued by the Planning 
Department on February 22, 2011, and authorizes Milo Hanke to file an 
appeal thereto on behalf of San Francisco Beautiful: 

Whereas, the Planning Department has given a categorical exemption from 
environmental review to AT&T for the installation of up to 726 large, above 
ground communications cabinets (51.7" wide by 26" deep by 48" high) in the 
public right of way; 

Whereas, they are installing them neighborhood by neighborhood so that 
many affected communities and individual property owners are unaware of 
AT&T's plans and the adverse impact it will have on their neighborhoods; 

Whereas, affected communities and individual property owners have not 
received complete, objective adviee for housing the equipment underground 
or on private property; 

Whereas, the boxes will be installed above ground, even when technology 
exists to underground them; 

Whereas, the large boxes will impede pedestrian traffic, inconvenience 
property owners, act as graffiti magnets, invite vandalism, attract trash 
around and on top of them and detract from our efforts attempts to create a· 
more attractive and pleasant environment; 

Whereas, the large boxes will have negative effects on property values of 
adjoining properties and on assessed valuation and property tax revenues to 
the City; 

. . ' 

Whereas, these large above ground boxes are in direct contradiction to Order 
No; 175,566 "Regulations for Issuing Excavation Permits for the Installation 

www.sfbeautifu I. org 

100 Bush Street, Suite 1580 ·San Francisco, CA 94104 • T 415. 421-2608 • F 415. 421-4037 • E stb@sfbeautiful.org 
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of Surface-Mounted Facilities in the Public Right-of-Way" issued by Edwin M. 
Lee on August 17, 2005, requiring that surface-mounted facilities "be 
installed on private property or be placed underground to the extent either 
of these options is technologically and economically feasible." 

Whereas, Order No. 175,566 requires the applicant to make a "good faith 
effort to comply with each of the following requirements: 

• present a plan showing all surface-mounted facilities anticipated to be 
installed in the next five-years 

• present plans showing sizes of cabinets 
• survey the area to be serviced to identify at least three locations on 

private property that may be appropriate 
• contact the owner to determine whether the owner will allow such 

installation 
• attempt to enter into agreement with interested property owners 
• attempt to place underground where technologically or economically 

feasible (at a minimum, demonstrate that it conduced a thorough 
search for adequate underground technology) 

• notify of any special requirements that limit location 
• explore reasonable opportunities to collocate 
• notify if other surface mounted facilities can be removed as a result of 

installation of new facilities; 

Resolved, that San Francisco Beautiful shall file an appeal to the Certificate of 
Determination, Exemption from Environmental Review, Case No. · 
2010.0944E, AT&T "Lightspeed" Network Upgrade and request the Planning 
Department to begin the process of reviewing the cumulative environmental 
impact of 726 large metal communication boxes in its neighborhoods, 
thereby relinquishing the public right of way to the commercial advancement 
of one private company. Milo Hanke is authorized to file said appeal on b.ehalf 
of San Francisco Beautiful. 

www.sfbeautiful.org 

l 00 Bush Street, Suite 1580 • San Francisco, CA 94104 • T 415. 421-2608 • F 415. 421-4037 • E sfb@sfbeautiful.org 
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SAN FRANCISCO 
PLANNING DEPARTMENT 

Certificate of Determination 
EXEMPTION FROM ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW 

1650 Mission St 
Suite 400 
San Francisco, 
CA 94103-2479 

Case No.: 
Project Title: 
Block/Lot: 
Project Sponsor: 

Staff Co1~tad: 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: 

2010.0944E 
AT&T ';Lightspeed" Network Upgrade 
Multij31e Locations 

Michael Edwards, AT&T California, (415) 644-7043 

Don Lewis, (415) 575-9095, don.lewis@sfgov.org 

AT&T proposes to upgrade its residential communications network to a high-speed data transmission 

technology referred to as "Lightspeed," which would enable new services, including internet protocol 
television. To provide these new services, AT&T would expand its fiber-optic network through~ut the 

City by placing additional fiber through its existing copper conduit currently used for telephone lines. 
Specifically, AT&T would install up to 726 metal, either tan or light green, 51.7-inches-wide by 26-inches
deep by 48-inches-high communications cabinets in the public right-of-way to house the Lightspeed 
electronics. The precise locations of the proposed new cabinets have not been identified; however, all new 

cabinets would be located within 300 feet of an existing AT&T Serving Area Interface (SAl) cabinet, also 

(Continued on next page.) 

EXEMPT STATUS: 

Categorical Exemption, Class 3 [State CEQA Guidelines Section 15303(d)] 

REMARKS: 

See reverse side. 

DETERMINATION: 

I do hereby certify that the above determination has been made pursuant to State and Local reguirements. 

BILL vVYCKO 
Environmental Review Officer 

cc: !1·1ichael Edwards, Project Contact 

J\·LD.F. 

Board c•f Supervisors 

Distribution List 
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Bulletin Board 

Dan JvlcKenna, Department of .Public Works 

Historic Distribution list· 

Recep1ion: 
415.558.637 8 

Fax: 
415.558.6409 

Planning 
Information: 
415.558.6377 



Exemption from Environmental Review 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION (continued): 

located within the public right-of-way throughout the City.1 

CASE NO. 2010.0944E 

AT&T Lightspeed Upgrade 

Each new installation would involve the following '"'Ork: pamng a Lightspeed cabinet within close 

proximity to an existing AT&T SAJ cabinet (the copper cross-connect box which is already located in the 

public right-of-way) to make the necessary fiber/copper connections; excavation of up to 48 inches deep 

would be required for the installation of an approximately 4-foot by 6-foot concrete foundation pad that 

would support each pghtspeed cabinet; construction of a 3-foot-deep and approximately 10- to 300-foot
Jong trench runt? install conduit from the Lightspeed cabinet to the existing SAl; construction of a 4-foot

deep and approximately 50- to 150-foot-long trench run to connect the new Lightspeed cabinet to an 

existing power source such as a pole or underground vault; and an additional 3-foot-deep trench may be 
required if AT&T needs to replace or repair existing underground telephone conduit to accommodate 

new fiber placement. 

In addition, some of the existing SAi cabinets would be enlarged and "re-skinned" with new wiring and 
room for additional capacity in their existing locations by up to 18 inches in width, 14 inches in dfameter, 
and 16 inche~ in height, a;,d some would be removed from utility poles, enlarged by up to 7 inches in 
width, 8 inches in depth, and 39 inches in height, and placed on the ground. The majority of these 
cabinets would be deployed over a three-year period. Also, in a few locations, SAJs are dustei;ed such 

that AT&T may be able to further reduce the number of cabinets to less than 726 if.appropriate space is 
avaiiable to accommodate .a doubie capaciiy cabinet. 111is double capacity cabinet is 50 inches wide: by 
56.5 inches deep by 48 inches high. A number of existing cabinets would also be enlarged by 

approximately 6 inches, by adding a bolt to the end panel on the existing cabinet. 

AT&T's proposed Lightspeed cabinets would hold the electronics needed to convert the fiber-optic signal 

to a broadband signal that can be transmitted over its existing copper distribution network. The 

Lightspeed cabinets would not contain transmitters or wireless devices, and would not emit radio 

frequency radiation. The Lightspeed cabinets wo~Jd be equipped with a cooling fan and a back-up 

battery that would run for up to eight hours tjuring commercial outages. For prolonged outages !n 

residential neighborhoods, generators that are part of AT&T' s service vehicles would be used and would 

run off the power of the vehicle. Diesel generators ate also used but are not the preferred method in 

residential neighborhoods. Another .method of providing back up power is to replace the cabinet batteries 

to extend the power during repair of the power supply. The electronics ·in these cabinets require that they 

be placed above ground as a technical matter, as the electronic equipment must be free from moisture and 

corrosion. 

Pursuant to the submitted project proposal, AT&T would locate the proposed new cabinets such that 

cabinets .are located outside of the boundaries of designated historic and conservation districts, and are 

located within the public right-of-way and not on indix1idual buildings. None of the existing SAJ cabinets 

located within designated historic or conservation districts would be enlarged, "re-skin11ed," relocated, or 

1 Locatio11 maps of the existing SAJ cabinets are a\·ailable fo1 review at the !'Janning Dep11rtment. al 1650 Mission Streei, Suite 400, s 
as part of Case No. 20l0.0944E 
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Exemption from Environmental Review CASE NO. 2010.0944E 

AT&T Lightspeed Upgrade 

. . 
have a bolt added. The only proposed Lightspeed work in these districts is potential trend1ing to install 

conduit from the proposed cabinet to the existing cabinet, and if AT&T needs to replace or repair existing 

underground telephone conduit . 

TI1e proposed project is subject to the requirements for excavation permits in Article 2.4 of the Public 

Works Code and the requirements of Department of Public Works (DPW) Order No. 175,566 concerning 

placement of surface-mounted facilities (SMF) in the public right-of-way.2 DPW reviews each application 

on an individual basis and evaluates the potential for the proposed facilities to impede travel on public 

streets, inconvenience property owners, or otherwise disturb the use of the public right-of-way by the 
public. DPW wHI ensµre that persons affected by the installation have an opportunity to be heard before 
an impartial hearing officer appointed by the Director of DPW. The hearing officer will summarize the 
evidence and testimony and will make recommendations to the Director, who will make the final 
determination. In addition, AT&T will provide notice to all residents within 300 feet of the work 48 hours 

prior to the commencement of work. 

In July 2008, the Planning Department issued a categoricaJ exemption for .AT&T's 2007 Lightspeed 
upgrade proposal (Planning Department Case No. 2007.13SOE). The categorical exemption was appealed, 
and during the appeal hearing before the Board of Supervisors, AT&T withdrew their environmental 
application.3 To address feedback from the City and the public, AT&T submitted a new project (the 
current proposal) with the following project changes: (1) reduced the number of new cabinets by 124 

(from 850 to 726); (2) integrated the power supply meter· into the new cabinets, negating the need for an 
attached power panel; (3) doubled the needed "pairing" distance from new cabinets to existing cabinets 
(from 150 feet to 300 feet); and (4) removed all proposed new cabinets that would have been located 
within the boundaries of designated historic or conservation districts. 

REMARKS (continued): 

Public Views and Aesthetics 

In evaluating whether the Lightspeed cabinets would be exempt from environmental review, the 
Planning Department determined that they would not result in a significant impact to public views and 
aesthetics. Visual quality, by nature, is highly subjective and different viewers may have varying opinions 
as to whether a proposed utility cabinet contributes negatively to the visual landscape of the City and its 
neighborhoods. The Planning Department's Initial Study Checklist, which is based on Appendix G of the 

. California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines, indicates. that assessments of significant 
impacts on visual resources should consider whether the project would result in: (1) a substantial, 
demonstrable negative aesthetic effect; (2) a substantial degradation or obstruction of any scenic vie'v or 
vista now observed from publk areas; or (3) generation of obtrusive light or glare substantially impacting 
other properties. The proposed Lightspeed installa.tions vrnuld not result in any of these conditions, as 
described below. 

2 Regulatiom for Issuing Excavation Fer~ts for the Installation of Surface-Mounted facilities in the Public Right-Of-\Vay, .DPW 

Order No. 175,566. This document is available ior review at the Planning Department, al 1650 Mission Street, Suite 40[1, as par! c•f 

Case No. 2010.0944£. 

'AT&T also withdrew all of their pt-nding permit applications (nearly 350) "·ith DPW. 
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Exemption hom Environmental Review CASE NO. 2010.0944E 

AT&T lightspeed Upgrade 

The project sponsor proposes to deploy up to 726 Lightspeed cabinets in a dispersed marmer \vithin 

public right-of-way. The profile of these cabinets would be visible to passersby and observers from 

nearby. buildings, but may not be noticed by the casual observer. The visual impacts of the cabinets 

would be confined to the immediate areas in which the cabinets are located. Utility-related facilities in the 

public right-of-way are common throughout the City's urbanized e.nvironrnent {e.g., traffic control 

cabinets and other utility cabinets). AT&T' s cabinet installations would generally be vi.ewed in the context 

of the existing urban background, and the incremental visual effect of the proposed cabinets would be' 

minimal. In addition, the proposed cabinets would not generate any obtrusive light or glare. The 

Planning Oepar~ment reviewed photos of existing cabinets in various locations and the photographs 
support the Department's conclusion that the cabinets would have a negligible effect on public views and 
aesthetics. 

Pursuant to the submitted project proposal, the proposed cabinets would be located -in a manner that 
would not obstruct pedestrian access, would not Intrude on pedestrian "dear zones" at street co.rners, and 
would not obstruct the view of any traffic sign, way-finding sign or traffic signal.4 AT&Ts cabinet 
placement considerations include setback distances from corners, fire hydrants, transit shelters, kiosks, 
certified street artist designated areas, and public art work under the jurisdiction of the Arts Commission, 
except for art on kiosks. If necessary, AT&T would conduct site visits with neighborhood groups to 

consider location options. Landscaping and screening are also av<:iilable options for consideration in 

placing new cabinets. The ~roposed Lightspeed cabinets would have a graffiti resistant finish and would 
display a sticker with a, toll-free number so that AT&T could proactively remove graffiti. If required for 
safety, bollards would also bejnstalled. 

Jn reviewing aesthetics under CEQA generally, consideration of the existing context in which a project is 
p'roposed is required and evaluation must be based on the impact on the existing environment. That 

soine people may not find the proposed Lightspeed cabinets attractive does not mean that they would 

create a signiflcant aesthetic environmental impact; they must be judged in the context of the ~xisting 

conditions. For the proposed Ughtspeed project, the context is urban right-of-way that already support 
similar utility structtires dispersed throughout the City. Lightspeed cabinets are thus consistent with the 

existing, develoeed environment. The aesthetics of Lightspeed cabinets are similar to other structures in 

public right-of-way and therefore cannot be deemed an "unusual circumstance." For those same reasons, 

the "unusual circumstance" exception to the categorical exemptions is not applicable to aesthetic impacts 

that are similar to existing or potential comparable structures. Lightspeed cabinets would not be unusual 

and would not create a~verse aesthetic impacts on the environment. . 

For all the above reasons, installation of the. proposed equipment cabinets would not result in a 
significant adverse effect on public views or aesthetics. 

' AT&T's Options fN Consideration in Placing Lighlspeed Cabinets in San Franci~co This document is attached 
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Exemption from Environmental Review 

Historic Resources 

CASE NQ. 2010.0944E 

AT&T Lightspeed Upgrade 

In evaluating whether the proposed project would be exempt from environmental review und.er CEQA, 

the Planning Department detennin~d that the proposed projecl would not result in a significant adverse 

effect to a historic resource as defined by CEQA. As described in the attached Historic R.esource 

Evaluation Response (HRER) Memorandum, the proposed new cabinets would not result in a significant 

impact to historic resources.5 The analysis and conclusions of the HRER are summarized below. 

The proposed :726 new cabinets would be located within public right-of-way, and would not be located 

on individual buildings. The precise locations of the proposed new cabinets have not been identified. 

While the new cabinets would be installed within 300 feet of an existing SAJ cabinet, none of the 

proposed new cabinets would be within any designated historic or conservation district. 

Based on mapped locations of existing SAI cabinet;s, the following districts currently contain existing SA1 
cabinets: Kearney/Market/Mason/Sutter Conservation District, South End Historic District, South of 
Market Extended .Preservation District, Alamo Square Historic District, Buena Vista North Historic 

District (proposed), Liberty Hill Historic District, and the Dogpatch Historic District. None of the existing 
SAI cabinets located within these designated historic or conservation districts would be enlarged, "re
skinned," relocated, or have a bolt added as part of the proposed project. The only proposed Lightspeed 
work in these districts is potential trenching to install conduit from the proposed cabinet to the existing 
cabinet, and if AT&T needs to replace or repair existing underground telephone conduit. 

Although the project sponsor has not precisely jndentified the locations of the new cabinets, it is possible 
that a number of new cabinets may be located within documented and undocumented potential historic 

districts for the purposes of CEQA. It i_s also possible that a number of the proposed new cabinets would 

be located in close proximity to buildings and sites that have been individually designated as local, 

California, or National historic landmarks. It is also possible that a number of the proposed new cabinets 

would be located in close proximity to structures or sites that either have or have not ye~ been 

documented, but that may be individually eligible for the California Register. 

Pursuant to the submitted project proposal, AT&T would locate the proposed new cabinets such that: {i) 

cabinets are located outside of the boundaries of designated historic and conservation districts, (2) 

cabinets are screened by landscaping (shrubs and trees) where possible, and (3) cabinets are located 

within the public right-of-way and not on individual buildings. 

Based on the size and the locations of the proposed cabinets, the Department has determined that the 

project would conform with the Secretary of t/le Interior's Standards and Guidelines f0r the Treah11ent of 

Historical Properties (Secretary's Standards) for any cabinet installations proposed within a potential historic 

district. The proposed project would be consistent with the applicable Standards and Guidelines fClr 
Rehabilitation, _including but not limited to Standards 9 and 10. Cabinets proposed in potential historic 

5 Historic Resource haluation Response Memorandum from rina Tam, Senior Pteservatic>n Planner, to Don Lewis, Planner, Major 

Environmental Anal)'sis, Fel>ruary 8, 2011. This document is·attached 
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Exemption from Environmental Review CASE NO. 2010.0944E 

A T&Tlightspeed Upgrade 

districts that include character-defining street furniture would be clearly differenti.ated from historic 

street furniture, and would not destroy historic materials or spatial relationships that characterize the 

.districts. The proposed new cabinets may be removed in the future without impairing the essential form 

and integrity of the historic resource. The proposed project calls for the installation of the cabinets in a 

manner that would allow them to be completely removed without affecting the essential form or integrity 

of the historic district. The .installation of the proposed cabinets would not destroy historic building 

fabric, and would be reversible. If the equipment is removed in the future, the essential form and 

integrity of the district and its environment would be unimpaired. 

As noted abov~, the Department has considered the potential of the proposed new cabinets to impair the 

ability of historical resources, including historic buildings and historic districts, to convey th~ir 

significance. Based on review of AT&T's ~ub111itted project information, the Department has det~rrnined 

that cabinets placed in the public right-of-way within potential historic districts would not impair the 

district's ability to convey its significance, as the proposed project would be consistent wHh the applicable 
Standards and Guidelines for Rehabilitation, including but not limited to Standards 9 and 10. It is uniikely 
that the existence of the proposed cabinets within the public right-of-way would prevent undocumented 
historic districts or structures from conveying significan.ce. 

Pursuant to DPW Order No: 175,566, for any instalJation(s) on the property of, or adjacent to a designated 
local,· State or National Historic Landmark, in a Local Historic District in Article IO of the San Francisco 
Planning Code, in a Conservation Districts designated in Article 11 of the San Francisco Planning Code, 
in a California Register Historic District, or a National Register Historic District, AT&T will be required to 
send notice to the Preservation Coordinator of the San Francisco Planning Department and the Historic 

Preservation Commission. 

As noted above, any new cabinet installations that are located within documented and undocumented 

potential historic districts, would not significantly impact the character-defining features of the district, 

nor would the proposed new cabinets negatively impact the integrity of the potential historic districts. 

The Department's determination is that the impact of the proposed cabinets to the setting of existing and 

potential h.istoric sites, structures, and districts is not significant, and would not impair the ability of 

historic resources to convey their significance. 

For the reasons described above, the proposed project would not result in a significant impact to historic· 

resources. 

Exempt Status 

CEQA State Guidelines Section 15303, or Class 3, provides for an exemption from environmental reviev11 

for construction and lo.cation of limited numbers of new, small facilities or structures; installation of small 

nevv equipment and facilities in small structures; and the' conversion of existing small structures from one 

use to another where only minor modifications are made in the exterior of the structure. The numbers o.f 

structures described in Section 15303 are the maximum allowable on any legal parcel. CEQA State 
' Guidelines Section I5303(d) specifically applies to utility extensions The proposed Lightspeed ~abinets 

are smaller and less noticeable than many of the examples of structures given in Section JS303 as being 
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Exemption from Environmental Review CASE NO. 2010.0944E 

AT&T Lightspeed Upgrade 

categorically exempt, such as single-family homes and multi-family dwellings, and are smaller than many 

structures where the Planning Department issued this same exemption. Thus, the Lightspeed 

installations are covered by the range of activities properly exempted pursuant to Class 3. 

Exceptions to Exemptions/Exclusions from Environmental Review 

CEQA Guidelines Section 15300.2 lists exceptions to the use of categorical exemptions. The exceptions 

inc1ude that. an exemption shall not be used where the prnject would result in a significant cumuiative 

environmental impact (Section 15300.2(b)), wher.e there is a reasonable possibility that the activity would 

have a signific;ant effect on the environment due to unusual circumstances (Section 15300.2(c)), where the 

project would damage scenic resources within highway officiaHy designated as a state scenic highway 
(Section 15300.2(d)), where the project would be located on a site listed as a hazardous waste site 

pursuant to Section 65962.5 of the California Government Code (Section 15300.2{e)), where the project 
would cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource (Section 15300.2(f)). 
As described below, there are no conditions associated with the Lightspeec:I facilities that would suggest 

the possibility of a significant environmental effect under these exceptions. 

No Cumulative Impacts 

CEQA State GuideJines Section 15300.Z(b) provides that a categorical exemption shall not apply if 
· significant impacts would result over time from successive projects of ·the same type in the same place. 

The proposed project involves the installation of up to appro::icimately 726 aboveground cabinets 
throughout the Oty. By their minimal nature and widely dispersed locations that.do not create significant 

environmental impacts on historic, archeological, or visual resources, the impacts of the cabinets would 

not aggregate under CEQA to a degree where the project, by itself, would have cumulative impacts. 

There is at least one competing vendor providing a similar service to the proposed project, but that 
vendor's network has already been established, with the majority of their equipment located outside of 

the public right-of-way. Since all of these existing and proposed project locations have and would 

proceed separately at different locations, there would be no foreseeable cumulative impacts due to the 

proposed project. For the reasons set forth above, this project combined with other ongoing utility and 

infrastructure work on the public right-of-way would not contribute to cumulative impacts. 

Historical Resources 

As described above, the Planning Department concluded tha1 the proposed project wou Id not cause a 

significant impact to a historic resource. Therefore; this issue would not trigger an exception to the w::e of 

a categorical exemption. 
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Exemption from Environmental Review 

.State Scenic Highways 

CASE NO. 2010.0944E 

AT&T Lightspeeq Upgrade 

Categorical exemptions may not be applied to projects that may result in damage to scenic resources 

within a highway officially designated as a state scenic highway. Wl~ile there are eligible scenic highways 

in the City, there are no officially designated state highways. Theri;'fore, the project would not impact an 

officially designated state highway. 

ffazardous l-Vaste 

All Lightspeed facilities would be placed in public right-of-way within street and sidewalk areas. These 
locations are not listed as hazardous waste sites by the state pursuant to Section 65962.5 of the California 

Government Code. 

U11us11al Circumstmwes 

The Planning Department did not find any unusual circumstances that would cause the Lightspeed 
installations to have a significant effect on the environment. These facilities are not unusual compared to 
similar utilities structures in the public-right-of way, including other structures also subject to the DPW's 
Surface-Mounted Guidelines. Therefore, this issue would not trigger an exception to the use of a 
categorical exemption. 

Conclusion 

Although the proposed project is not without opposition or controversy, opposition and controversy do 
not themselves constitute significant environmental impacts, nor do they constitute unusual 
circumstances that would render use of a categorical exemption inappropriate. 

As described above, the proposed project would not have a significant effect on historic resources. Also, 

there are no cumulative impacts or unusual circumstances surrounding the current proposal that would 

trigger an exception to the application of an exemption. Therefore, the installations would be categorically 

exempt under Class 3. For all the above reasons, the proposed project is appropriately exempt from 
environmental review. 
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Options for Consideration in Placing Lightspeed Cabinets in San Francisco 

Elemen1 Recommended Available Options 

Type of Cabinet Reduced sized Standard cabinet Larger, double 
cabinet with power with attached power capacity cabinet 
meter included panel to combine rwo 

cabinets at one 
location 

' 

Location Public right-of-way \'(lalk through with 
up to 300 feet from neighborhood group 
SAi to consider location 

options 

Landscaping if Replace existing Street trees within 3 Planting shrubs Metal trellis \V:ith 
appropriate for site landscaping with to 5 feet of the adjacent to the vines that would 

new cabinets if water cabinets, will screen the street 
available . extend existing side and top of 

irrigation system the. cabinet 

Screening if Bollards as required Decorative bollards Nearby 
appropriate for site for safety Community 

stgnage 

Graffiti Graffiti resistant AT & T crews· will Citizens or City 
fmish and sticker proactively remove can report 
With toll-free graffiti graffiti via toll-
number free number or 

3-1-1 

Other cabinet • Cabinets will not obstruct pedestrian access and a minimum of 4 feet of 
placement cleai;ance will be maintain~d. 
considerations • Cabinets ,,,jj} not intrude on pedestr:i:an "clear zones" at street conie·rs . 

• Cabinets u,jjj be set back a minimum of 5 feet at corners . 

a Cabinets will be set back a minimum of 18 inches form the face of the curb. 
.. Cabinets v.,jj} be setback a minimum of 5 feet from fire hydrants . 

• Cabinets \\,jj}.be set back a minimuµi of 40 inches from any other above ground 
; structure. 

• Cabinets will be set back a minimum of 60 feet from an transjt shelter and/or 
kiosk; unless coordinated with the shelter/kiosk. 

~ Cabinets v.'111 be set back a minimum of 5 feet from any certified street artist 
designated area. 

( Cabinets '1'11.1 be set back a minimum of 60 feet from any public art work under 
t11e jurisdiction of the ,\rts Com.mission of San Francisco, except for art on 
kiosks: 

f Cabinet~ will not be placed over any stormdrain or otber utility facility 

" Cabu1ets will not obstruct tbe vjew of any traffic sign, wayfimling sign or traffic 
Slf!;TiaJ. 
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SAN FRANCISCO 
PLANNING DEP'ARl~£\llENT 

Historic Resource Evaluation Response 

MEA Planner: 

Project Names: 
Block/Lot: 

Case No.: 
Date of Revie:w: 

Don Lewis 

. AT & T "Lightspeed" Upgrade 
Multiple Locations 

20i0.0944E 

February 8, 2011 

Pianning Dept. Reviewer: Tina Tam 

(41S) 558-6325 I tina.tam@sfgov.org 

1650 Mission SI. 
Suite 400 
San Francisco, 
CA 94103-2.479 

Reception: 
415.558.6378 

Fax: 
415.558.6409 

Planning 
lnformati on: 
415.558.6371 

PROPOSED PROJECT D Demolition [gj Alteration 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The project proposes to install up to 726 i:iew metal communications electronics cabinets, alter a number 
of existing cabinets, and insert new equipment into existing cabinets with no alterations in order to 

upgrade the AT&T network frt order to provide fiber optic teduiology to San Francisco neighborhoods. 

The project, as proposed, includes: 

• 

" 

• 

"' 

New Cabinets; The proposed new cabinets would be located on the ground, within public right

of-w ay. 111e new c<ibinets measure 51.7" wide by 26" deep by 48'' high and are light tan or light 

green in color. The proposed new cabinets m.ust be placed in close proximity to an existing 

SerVice Area Interface (SAl) cabinet in order to make the necessaty fiber/copper connection. 

Existing SAi Cabinets to be Enlarged in their Existing Locations: A number of the existing SAI 
cabinets will be enlarged and "re-skinned" in their current locations. The size of the new SAI 

"shell" would depend on the size of the existing _cabinet in each location. The most common 

sizes for the new shells are 58" wide by 26" deep by 65" high or 58" wide by 18" deep by 65" 

high. Existing cabinets could increase up to 18" in width, up to 14" in diameter, and up to 16" in 
height_ 

Existing Cabinets to be Enlarged and Relocated: A number of the existing SAI cabinets will be 

removed from utility poles, enlarged, and placed on the sidewalk within public right-of-way. 

The existing cabi!lets me~sure approximately 33" wide by 12" deep, and range from 30" to 57" in 

high. New, enlarged cabinets would be located on the sidewalk and measure approximately 

51.7" wide by 26'; deep by 48" high. 

Existing Cabinets to Remain In-Place with Minor Alterations: A number of existing cabinets 

·will be enlarged by approximately 6" 1 by adding a bolt to the end panel on the existing cabinet. 

No Changes to the Existing Cabinets: A number of the existing SAl cabinets can accommodate 

the new equipment wii:h no exterior changes. 
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Historic Resource Evaluation Response 
Februaiy 8, 2011 

PRE-EXISTING HISTORIC RATING I SURVEY 

CASE NO. 2010.0944E 
AT&T Lightspeed Upgrade 

AT&T has provided a map th.at illustrates the location of all existing SAl cabinets (up to 900 in total) 
within the City and County of San Francisco. The proposed 726 new cabinets will be located in close 
proximity to the existing SAJ cabinets. There are a number of existing SAJ cabinets located within 
designated historiC and conservation districts (see below). However, pursuant to AT&T's submitted 
project proposal, none of the proposed new cabinets would be located within the boundaries of any 
d,esignated historic or conservation district. 

HISTORIC DISTRIGT I NEIGHBORHOOD CONTEXT 

'Ifie proposed :new cabinets will be located within public right-of-way, and will not be located on 
individual buildings. None of the proposed 726 new cabinets would be located within a designated 
historic or conservation district. The precise locations of the proposed new cabinets have not been 
identified. \/Vhile the new cabinets would be installed within 300 feet of an existing SAI cabinet, none of 
the proposed new cabinets will be within any designated district. 

1. California Register Criteria of Significance: Note, a building may be an historical resource if it 
meets any of the California Register criteria listed below. If more information is needed to make Stich 
a determination please specify what information is needed. (This deterinination for Califomia Register 

Eligibility is made based on existing data and research provided to the Planning Department by th.e above 

named preparer I consultant and other parties. Key pages of report and a photograph of the subject buz1ding are 

attached.) 

Event or· D Yes 0 No 0 Unable tb determine 
Persons: or 0 Yes 0 No D Unable to determine 
Architecture: or D Yes D No D Unable to determine 
Information Potential: D Further investigation recommended. 

District or Context: [8J Yes, may contribute to a potential district or significant context 

If Yes; Period of significance: 

Based on mapped locations of existing SAi cabinets, the following districts currently contain existing 

SAI cabinets: None of the existing SAJ cabinets located within(these districts would be enlarged, "re

skinned", relocated, or have a bolt added as part of Lightspeed. The only Lightspeed work in these 

distri~ is potential trenching. 

.. 

• 

•· 

Kearney /Market/Mason/Sutter Conservation District 

South End Historic District 

South of Market Extended P~eservation District 

Alamo Square Historic District 

BuenaVista North Historic District (proposed) 

Liberty HilJ Historic District 

Dogpatch Historic District 

Although the project sponsor have not precisely indentified the locations of the new cabinets, it is 

possible that a nllmber of new cabinets may be located .within documented and undocumented 

potentiaJ historic districts for the purposes of CEQA lt is also possible Lhat a number of the proposed 
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H!storic Resource Evaluati.on Response 
February 8, 2011 

CASE NO. 2010.0944E 
AT&T Lightspeed Upgrade 

new cabinets will be located in close proXimity to buildings and sites that have been individually 

designated as local, California, or National historic landmarks. It is also possible that a number of the . 

proposed new cabinets will be l.ocated in dose proximity to structures or sites that either have or have 

not yet been dornmented, but that may be individually eligible for the California Register. 

2. Integrity is the ability of a property to convey its significance. To be a resource for the purposes of 

CEQA, a property must n~t only be shown to be significant under the California Register criteria, but 

it also must have integrity. To retain historic integrity a property will always possess several, and 

usually most, of the a5petts. The subject property has retained or lacks integrity from the period of 

significanc~ noted above: 

Location: 0Retains 0 Lacks Setting: 0 Retains 0 Lacks 

Association: D Retains· 0Lacks Feeling: 0 Retains.· 0 Lacks 

Design: 0 Retains 0 Lacks Materials: 0 Retains 0 Lacks 

Workmanship: D Retains 0Lack.s 

Although the project sponsor does not propose to install new cabinets within any designated historic 
or cons.ervation districts, it is possibl.e that a number of new cabinets may b~ located within 

documented and undocumented potential historic districts for the purposes of CEQA. 

The Department has considered the potential of the proposed new cabinets to impair the aqility of 
historical resources, including historic buildings and historic districts, to convey their significance. 
Based on review of AT&T's submitted project information, the Department has determined that 
cabinets placed . in the public right-of-way within potential historic districts will not impair the 
district's ability to convey its significance, as the proposed project would be consistent with the 
applicable Standards and Guidelines for Rehabilitation, including but not iim,ited to Standards 9 and 10, 
as discussed in Section 4 below. 

Pursuant to the submitted project proposal, AT&Twill locate the proposed new cabinets such that 

• · Cabinets are located outside of the boundaries of ~esignated historic and conservation 
districts. 

• Cabinets are screened by landscaping (shrubs and trees) where possible . 
. . 

Cabinets .are located within the public right-of-way and not on individual buildings. 

3. Detem1ination of whether the property is an ''historical resource" for purposes of CEQA 

D No Resource Present (Go_ fa 6. belcno) ,[2J Historical Resource Present (Continue to 4.) 

Although the project sponsor does not propose to install new cabinets within any designated historic 

or conseniation districts, it' is possible that a number of new cabinets may be located within 

documented and undocumented potential historic districts for the purposes of CEQA. 
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February 8, 2011 ' 

CASE NO. 2010.0944E 
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4. If the property appears to be an historical resource, whether the proposed project would 

materialJy impair the resource (i.e. alter'in an adverse manner those physical characteristics which 

justify the property's inclusion in any registry to which it belongs). 

[gj The project will not ca~se a substantial adverse change in the significance of the resource such 

that the significance of the resource would be materially impaired. (Continue to 5 if the project is an 

alteration) 

D The project Is a significant irn pact as proposed. (Continue to 5 if the project is an alteration.) 

Based on information submitted by the project sponsor, it appears that AT&T will conform to the 
Sec_retary of the Interior's Standards and Guidelines for the Treatment of Historic Properties, as applicable, 
for any cabinet installations proposed within a potential historic district. The Department has 
detennined that the proposed project is consi~tent with the Standards, _induding but not limited to 
Standards 9 and 10 of the Secretary of the Interior's Standards and Gui.delines for Rehabilitation. 

Standard 9: New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction wiJI not destroy 
,historic materials, features, and spatial relationships that characterize the property. The new 
work will be differentiated' from the old and will be compatible with the historic materials, 
features, size, 1fcale, and proportion, and massing to protect the integrity of the property and its 
environment. 

Cabinets 'proposed in potentiai hist01ic districts thai inciude charader-defining street fumiture will he 
clearly differentiated from historic street fumiture, and will not destroy historic mateiials or spatial 
relationships that characterize the dist1icts. 

Standard 10: New additions and adjacent or related new constr~ction will be undertaken in such 
a manner that, if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property 

·and its environment would be unimpaired. 

The proposed ne-m cabinets may be removed in the future without impain"ng the essmtial form and 

integrity of the historic resource. Ihe proposed pmject calls for the installation of the cabinets in a mamiei· 

that will allow them to be completely removed without affecting the essential .fon11 or integrity of the 
histo1ic disbict. 7he iizstallation of the proposed cabinets will not destroy historic building fabric, and will 

be 1-evei·sible. If the equipment is removed in the future, the essential Jann and integrity of the distrid and 
' . 

its environment would be unimpaired. 

5. Character-defining features of the building to be retained or respected in order to <)Void ·a 

significant adverse effect by the project, presently or rumulatively, as modifications to the project 

to reduce or avoid impacts. Please recommend conditions of approval that may be desirable to 

mitigate the project's adverse effects. 

As proposed, the project will ensure compliani:e v,,ith the Secretary of the Interior's Standards aHd 

Guidelines [01 the Treatmmi of Historic Properties. The cabinets will not Ge. installed on any individual 
buildings and where possible, ~creened by landscaping (shrubs and trees). 
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CASE NO. 2010.0944E 
AT&T Lightspeed Upgrade 

6. Whether the proposed project may have an adverse effect on off-site historical resources, such as 

adjacent histqric properties. 

0Yes [g) No 0 Unable to determine 

As noted above, any new cabinet installations that are located within documented and 

undocumenteq potential historic districts, will not significa.ntly impact the character-defining 

features o~ the district, nor will the proposed new cabinets negatively impact the integrity of the 

potential historic districts. 

Visual quality, by natw:e, is highly subjective and differe~t viewers may have varying opinions as to 
whether a proposed wireless facility makes for a n~gative impact to the setting of the City and its 

neighborhoods. The Department's determination is that the impact of the proposed equipment to the 

setting of basting and potential .historic sites, structures, and districts is not significant, and would 
not impair the· ability of historic resources to convey their significance. 

SENIOR PRESERVATION PLANNER REVIEW 

Signature: __ ..:m,_=-'--"-'-Rd"-4o·-:-_________________ _ 

CC: 

Linda Avery, Commission Secretary, Historic P~eservation Commission 

Virnaliza Byrd, Historic Resource Impact Review File 
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SAN -FRANCISCO 
PLANNING DEPARTMENT 

NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZATION FEE WAIVER REQUEST FORM 
Appeals to the. Board of Supervisors 

This form is to be used by neighborhood organizations to request a fee waiver for CEQA and conditional use appeals to 
the Board of Supervisors. 

Should a fee waiver be sought, an appellant must present this form to the Clerk of the .Board of Supervisors or to 
Planning Information Counter (PIC) at the ground level of 1660 Mission Street along with relevant supporting materials 
identified below. Planning staff will review the form and may sign it 'over-the-counter' or may accept the form for 
further. review. · 

. Should a fee waiver be granted, the Planning Department would not deposit the check, which was required to file ·the 
appeal with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors. The Planning Department will return the check to the appellant 

TYPE OF APPEAL FOR WHICH FEE WAIVER IS SOUGH"!" 
[Check only one and attach decision document· to this form] 

D Conditional Use Authorization Appeals to the Board of Supervisors 

)( Environmental Detennination Appeals to the ;Board of Supervisors (including EIR's, NegDec's, and CatEx's, 
GREs) 

REQUIRED CRITERIA FOR GRANTING OF WAIVER 
[All criteria must be satisfied. Please check all that apply and attach supporting materials to this form] 

1650 MisSion St. 
Suite400 
San Fi<!.nclsco, 
CA.94103-2479 

Reception: 
415.558.6378 

Fax: 
415.558.64119 

Plan1Jing 
lnfiirmiition: 
415.558.6377 

/S-.. The appellant is a member of the stated neighborhood organization and is authorized to file the appeal on behalf of 
that organiz.ation. Authorization may take the form of a letter signed by the president or other officer of an 
organiz.ation. 

D The appellant is appealing on behalf of a neighborhood organiz.ation which is registered with the Planning 
Department and which appears on the Department's current list of neighborhood organiz.ations. 

D The appellant is appealing on behalf of a neighborhood organization, which was in existence at least 24 months 
prior to the su~ttal of the fee waiver request. Existence may be established by evidence including that relating to 
the organization's activities at that time such as meeting minutes, resolutions, publications, and rosters. 

D The appellant is appealing on behalf of a neighborhood organization, which is affected by the project, which is the 
subject of the appeal. 

APPELLANT & PROJECT INFORMATION 

Name of Applicant: 

Applicant's Email Address: /JU IO h 

DCP STAFF USE ONLY 

D Appellant authorization 
D Current organization registration 
D Minimum organization age 
D Project impact on organization 

[to be completed by applicant] 

Address of Project: 

Planning Case No: e 
Building Permit No: 

Date of Decision: r 

. Planner's Na"""------------------

Date: ____________________ _ 

Planner's.Sianature: 

• WAIVER APPROVED • WAIVER DENIED 

~cJScD 
SAN RIANCISCO ri , 111 - f 
PLANNING DEPARTMENT '-'V r '-0'\ 

p J c:vn 1Li VCJ 
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VRAD. Cabinets .i.n the 
Urban Environment 

VRAD cabinets will be placed iri existing public rights-of-way and utility easements. 
The VRAD cabinets have a factory-installed graffiti resistant coating and are 
available in 2 colors. beige and light green 

VRAD Cabinet 
Side View 

. VRAD cabinets are placed to facilitate access by technicians. as well as to ensure 
compliance with si.dewalk accessibility and visibility reqiJirem&nts. 

Liqhtspeed Build• San Francisc.o • 2008 



Subj: 
Date: 
From: 
To: 
CC: 

Last night, the Board of Directors of the Planning Association for the Richmond (PAR) unanimously 
reaffirmed its prior policy of opposing the "categorical exemption from environmental review" that 

Page 1of1 

was issued by the Major Environmental Analysis (MEA) Unit of the San Francisco Planning Department 
on February 22nd of this year. -

Please let me know what the next steps are arid what additional support, if any, you will need from 
PAR. 

Thanks. 

Ray 

Raymond Holland, President 
Planning Association for the Richmond (PAR) 
3145 Geary Boulevard, Box #205 
San Francisco, CA 94118:..3316 
Direct and Voice Mail: 

- (415) 668-8914 
president@sfpar.org or raymondsnf@aol.com 
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BOARD of SUPERVISORS 

March 25, 2011 

City Hall 
Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244 

San Francisco 94102-4689 
· Tel. No. 554-5184 

Fax No. 554-5163 
TDD/TTY No. 544-5227 

Received from the Clerk's Office, Board of Supervisors, the amount of 
Five Hundred Dollars ($500.pO), representing filing fee for AT&T 
"Lightspeed" Network Upgrade Project Appeal, paid by Milo Hanke on 
behalf of San Francisco Beautiful and Planning Association of the , 
Richmond. 

Planning Department 
By: 
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RINCON HILL 
NEIGHBORHOOD 

ASSOCIATION 

www.rinconhillneighbors.org . 

April 18, 2011 

Angela Calvillo 

Clerk of the Board 

1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place 

City Hall, Room 244 

San Francisco, Ca, 94102-4689 

Dear San Francisco Supervisors: 

The Rincon Hill Neighborhood Association fully supports San Francisco Beautiful's and the Planning 

Association for the Richmond's appeal of the Planning Department's Exemption from Enviionmental · 

Review (2010.0944E) issued February 22, 2011 regarding above ground AT&T utility boxes. 

Safe pedestrian passages should not be further impeded for the commercial benefit of AT&T or other 

_ corporations without a complete, in-depth Environmental Impact Report first being conducted. Please 

affirm the Appeal and require that a full EIR be completed fof AT& T's utility boxes. 

Sincerely, 

Rincon Hill Neighborhood Association 

P.O. Box 191451 

San Francisco, CA 94119-1451 

www.RinconHill.org 

RinconHill@gmail.com 
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-File ll0344: IP~ TV 
·· Carmen Chu, David Campos, David Chiu, 

Board of Supervisors to: Eric L Mar, John Avalos, Ross Mirkarimi, 04/13/201111:13 AM 

~.---~~=-- . s_~aJ:l El~~ernd, Ma]!.~fo~en, .5~£.~tW:~Eer,. __ -·-· ·--~~~~~-

From: Calvin Chan <cal-vic@att.net> 
To: Scott.Wiener@sfgov.org 
Cc: · Boarc:Lof.Supervisors@sfgov.org 
Date: 04/12/2011 06:16 PM 
Subject: IP-TV __;....-------------,----·-· ----· --~ .. -

Scott, 

I understand that unfortunately our progress in 
getting IP-TV in SF did not get resolved with City 
of San Francisco Planning Department. The Board 
ofSupervisors will vote on whether or not to allow 
AT&T to invest in their infrastructure in San 
Francisco. I urge you to support the build and deny 
the appeal. IP-lV services are already available in 
more than 260 other California cities and counties. 
Please allow .the city to move f~rward. 

AT&T is willing to invest capital to give SF the most 
advanced technology, we don't need roadblocks. 

. . 

Please allow SF to get these improvements that 
·.San Jose and Oakland already have. 

I know from family & friends that have the IP-TV 
service is far superior to what we now have 

· available in the city. Additionally, when roll out 
starts jobs are created! The Board of Supervisors 
should do what they can to ensure companies 
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bring investments and upgrades to our city. 

Calvin Vassallo Chan 
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Thomas G. Miller 

266 - 21st Avenue =ff 304 
San Francisco, CA 94121-2138 

April 12, 2011 

Supervis·or Eric Mar 
City Hall 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244 
San Francisco, CA 94102-4689 

Re: A. T. & T. Broadband Network 

{:tf e / / o.3<1 'f 
RECEWEO · BOJ:-/( · 

BOARD OF sUPERV\~ORS cp.tl:f2-
. · SAN FR AHCISC . 

?a\ l APR \ 8 .PM 3: 0 8 . 

' ' 

As you know, AT&T is working to bring a new and improved broadband network to San 
Francisco. I hac;:t previously sent an e-mail to ask for your support to allow AT&T to 
continue their efforts. Their new network will offer a new choice for internet and video 

options that I hope to be able to take advantage of. 

I write again to ask that you please vote on April 26th and allow AT&T to continue their . 

upgrades as proposed. I thank you again for your consideration. 

N~ 
Thomas G. Miller . 

C: Angela Calvillo, 

City Clerk, Board of Supervisors 

E-mail: torilgmiller@att.net 
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DOLORES HEIGHTS IMPROVEMENT CLUB 

Ap~il 13, 2011 

To: San Francisco Board of Supervisors 

From: Dolores Heights Improvement Club Board 

The Dolores Heights Improvement Club Board has voted to ask the Board of Supervisors 
to deny the Categorical Exemption issued by the Planning Department, and rather to 
support the appeal filed by the Planning Association for the Richmond and by San 
Francisco Beautiful, requesting an BIR. 

Supporting the appeal would mean that an Environmental Impact Report would be 
required for the AT&T plan to install 726 equipment cabinets on San Francisco 
sidewalks. The need for an EiR seems straightforward. · 

The possible solutions of undergrounding the equipment or paying to place it on private 
property seem like options that should be entertained. There clearly will be an 
environmental impact on San Francisco from placing these large boxes on our sidewalks. 
In our neighborhood we have had a problem with graffiti on equipment cabinets and they 
do obstruct the pedestrian spaces. 

Respectfully, 

Dolores.Heights Improvement Club Board 
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4/9/11 

P 0 TR E R 0 B 0 0 S TE R _s· 
NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATI_ON 

SERVING THE HILL SINCE 1926 

To Whom It May Concern: 

fbo':>-:- t { 

Cf<UP 

The Potrero Boosters Neighborhood Association requests th~t the Board of 
Supervisors deny the Categorical Exemption -issued by the Planning 
D~partment and sustain the Appeal filed by San Francisco _Beautiful and 
Planning Association for the Richmond, and thereby require that an 
Environmental- Impact Report be prepared for the plan by AT&I to install 
726 equipment cabinets on San Francisco sidewalks. 

Thank you, 

Audrey Cole 
President --

1459.EIGHTEENTH ST PM~ 133 •SAN FRANCJSCO,-CA • 9"4107 
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History: 

EIR request for AT&T.cabinets 
Audrey Cole to: jonathan, Board.of.supervisors 
Cc: Malia Cohen 

This message has beeri forwarded. · 

Audrey Cole EIR request for AT&T cabinets 

1 attachment 

~ 
Microsoft Word -AT&T Box EIR request.pdf 
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.File 110344 25 emails 

. Carmen Chu, David Campos, David Chiu, Eric L · 
Angela Calvillo to: Mar, John Avalos, Ross Mirkarimi, Sean Elsbemd, 04/ll/4011 06:09 PM 

Malia Cohen, ScottWiener,Jane Kim, Mark 
Sent by: Peggy Nevin · 

The Clerk's Office received the following 25 emails re).ated to File ll0344. A copy will be included in the file and 
cpage . 

. ~~ April 26th Appeal - Vote NO and lets get on with it 
\j 
. '' Thomas Master to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo,, 

04/11/201111:31 AM . 

I heard that you'll be hearing an appeal onAT&:T's application to upgrade its network to bring state-of-the-art. 
technology to San Francisco. I think San Francisco could use some healthy competition in the video market and I'd 
16ve to see what an IP network could do. So please oppose the appeal and let AT &:T move forward with its plans to 
build out its next-gen networks. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas Master 
1026 Shotwell St Apt C 
San Francisco, CA 94 llO 

'. AT&T needs to continue with needed upgrades 
1~. 

'! 
Peter Loh to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 04/11/201111:35 AM 

c 
"""""'-=-~·==•:=:~====~····•·>::11~~r."'l<!o=o>:--=>=-·~~=···"'"",,;~..,,, .. ,,,_=,==-->='.,.,.·''""""''""""=oor"~"'~ ... 1::~=>=~"'1<1-•"-..:..7..:ci;===·=.,,~~==:o-<'-~=·"""=""'=''::.n=-==::-~:;;=~-~~=,====::-.... =:.« 

Ms. Calvillo, · 

When the board of supervisors votes on whether AT&T can continue upgrading their network, please be sure to 
consider the fact that this technology is available in other parts of California, and denying San Francisco access to it 
seems wrong. This city's citizens deserve access to technology that is offered throughout the state, so please, don't 
block our access, and vote in favor of AT&:T on April 26th. 

Our everyday life depends on the technology infrastructure that surrounds us - the ability to talk to others, send 
information am:l watch important current events. San Francisco is known for its high tech image and savvy 
residents. To keep that image we must encourage a competitive choice to cable in San Francisco that will bring high 
speed internet, IP-TV service and advanced digital phone service. 

On April 26th, you will have the opportunity to .submit your vote and make technology infrastrucrure a priority here 
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in San Francisco! 

Sincerely, 

Peter Loh . 
l4070ak St. 
San Francisco, CA 94117 

JJ Good news · 

~ 
Ryan Gelow . to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 04/lii201111:4 3 AM 

Ms. Calvillo, · 

There's not that much good news out there these days so I was pleased to learn that ATCS!:T is finally going to be able 
to start work on upgrading their phone network. And they're going to adhere to the City's environmental standards. 
That makes me feel better as well 

I'm all for bandwidth and it seems like we gobble up as much as there is avatlable. If you can improve the service we 
get today by getting a competitor to the cable company into the mix, I think you'll be doing a good thing. 

I have been waiting for AT&T to get implemented in my neighborhood for a long while now. I had Uverse down in 
LA and it was my prderred cable experience. It would be so refreshing to have it available in my area. · 

Keep up the good work. 

Sincerely, 

RyanGelow: 
1390 Pine St Apt 102 
San Francisco, CA 94109 

' :~ Please vote to deny the appeal 

• Roger Micone to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 04/11/201111:46 AM 

Ms. Calvillo, 

I am encouraged by the possibility that AT&T Uverse might soon be available in my neighborhood With only a 
few choices for video and Internet services, I'm always glad to see more providers enter the market. 

With more choices, consumers benefit from competition. As providers· work to bring more channels, and 
applications to San Franciscans, we V1>ill all be able to see the latest technological advances in these services. 
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I want San Francisco fo enjoy choice, innovation and competition, and I encourage our leaders give AT&T the 
opportunity to upgrade its fiber infrastructure. 

-Sincerely, 

Roger Micone 
40742ndAve 
San Francisco, CA 94121 

~ April 26th Appeal~ Vote NO and lets get on with it 
)!~ 

Patrick Mullikin to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo, 

04/W201112:17 PM 

I heard that you'll be hearing an appeal on AT&:T's application to upgrade its network to bring state-of-the-art 
technology to San Francisco. I think San Francisco could use some healthy competition in the video market and I'd 
love to see what an IP network could do. So please oppose the appeal andletAT&:T move forward with its plans to 
build out its next-gen networks. · - -

It would be great to understand why the board of supervisors would not support this. Please explain? 

Sincerely, 

Patrick Mullikin and Gail Campbell Mullikin 
20 Nobles Aly 
San Francisco, CA 94133 

~~ 
' Bring better service to San Francisco 

Joaquin Haskell to: Ms. Angela Calvillo · 

-"'------~-..,......-------~---~~· 

Ms. Calvillo, 

04/W201102:17 PM 

As San Francisco residents we rightfully pride ourselves on being technology-savvy - and we're often among the first 
in the country to welcome new technologies available in the marketplace. We need to continue this image and 
encourage today and tomorrow's technology. 

I am writing today to ask you to supp<?rtAT&:T's plan to bring an IP-network in San Francisco. On April 26th, 
please vote to help bring iiew technologies to San Francisco. -

Sincerely, 

Joaquin Haskell 
251 Dorantes Ave 
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San Francisco, CA 94116 

.. 
ft,; AT&:T needs to continue with needed upgrades 
t{~ 

Mr. &; Mrs.Joseph Zinuda to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 04/ll/2011 02:24 PM 

Ms. Calvillo, 

When the board of sup~rvisors votes on whether AT&T can continue upgrading their network, please be sure to 
consider the fact that this technology is available in other parts of California, and denying San Francisco access to it 
seems wrong. This city's citizens deserve access to technology that is offered throughout the state, so please, don't 
block our access, and v_ote in favor of AT&T on April 26th. 

Our everyday life depends on the technology infrastructure that surrounds us ~ the ability to talk to others, send 
information and watch important current events. San Francisco is known for its high tech image and savvy 
residents. Io keep that image we must encourage a competitive choice to cable in San Francisco that Will bring high 
speed internet, IP~ 1V service and advanced digital phone service. 

On April 26th, you Will have the opp~r'tunity to submit your vote and make technology infrastructure a priority here 
in San Franciscol 

Sincerely, 

Joseph Zmuda 
833 J oost Ave 
San Francisco, CA 94127 

' Enhancing Communications Services in San Francisco 
-~ 

'' Danny Udom to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo, 

04/W2011 02:57 PM 

San Francisco is a city that values personal freedoms, and that should include a resident's right to choose a video 
provider. Many of your constituents just want a choice, an alternative to cable. We want faster broadband and the 
benefits of the latest technology. I am writing to ask you to allow AT&:T to bring a viable alternative to cable to San 
Francisco. Please oppose the appeal when it comes to a vote on April 26th. 

Sincerely, 

DannyUdom 
331 Stoneridge Ln 
San Francisco, CA 94134 
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!~1 Vote to allow new technology in San Francisco 

<• Susan Sumaylo to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 04/11/2011 03:00 PM 

Ms. Calvillo, 

On April 26th, the Board of Supervisors will be hearing an appeal challenging AT&T' s petition to upgrade its 
network I am writing to encourage you to allow these upgrades to continue. Not only will they allow for a faster 
and better network, but they will also give San Francisco citizens a viable option for their internet and cable needs. 

On April 26th, let the city's citizens be the ones to choose, and vote to allow AT&:T to update its network. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Sumaylo 
1754 47thAve 
San Francisco, CA 94122 

-~ We need competition for Comcast (AT&T boxes,,support w/ conditions) 

Barbara Bagot-Lopez to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo, 

04/11/201103:06 PM 

On April 26th, the Board will be voting on whether or not to allow AT&:T to continue working to upgrade its 
network. I think these new upgrades have a lot to offer consumers, and I hope the Board will consider what having 
this new technology and new competition could mean to investment and innovation in San Francisco's-video and 
internet markets. . 

HOWEVER-- AT&:T should work with neighborhoods to design attractive boxes --partnering with local schools 
and'arts groups to paint/decorate them would begreat; e.g.-Precita Eyes Mural Arts Center in Bernal/Missionl 

Please vote in favor of competition for Comcast--I am so tired of their monopoly. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Bagot-Lopez, Bernal Heights 
1591 Treat Ave 
San Francisco, CA 94110 

lJ 
;!lili Technology infrastructure is vital -
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{~ Rico Nappa to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 04/U/2011 03:08 PM 

. . . 
. . . 

"""==""'..O::::.~:;:,.-......,..,==;::r-.-w;i::o>1>.'00!"'=""'=="""-'"'W:=1!=:=::0:==.-.:=>~"~~l"'---==:""';""-""L""-=~-"'''~""--.,~"""""=':c-""""""'-==-""~·'-"""".=:~r=>=o=>;"A:==.-~'""''.''"=·-· ~. :=n!.";~t»:"::n<"1~-:---~~~.',:.."":;;:-.:~::n"==:~::: 

Ms. Calvillo, 

I just wanted to send you this quick note to thank you for any role you've played in bringing San Francisco an 
updated technology infrastructure. I'm glad the city plan:hing folks did its analysis so we can all feel good about the 
overall goals of the city and how new technology access plays a role in most everyone's life. Let's face it, fast access 
to the Internet it vital to our local economy just like it's vital to a student doing research on a topic for a report or 
test. Let's keep SF linked in to the rest of the world and on a smart technology path for today and tomorrow. It's as 
important as ever in today's economy and competitive marketplace. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rico Nappa 
734 2nd Ave 
San Francisco, CA 94118 

~;!! 

~ I support improving communications services in San Francisco 

Arthur Wehl to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo, 

04/11/2011 03:11 PM 

AT&:T's plan to upgrade their fiber infrastructure is a major step in the right directio~ for communication services 
in San Francisco. This investment would bring faster broadband speeds and advanced television services to our area. 

More choice, means more possibilities for our community to connect. This is an exciting opportunity, but we need 
your support Please deny the appeal and vote in favor of AT&T's network upgrades on April 26. 

Thank you in advance for your helpl 

Sincerely, 

ArthurWehl 
355 Buena Vista Ave EI/: 204W 
San Francisco, CA 94117 

~ Vote _to welcome new technologies 

~ 
1 Gabriele Etlinger-Browne to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 04/11/201103:52 PM 
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Ms. Calvillo, 

Please allow AT&T to continue their upgrades. I think having their upgraded network could be a positive addition 
to San Francisco. I thank you in advance for your vote in favor of AT&:Tl 

The board of Supervisors will be voting in the upcoming weeks on whether AT&T can continue investing in fiber . 
infrastructure. I believe voting in favor of this technology, and AT&:T, is a giant step forward for San Francisco, and 
could be a very beneficial option for consumers. 

I encourage the board to vote in favor of these changes and vote in favor of AT&:T on April 26th. 

Sincerely, 

Gabriele Etlinger-Browne 
1030 Bush St Apt 4 
San Francisco, CA 94109 

,t 
t.\ Bring.better service to San Francisco 
ij 
.~ carla bruckner to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo, 

· 04/11/2011 04:00 PM 

Up for consideration before the Board of Supervisors is whether or not to allow AT&:T to invest in their networks 
here in San Francisco. · 

AT&T should be encouraged to invest freely in their networks. Doing so will bring the most advanced technological 
offerings to our city, such as faster broadband speeds andAT&:T's U-verse TV service. 

San Franciscans deserve the best possible communications services. The Board of Supervisors has the opportunity 
to bring better service to our city, and I urge them to support this network upgrade. · 

Sincerely, 

carla bruckner 
156 Arbor st · 
San"Cfrancisco, CA 94131 

~ Choices mean a better experience for consumers in San Francisco 

John Lee to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 04/11/2011 04:00 PM 

. . 
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Ms. Calvillo, 

Soon, the Board ofSupervisors will have the opportunity to allow AT&T to upgrade their networks here in San 
Francisco. It behooves the board to. allow AT&T to invest as much money as they can into our city. 

As one of the most technologically advanced cities in the nation, we should have the most advanced technological 
IDfrastructure~ possible. Allowing AT&T to invest freely in our city will bring higher quality service, benefitting all of 
our citizens. 

What am I missing? This is a no brainer. Competition: is Good .. don't let the cable companies monopolize and 
screw us. 

Sincerely, 

John Lee 
2167 Funston Ave 
San Francisco, CA 94116 

.~ Q Deny the Appeal, Please! 
,,~ 

· ;; Ed Bobo to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 04/11/2011 04:54 PM 

Ms. Calvillo, 

Voting to allow AT&T to upgrade their networks is good for San Francisco. It will improve the quality of life for 
San Franciscans while solidifying our position as a technologically savvy community. 

I am excited about AT&:T's plans to upgrade their network in San Francisco. This improvement will bring fastq 
speeds, more choice and innovative technologies to our area. Imagine even more options to select your Internet and 
video provider and a competitive marketplace that offers the latest technologies is what this city needs. -

I hope that you will join me in support of AT&T's investment throughout San Francisco. With these new additions, 
we can expect benefits for several years to come. 

Sincerely; 

Ed Bobo 
832 Duncan St 
San Francisco, CA 94131 

~ All San Franciscans deserve better broadband 
~~ 

'ti 
Richard Jones to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 04/11/201104:57 PM 

Ms. Calvillo, 
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Later this month, everyone will finally have the opportunity to declare to San Francisco they want the kind of 
broadband technology that they deserve. I urge you to deny the appeal and allow AT &:T to upgrade their fiber 
infrastructure so that we can all enjoy the benefits of U-verse. 

With so many other cities around us upgrading to this IP, it makes no sense to stop progress here m San Francisco. 
This investment brings us better service, more options and the most advanced infrastructure possible, which is a 
win for everyone. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Richard Jones 
832Duncan St 
San Francisco, CA 94131 

J:J Thanks 

~ 
Christopher Jennings to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo, 

04/11/2011 05:02 PM 

Thanks for any role you played in reviewing AT&:T's request to build its Uverse network here in San Francisco ~nd 
comply with City plans. I'm aware of the service and think it's pretty amazing what can now be done through a 
phone line that is already in place. Anyway, it's time SF had someone other than cable that offers TV and Internet 
access, I like the idea of having a choice for home entertainment and Internet access. Thanks very much. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Jennings 
165 Duboce Ave Apt 204 
San Francisco, CA 94103 

~ Please vote to deny the appeal of A TT's application 

Keith Kojirrioto to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

.Ms. Calvillo, 

04/11/201105:02 PM 

I was very pleased to learn thatAT&:Twill be able to begin the process to upgrade its phone network to fiberoptic 
cables in SF. This is a service AT&T already provides to 260 qther communities in California alone. It's difficult to 
seriously consider SF as a leader in adopting new technologies. 

rn:i very pleased that SF is taking the steps necessary to allow AT&:T to bring SF' s antiquated phone system into the 
21st century. A new IP network based on fiberoptic cabling will be able to deliver the bandwidth the entire 
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community requiJ;es to use the technology available to improve our daily lives and hopefully the ability of our local 
government to serve its residents. · 

I've read AT&T' s plans as they're described online and feel that the process they describe allows plenty of 
neighborhood input on where the necessary boxes are installecl 

SF need choices and competition between our supplies and vendors. I count on you and the rest of the Supervisors 
to continue to support the Planning Dept who has already reviewed ATT's application and I strongly urge you to 
deny the appeal. · 

I look forward to the new services AT&T will be able to provide if it is ever able to implement their plans. SF could 
proudly retain its reputation as a progressive city with visionary leadership. · 

Sincerely, 

Keith Kojimoto 
1816 9th Ave 
San Francisco, CA 94122 

.~1 

#f Bring us new technology 
_~;t 

Kevin Sheppard to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo, 

04/11/201105:13 PM 

It just seems logical that as a representative of the city, you'll do what you can to bring vital technology 
i?frastiucture to those of us who are anxious to receive it. Can I count on you to make it so? 

Thank you 

Sincerely, 

Kevin Sheppard 
1716 Revere Ave 
San Frani;:isco, CA94124 

.(:~ 
•'.';' Please bring At&:t Uverse to San Francisco 

'~ ' matt mayotte to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo, 

04/11/2011 05:17 PM 

Please consider bringingAt&::t Uverse to San Francisco. As a resident, I need an affordable option with quality 
products. I most excited about the quality of internet that fiber optics offer me and my home based business here in 
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San Francisco. Right now my options are mediocre and expensive. Also, as a motion picture director/producer, 
Uverse offers superior image and audio quality over Comcast for a lot less money. 'Me and money others here is San 
Francisco deserve better and will do whatever it takes to make that happenJ 

Sincerely, 

matt mayotte 
1684 Washington St 
San Francisco, CA 94109 

.ti 

; The future - please support it. 

Allen Lee to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 04/W20ll 05:27 PM 
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Ms. Calvillo, 

As a San Francisco resident and voting constituent, I want to weigh in that I welcome a healthy competitor to 
· Comcast and trust that you do too. 

One of the best things about living in San Francisco is that we all have this wonderful spirit of freedom - freedom of 
expression and tons of choices. It's why I choose to live here. What is bizarre to me is that this basic ability to 
choose doesn't apply to one of the biggest chunks of my monthly household budget: my cable tv bill 

I have to believe that if 2 or more big companies want my business, they'll each try harder to earn it. That would be 
refreshing. 

Sincerely, 
I 

Allen Lee 
50 Rockaway Ave 
San Francisco, CA 94127 

~ One cable company is like only having one bridge 

Thomas Snead to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo, 

04/11/2011 05:38 PM 

We have 2 bridges in and out of SF, sure seems like we ought to have at least two choices for video TV /high speed 
Internet access. But we don't. And I think we should · 

I understand that the city just went through the process of reviewing AT&T's plan to bring faster Internet ~ccess 
and video TV to SF I'm glad the city makes big companies go throµgh that kind of review. And I'm also glad that the 
city wants to try to encourage some new jobs and investment money coming in - we could sure use both. 
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In my neighborhood (Lakehore Park) we only have one choice for true broadband internet access and that is 
Comcast Cable. DSL in my neighborhood is limited to 256L upload I 512K download because of the distance to the 
AT&T switch and the fact that it is over copper wire. I think a 'wired' city like San Francisco should_ have more 
than one high speed broadband provider in all neighborhoods. 

Seems like a. good thing all around. I hope you'll support this going forward. 

Thanks 

Sincercty, 

Thomas D Snead 
159 Forest View Dr 
San Francisco, CA 94132 

,t Enhancing Communications Services in San Francisco 

Jeordan Legon to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo, 

04/ll/20ll 05:46 PM 

San Francisco is a city that values personal freedoms, and that should include a resident's right to choose a video 
provider. Many of your constituents just want a choice, an alternativ~ to cable. We want faster broadband and the 
benefits of the latest technology. I am writing to ask you to allow AT&T to bring a viable alternative to cable to San . 
Francisco. Please oppose the appeal when it cc;imes to a vote on April 26th. 

Sincerely, 

] eordan Legon 
311 Mangels Ave 
San Francisco, CA 94127 

i 
~ All San Franciscans deserve better broadband 

George Ferris to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo, 

04/W20ll 05:48 PM 

Later this month, everyone will finally have the opportunity to declare to San Francisco they want the kind of 
broadband technology that they deserve. I urge you to deny the appeal and allow AT&T to upgrade their fiber 
infrastructure sq that we can all enjoy the benefits of U-verse. 

With so many other cities around us upgrading to this IP, it makes no sense to stop progress here in San Francisco. 
This investment brjngs us better service, more options and the most advanced infrastructure possible, which is a 
win for everyone. 
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Sincerely, 

George Ferris 
IGO Larkin St Apt 34 . 
San Francisco, CA 94109 
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File 110344: Bring it on! 
Carmen Chu; David Campos, David Chiu, Eric L 

Angela Calvillo to: Mar,JohnAvalos, Ross Mirkarimi, Sean Elsbernd, 
Malia Cohen, Scott Wiener, Jane Kim, Mark 

Sent by: Peggy Nevin 

" t~ Bring it on! 
v. 

'! 

Edmund Chiu to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo, · 

Word has it that the San Francisco Planning Department has completed its review so that 
AT&T is one step closer to being able to go head to head with Comcast for video TV. 
This is good news. 

Bring it onl We've been waiting. 

Sincerely, 

Edmund Chiu 
351 Lakeshore Dr 
San Francisco, CA 94132· 
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File 110344 emails 
Angela Calvillo to: Andrea Aus berry 
Sent by: Peggy Nevin 

~ · A letter from a constituent 

Ed Bobo to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

04/W2011 06:28 PM 

02/25/201108:25 AM 

' . 
-~~-o-~~ .. _ .. --=-··-~=~·--· =·· -~~-.-. ~--· -~---~~ .. --~·=~~-•=~--=~•~-~-~,,~~· 

Ms. Cavillo 

As a constituent of yours, I tlrink it's important to weigh the pros and the co11s when it wmes to big ticket projects 
in San Fr:mcisco ~I'm glad there is considerable thought given to what is both necessary and important. That said, I 
need technology to help me "balance everything in my hectic life. So Tm glad to hear that the City Planning 
DeparlJilent has completed a review of the AT&T initiative to upgrade their phone network. · 

Thanks for making it happen. 

Sincerely, 

Ed Bobo 
832 Duncan St 
San Francisco, CA 94131 

,~ Thanks 
-~ 

Susan Sumaylo to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

. . 
.,.,._._ ....... __ ~ ...... ~.--,~-.. ....._ ... --~-...--~. --~---~-~-~----·-.,._.._ ____ ,..,.... .......... _~. --~--·--· _, 

Ms. Cavillo 

Thanks for any role you played in revie"wing AT&:T's request to build its Uverse network here in San Francisco and 
comply with City plans. I'm aware of the service and think it's pretty amazing what can now be done through a 
phone line that is already in place. Anyway, it's time SF had someone other than cable that offers TV and Internet 
access. I like the idea of having a choice for home entertainment and Internet access. Thanks very much. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Sumaylo 
1754 47th Ave 
San Francisco, CA 94122 
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,l!~ Let's not fall behind 

' ,, . Rudy Reyes to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

Ms. Cavillo . 

I feel like SF may be falling behind when it comes to technology infrastructure. I know that most every other city in 
the Bay Area has a new broadband network that the phone company is building. Hardly a day goes by that I don't 
need to access the Internet for one thing or another. Kids need to access the Internet for school projects and reports. 
The faster the better as far as I'm concerned and a choice ot who I pay to deliver it seems fundamental. I hope you'll 
support the same point of view. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rudy Reyes 
1407 Kansas St 
San Francisco, CA 94107 

.t B £1, ring it on! 
~ 
-+ encarnacion matta,jr to: Ms. Angela Calvillo· 

Ms. Cavillo 

02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

Word has it that the San Francisco Planning Department has completed its review s'o that AT &:T is one step closer 
to being able to go head to head with Comcast for video TV. This is good news. 

Bring it onl We've been :waiting. 

It is about time we have another option. 

Sincerely, 

encarnacion matta, jr 
2314 26th Ave 
San Francisco, CA 94116 

~ Please encourage phone company's upgrade 

·! Pamela Bocci to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 02/25/2011 08:25 AM 
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Ms. Cavillo · 

One thing that seems to have fallen by the wayside is companies that actually can and want to invest in California 
and specifically in San Francisco. When a company comes along and wants to invest, please don't let them slip 
away. We have a phone network that is ready for a turbo boost. In other places that aren't even nearly as big or on 
the ball as SF, their p1!.one company can also-do cool things like deliver Internet TV through the phone line. 

That sounds a lot like where the future is so let's do what San Franciscans do, out with the old and in with the 
new. I hope I can count on you to encourage, not discourage, a much needed upgrade_ 

Thank you. 

Smcerely, 

Pamela Bocci 
124916thAve Apt5 
San Francisco, CA 94122 

' 
~~ Brin& us new technology 
·wJ 

Scott Chandler to: Ms. Angela, Calvillo 

Ms. Cavillo 

02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

It just seems logical that as a representative of the city, you '11 do what you can to bring vital technology 
infrastnicture to those of us who are anxious to receive it. Can I count on you to make it so? 

Thank you 

Sincere~y, 

Scott Chandler 
1611 Clay St Apt 7 
San Francisco, CA 94109 

" ~ Progress? ' 

' Michael Fury to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Cavillo 

02/25/201108:25 AM 

Progress? So my fingers are crossed that San Francisco actually welcomes and encourages companies like AT&T to 
invest, upgrade and build a new technology infrastructure here. Sounds like just about every city surrounding us 
alr~ady has IPTV. That's very odd since San Franciscans always want the latest/greatest gadgetry. 
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Thanks for your support 

Sincerely, 

Michael Fury 
1123 Greenwich St 
San Francisco, CA 94109 

l: 
~ Bring it on! 

Abigail De Kosnik to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

Ms. Cavillo 

Word ~as it that the San Francisco Planning Department has completed its review so that AT &:T is one step closer 
to being able to go head to head with Comcast for video TV. This is good news: 

Bring it on! We've been waiting. 

Sincerely, 

Abigail De Kosnik 
129 Fair Oaks St Apt 6 
San Francisco, CA 94110 

.4 

~ Supporting better Internet connectivity 

~l 
Michael Alderete to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Cavillo 

02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

Progress? So rny fingers are crossed that San Francisco actually welcomes and encourages companies like AT&:T to 
invest, upgrade and build a new technology infrastructure here. Sounds like just about every city surrounding us 
already has IPTV. That's very odd since San Franciscans always want the latest/greatest gadgetry. 

Thanks for your support. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Alderete 
569 Haight St 
San Francisco, CA 94117 
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~ The future , please support it. 

:1 Calvin Chan to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

Ms. Cavillo 

As a native San Francisco resident and voting constituent, I want to weigh in that I welcome a healthy competitor 
to Comcast and trust that you do too. It has been too long that SF residents have not been offered a choice that 
many across the country already have. 

One of the joys of living in San Francisco is that we all have this wonderful spirit of freedom - freedom of expression 
and tons of choices. It's why I choose to live here .. What is bizarre to me is that this basic ability to choose doesn't 
apply to one of the biggest chunks of my monthly household budget: my cable tv bill. 

I have to believe that if 2 or more big companies want my business, they'll each try harder to earn it. That would be 
refreshing. I know my co-workers who live in the suburbs have options that us city folks don't. Please help change 
that situation. 

Sincerely, 

c;:alVin.Chan 
85 Ora Way Unit E204 
San Francisco, CA 94131 

-~ 
~ A letter from a constituent 

,, Brenda Jones to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Cavillo 

· 02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

As a constiruent of yours, I think it's important to weigh the pros and the cons when it comes to big ticket projects 
in San Francisco - I'm glad there is considerable thought given to what is both necessary and important. That said, I 
need technology to help me balance everything in my hectic life. So I'm glad to hear that the City Planning 
Deparnnent has completed a review of the AT&T initiative to upgrade their phone network 

Thanks for making it happen. 

Sincerely, 

Brenda Jones 
20 Redondo St 
San Francisco, CA 94124 
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J Competition soon? 

~~ Julie Lozano to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 02/25/2011 OB:25AM 

Ms. Cavillo 

If the City Planning Department has done what it needs to regarding AT&::T' s application to build a big Internet 
· network, I am assuming that we'll start being able to take advantage of it soon? That would be nice to see. 
Especially when it seems like companies have all but dried up when it comes to investing. Let's encourage that 
technology investment right here where the technology people live: San Francisco! 

Appreciate it. 

Sincerely, 

Julie G. Lozano 
1830 4 3rd Ave 
San Francisco, CA 94122 

{, Let's not fall behind 
~~ 

Kieran Lal to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Cavillo 

02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

I feel like SF may be falling behind when it comes to technology :infrastructure. I know that most every other city ip 
the Bay Area has a new broadband network that the phone company is building. Hardly a day goes by that I don't. 
need to access the Internet for one thing or another. I need competitive bandwidth options for my work The faster 
the better as far as I'm concerned and a choice of who I pay to deliver it: seems fundamental. I hope you'll support 
the same point of view. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

KieranLal 
601 Minnesota St 
San Francisco, CA 94107 

I' 
~t A letter from a constituent 
i~: 

Richard May to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 02/25/2011 08:25 AM 
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Ms. Cavillo 

As a constituent of yours, I think it's important to weigh the pros and the cons when it comes to big ticket projects 
in San Francisco - I'm glad there is considerable thought given to what is both necessary and important. That said, I 
need technology to help me balance everything in my hectic life. So I'm glad to hear that the City Planning 
Department has completed a review of the AT&:T initiative to upgrade their phone network. 

Thanks for making it happen. 

Sincerely, 

Richard May 
261614thAve 
San Francisco, CA 94127 

·' 
, ~ Competition soon? 

, Veronika Cauley to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms; Cavillo 

02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

If the City Planning Department has done what it needs to regarding AT&:T's application to build a big Internet 
network, I am assuming that we'll start being able to take advantage of it soon1 That would be nice to see. 
Especially when it seems like companies have all but dried up when it comes to investing. Let's encourage that 
technology investment right here where the technology people live: San Francisco! 

Appreciate it. 

Sincerely, 

Veronika Cauley 
554 Monterey Blvd Apt 2 
San Francisco, CA 94127 

~ Competition soon? 

Sandro Olivieri to: . Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Cavillo 

02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

If the City Planning Department has done what it needs to regarding AT&:T's application to build a big Internet 
network, I am assuming that we'll start being able to take advantage of it soon1 That would be nice to see. 
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Especially when it seems like companies have all but dried up when it comes to investing. Let's encourage that 
· technology investment right here where the technology people live: San Francisco! 

Appreciate it. 

Sincerely, 

Sandro Olivieri 
1277 lSthAve 
San Francisco, CA 94122 

l Competition soon? 
'i;J 
~ 

John Floria, III to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Cavillo 

02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

If the City Planning Department has done what it needs to regarding AT&:Ts application to build a big Internet 
network, I am assuming that we'll start befug able to take advantage of it soon? That would be nice to see. 
Especially when it seems like companies have all but dried up when it comes to investing. Let's encourage that 
technology investment right here where the technology people live: San Francisco! 

Appreciate it. 

Sincerely, 

John Floria III 
1515 Greenwich St Apt 24 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

The future - please support it. 

i J arnes Hawkins to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Cavillo 

02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

As a San Francisco resident and voting constituent, I want to weigh in that I welcome a healthy competitor to 
Comcast and trust that you do too. 

One of the best things about living in San Francisco is that we all have tliis wonderful spirit of freedom - freedom of 
expression and tons of choices. It's why I choose to live here. \iVhat is bizarre to me is that this basic ability to 
choose doesn't apply to one of the biggest chunks of my monthly household budget: my cable tv bill. · 

I have to believe that if 2 or niore big companies w:ant my business, they'll each try harder to earn it. That would be 
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refreshing. / . 

Sincerely, · 

James Hawkins 
240 Kenwood Way 
San Francisco, CA 94127 

~ Bring it on! 

~ 
Richard Jones to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

· Ms. Cavillo 

02/25/20ll 08:25 AM 

Word has it that 'the San Francisco Planning Department has completed its review so that AT&T is one step closer 
to being able 'to go head to head with Comcast for video TV. This is good news. 

Bring it on! We've been waiting. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. RichardLJones 
. 832 Duncan St 

Sail Francisco, CA 94131 

J ~' Let's not fall behind 
~~.,; 

;.~ . 

' Ryan Ulsh to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Cavillo 

02/25/20ll 08:25 AM 

I feel like SF may be falling behind when it comes to technology infrastructure. I know that most every other city.in 
the Bay Area has a new broadband network that the phone company is building. Hardly a day goes by that I don't 
need to access the Internet for one thing or another. Kids need to access the Internet for school projects and reports. 
The faster the better as far as I'm concerned and a choice of who I pay to deliver it seems fundamental. I hope you'll 
support the same point of view. · · 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

RyanFUlsh 
125 Cambon Dr Apt 7M 
San FranciSco, CA 94132 
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.~ 
s;; Competition soon? 
~~ 

i Spencer Thomas to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

Ms. Cavillo 

If the City Planillng Department has done what it needs to regarding AT&:T's application to build a big Internet 
network, I am assuming that we.'11 start being able to take advantage of it soon? That would be nice to see. 
Especially when it seems like companies have all but dried up when it comes to investing. Let's encourage that 
technology investment right here where the technology people live: San Francisco! 

Appreciate it 

Sincerely, 

Spencer S. Thomas 
1585TurkSt 
San Francisco, CA 9411S 

)~ 
,~t Bring it on! 
:;~~ 

·~ 
George Schroeder to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

M~. Cavillo 

02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

Word has it that the San Francisco Planning Department has completed its review so that AT&: T is one step closer 
to being able to go head to head with Comcast for video TV. This is good news. 

Bring it on! We've been waiting. 

Sincerely, 

George Schroeder 
1179 Pine St Apt 5 
San Francisco, CA 94109 

} 
~; One cable company is like only having one bridge 
'fii ,, 

c; Vernon Bell to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 
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Ms. Cavillo 

We have 2 bridges in and out of SF, sure seems like we ought to have at least two choices for video TV/high speed 
Internet access. But we don't. And. I think we should. 

I understand that the city just went through the process of reviewing AT&T' s plan to bring faster Internet acces:; 
and video TV to Sf. I'm glad the city makes big companies go through that kind of review. AndI'm also glad that: the 
city wants to ny to encourage some new jobs and investment money coming in - we could sure use both. 

Seems like a good thing all around. I hope you'll support this going forward. 

Thanks 

Sincerely, 

Vernon Bell 
275 Turk St Apt 207 

·San Francisco, CA 94102 

-~1 

-~ Bring it on! 

.:J mark chan to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Cavillo 

02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

Sometimes the politics in this City hinder progress. I'm glad you listened to the residents and have _allowed ATT to 
begin the process to bring true high speed broadband to San Francisco. 

Sincerely, 

markchan 
71 l.upine Ave 
San Francisco, CA 94ll8 

' High tech service for SF 
'\! 

James Talley to: Ms.Angela Calvillo 02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

Ms. Cavillo 

When I stop an~ think about the America's Cup coming to SF, I worry that everything will come crashing down. I 
support our broadband access to the rest of the world along with cell phone service that works well. Please do what 
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you can to keep encouraging private firms to fork over the investment money it takes to deliver high tech services 
that SF should be fatuous for. Also, I'm tired of the monopoly of Comcast and their high prices for internet and 
phone service. I would prefer a market of different vendors to offer me, the consumer, better prices and choices here 
in~ . 

Thanks 

Sincerely, , 

James Talley 
2139 Ofarrell St Unit 305 
San Francisco, CA 94115 

Technology infrastructure is vital 

Thanh Nguyen ·to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Cavillo 

02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

I just wanted to send you this quick note to thank you for any role you've played in bringing San Francisco an 
updated technology infrastructure. rm glad the city planning folks did its analysis so we can allfeel good about the 
overall goals of the city and how new technology access plays a role in most everyone's life. Let's face it, fast access 
to the Internet it vital to our local economy just like it's vital to a student doing research on a topic for a report or 
test. Let's keep SF linked in to the rest of the world and on a smart techilology path for today and tomorrow. It's as 
important as ever in today's economy and competitive marketplace. 

Thank.you. 

Sincerely, · 

Thanh Nguyen 
3030 Turk Blvd Apt.7 
San Francisco, CA 94ll8 

c ,1:,: Progress? 
\~ 

•i Brad Azevedo to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Cavillo 

02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

Progress? So my fingers are crossed that San Francisco actually welcomes and encourages companies like ATfstT to 
invest, upgrade and build a new technology infrastructure here. Sounds like just about every city surrounding us 
already has IPTV. That's very odd since Sari. Franciscans always want the latest/greatest gadgetry. 

Thanks for your support. 
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Sincerely, 

Brad Azevedo 
160 Linda St fl. A 
San Francisco, CA 94110 . 

i High tech serVice for SF 
't~ 

Lloyd Indig to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Cavillo · 

02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

When I stop and think about the America's Cup coming to SF, I worry that everything will come crashing down. I 
· support our broadband access to the rest of the world along with cell phone service that works well. Please do what 

you can to keep encouraging private firms to fork over the investment money it takes to deliver high tech services 
that SF should be famous for. . 

Thanks 

Sincerely, 

Uoydindig 
701 Minnesota St 
San Francisco, CA 94107 

I Please encourage phone company's upgrade 
~ 
, Mr.&: Mrs. Charles McNiel to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Cavillo 

02/25/20ll 08:25 AM 

I support authorizing AT&:T to take the necessary action to provide additional access and competition for TV 
prograrris in the City. Your continued support is greatly appreciated · 
One of the best things about living in San Francisco is that we all have this wonderful spirit of freedom - freedom of 
expression and tons of choices. It's why I choose to live here. What is bizarre to me is that this basic ability to 
choose doesn't apply to one of the biggest chunks of my monthly household budget: my cable tv bill. 

Sincerely, 

Charles &: Carolyn McNiel 
104 2 Sanchez St 
San Francisco, CA 94114 
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.i~~ I Bring it on! 
~ 
., Charles Colgate to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

Ms. Cavillo · 

Word has it that the San Francisco Planning Department has completed its review so that AT&T is one step closer 
to being able to go head to head with Comcast for video TV. This is· good news. 

Bring it on! We've been waiting.Although not too patiently for a level playing field in advanced TV service.This will 
provide us with the opportunity to choose and for the service provider to compete for our business. 

Sincerely, 

Charles Colgate · 
389 ·Gaven St 
San Francisco, CA 94134 

. ~ Competition soon? 

ii 
Tim Mayer to: .Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Cavillo 

02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

If the City Planning Department ha.s dime what it needs to regarding AT&:T's application to build a big Internet 
net:Work, I am assuming that we'll start being able to take advantage of it soon? That would be nice to see. 
Especially when it seems like companies have all but dried up when it comes to investing. Let's encourage that 
technology investment right here where the technology people live: San Francisco! 

Appreciate it. 

Sincerely, 

Tim Mayer 
1477 Sanchez St 
San Francisco, CA 94131 

iJ 
:,~ Competition soon? 
~~ 

George Ferris to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 02/25/2011 08:25 AM 
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Ms. Cavillo 

If the City Planning Department has done what it needs to regarding AT &:T's application to build a big Internet 
network, I am assuming that we'll start being able to take advantage of it soon"? That would be nice to see. 
Especially when it seems like companies have all but dried up when it comes to investing. Let's encourage that 
technology invesnnent right here where the techriology people live: San Francisco! 

Appreciate it. 

Sincerely, 

George Ferris 
mo Larkin St Apt 34 
San Francisco, CA 94109 

~ J ethnology infrastructure is vital 

" ci Thomas Master to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Cavillo 
/ 

02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

I just wanted to send you this quick note to thank you for any role you've played in bringing San Francisco an 
. updated technology infrastrucrure. I'm glad the city planning folks did its analysis so we can all feel good about the 
overall goals of the city and liow new technology access plays a role in most everyone's life. Let's face it, fast access 
to the Internet it vital to our local economy just like it's vital to a student doing research on a topic for a report or· 
test. Let's keep SF linked in to the rest of the world and on a smart technology path for today and tomorrow. It's as 
important as ever in today's economy and competitive marketplace. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas Master 
1026 ShotwellSt 
San Francisco, CA 94110 

~ Let's not fall behind technologically 
¥1 ,, 

Thomas Miller to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Cavillo 

02/2,5/201108:25 AM 

I feel like San Francisco inay be falling behind when it comes to technology infrastructure. I know that most every 
other city in the Bay Area has a new broadband network that the phone company is building. I believe that 
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competition is good when it comes to Network and Television delivery. Hardly a day goes by that I don't need to 
access the Internet for one thing or another. Kids need to access the Internet for school projects and reports. The 
faster the better as far as I'm concerned and a choice of who I pay to deliver it seems fundamental I hope you agree, 
and will support AT&:T's efforts to build up our City's Network infrastructure. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas G. Miller 
266 21st Ave Apt 304 
San Francisco, CA 94121 

jj 

tJ: Please encourage phone company's upgrade . 
~;;·· 

' ' Jeffrey Herrscher to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Cavillo 

I 

02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

One thing that seems to have fallen by the wayside is companies that actu:Viy can and want to invest in California 
and specifically in San Francisco. When a company comes along and wants tci invest, please don't let them slip. 
away. We have a phone network that is ready for a turbo boost. In other places that aren't even nearly as big or on 
the ball as SF, their phone company can also do cool things like deliver Internet TV through the phone line. 

That soUn.ds a lot like where the future is so let's do what San Franciscans do - out with the old and in with the 
new. I hope I can count on you to encourage, not discourage, a much needed upgrade. 

Ihanky.ou. 

Sincerely, 

jeff herrscher 
737 Bush St Unit Bl 
San Francisco, CA 94108 

;., 'i One step closer? 
~~~ 

Alan Villareal to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

Ms. Cavillo 
·,.,;.· 

I understand that we're one major step closer to finally having what most other California cities already have - an 
alternative to the cable company for high speed Internet and TV. Finally! I feel like San Francisco is behind the curve 
on something as logical as a little healthy competition. 

Sincerely, 
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Alan Villareal 
21 Guerrero. St 
San Francisco, CA 94103 

i The future ~ please support it. 
~~ 

Jon Cain to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Cavillo 

02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

As a San Francisco resident and voting constituent, I want to weigh in that I welcome a healthy competitor to 

Comcast and trust that you do too. 
I~, 

One of the best things about living in San Francisco is that we all have this wonderful spirit of freedom - freedom of 
expression and tons of choices. It's why I choose to live here. What is bizarre to me is that this basic ability to 

choose doesn't apply to one of the biggest chunks of my monthly household budget: my cable tv bill ' 

I have to believe that if 2 or more big companies want my business, they'll each try harder to earn it. That would be 
refreshing. 

Sincerely, 

Jon Cain 
1506 24th Ave 
San Francisco, CA 94122 

I, Competition soon? 
?~ 

Joan Moore to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

Ms. Cavillo 

We have been waiting patiently for real.competition for Comcast. Maybe ATT will be no better, but it can't be 
worse. Also, ATI has a unionized workforce ... that has to be better than Comcast. Please speed this along ... we have 
waited long enough to have a choice in cable providers. 
Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joan Moore 
215 Justin Dr 
San Francisco, CA 94112 
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A letter from a constituent 
l:~ 

~ Kevin Arceo to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Cavillo 

02/25/201108:25 AM 

As a constituent of yours, I think it's important to weigh the pros and the cons when it comes to big ticket projects 
in San Francisco - I'm glad there is considerable thought given to what is both necessary and important. That said, I 
need technology to help me balance everything iii my hectic life. So I'm glad to hear that the City Planning 
Department has completed a review of the AT&T initiative to upgrade their phone network. 

Thanks for making it happen. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin Arceo. 
455 7th Ave Apt S 
San Francisco, CA 94118 

, 
-~:: 

Jill' Competition soon? 
;,;y~ 

't~J 
Robert Gaskins to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Cavillo 

02/25/201108:25 AM 

If the City Planning Department has done what it needs to regarding AT&::T's application to build a big Internet 
network, I am assuming that we'll start being able to take advantage of it soon? That would be nice to see. 
Especially when it seems like companies have all but dried up when it comes to investing. Let's encourage that 
technology investment right here where the technology people live: San Francisco! 

Appreciate it. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Gaskins 
2443 Fillmore St 
San Fran,cisco, CA 94115 

,lfi 

~j One cable company is like only having one bridge 

' 1 Hoc Nguyen to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

· Ms. Cavillo 
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We have 2 bridges in and out of SF, sure seems like we ought to have at least two choices for video TV /high speed 
Internet access. But we don't. And I think we should. · 

I understand that the city just went through the process of reviewing AT &:T's plan to· bring faster Internet access 
and video TV to SF. I'm glad the city makes big companies go through that kind of review. And I'm also glad that the 
city wants to try to encourage some new jobs and investment money coming in - we could sure use both. 

Seems like a good thing all around. I hope you'll support this go:ing forward 

Thanks 

Sincerely, 

Hoc Nguyen 
750 La Playa St 
San Francisco, CA 94121 

j A letter from a constituent 

~ 
~rald Melquist to: Ms. Angel;t Calvillo 

Ms. Cavillo 

02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

I hope you give your support to the ATI effort "to upgrade theii: phone network'. There definitly needs to be more 
alternatives for the servics that we need. 

Thanks for your support 

Sincerely, 

Gerald T Melquist 
22 Terra Vista Ave #. G-16 
San Francisco, CA 94115 

,; 

~¥! Please encourage phone company's upgrade 
~~ 
·~ Steven Callow to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

'"'"'"'''''''~'"'a'>•:•-==-· 

Ms. Cavillo 

02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

One thing that seems to have fallen by the wayside is companies that actually can and want to invest in California 
and specifically m San Francisco. When a company comes along and wants to invest, please don't let them slip 
away. We have a phone network that is ready for a turbo boost. In other places that aren't even nearly as big or on 
the ball as SF, their phone company can also do cool things like deliver Internet TV through the phon,e line. 
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That sounds a lot like where the future is so let's do what San Franciscans do - out with the old and in with the 
new. I hope I can count on you to encourage, not discourage, a much needed upgrade. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Steven Callow 
2838 Union St 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

• . ~r~: 

~f~ Bringit on! 

Donato Cabrera to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Cavillo 

02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

Word has it that the San Francisco Planning Department has completed its review so that AT&T is one step closer 
to being able to go head to head with Comcast for video TV. This is good news. · 

Bring it on! We've been waiting. 

Sincerely, 

Donato Cabrera 
77 Seaman Ave Apt 3D 
New York, NY10034 

~ Competition soon? 

Mark Manz to: Ms. Angela Calvillo · 

Ms. Cavillo 

02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

If the City Planning Department has done what it needs to regarding AT&::T's applicatlon to build a big Internet 
network, I am assuming that we'll start being able to take advantage of it soon? That would be nice to see. 
Especially when it seems like companies have all but dried up when it comes to investing. Let's encourage that 
technology investrn.ent right here where the technology people" live: San Franciscol 

Appreciate it. 

Sincerely, 
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MarkAManz. 
125 Cambon Dr Apt 7M 
San Francisco, CA 94132 

;~ Technology infrastructure is vital. 

Christine Wilson to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Cavillo 

02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

I just wanted to send you this quick note to thank you for any role you've played m bringing San Francisco an 
updated technology :in&astructure. I'm glad the city planning folks did its analysis so we can all feel good about the 
overall goals of the city and how new technology access plays a role in most everyone's life. Let's face it, fast access 
to the Internet it vital to our local economy just like it's vital to a student doing research on a topic for a report or 
test. Let's keep SF linked in to the rest of the world and on a smart technology path for today and tomorrow. It's as 
important as ever in today's economy and competitive marketplace. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Christine Wilson 
2409 Fillmore St 
San Francisco, CA 94ll5 

.l Thanks 

~ 
,; Jeff Schwartz to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 02/25/2011 08.:25 AM 

' . - - . 
-·~-~==--=>===:r.="""""='"""'".-.:0"'"""'===""-====m"""i>t:;,.,:,rH•~:>I>.~. ~~"""'=,.,-w::.:.:==~..:m=-•m:~a=-•:~=,,.,=,,.,,=·· =···~·,,.,~~==•n:•'~''"'"""'===o:o'*-;:=.,..-==-.,,.,,,,,.,..1~i;:::".::::.=:::..i:"'-~=::=="0":..,~"01=-.,::t::•:::~-,~-:-.:""" 

Ms. Cavillo 

Thanks for any role you played in review:illg AT&::T's request to build its Uverse network here ill. San Francisco and 
comply with City plans. I'm aware of the service and think it's pretty amazing what can now be done through a 
phone line that is already in place. ·Anyway, it's time SF had someone other than cable that offers TV and Internet 
access. I like the idea of having a. choice for home entertainment and Internet access. Thanks very much. 

Sincerely, . 

Jeff Schwartz 
1755 28th Ave 
San Francisco, CA 94122 

. 
t~ Please encourage phone company's upgrade 
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~ . 

€~J Edmund Chiu to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 
\! 

02/25/2011 08:25 AM . 

Ms. Cavillo 

· One thing that seems to have fallen by the wayside is companies.that actually can and want to invest in California 
and specifically in San Francisco. When a company comes along and wants to invest, please don't let them slip 
away. We have a phone network that is ready for a turbo boost. In other places that aren't even nearly as big or on 
the ball as SF, their phone company can also do cool things like deliver Internet TV through the phone line. 

That sounds a lot like where the future is so let's do what San Frandscans do - out with the old and in with the 
new. I hope I can count on you to encourage, not discourage, a much needed upgrade . 

. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Edmund Chiu 
351 Lakeshore Dr 
San Francisco, CA 94132 

JI 
Ji~ Please bring high speed access 
!I.!~ 
"t~ 

Chandran Shanmugam ·to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Cavillo 

02/25/201108:25 AM 

I was pleased to learn thatAT&:Tis finally going to be able to start work on upgrading their phone network while 
adhering to the City's environmental standards. That makes me feel better as well · 

I'm all for bandwidth given that video services are streaming more often nowadays. If you can improve the service 
we get today by getting a competitor to the cable company into the rrrix, I think you'll be doing a good thing. 

Keep up the good work. 

Sincerely, 

Chandran Shanmgam, MD 
125 Topaz Way 
San Francisco, CA. 94131 

•i1 Bring us new technology 
'j~ 

Santthosh Selvadurai to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 02/25/2011 08:25 AM 
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Ms. Cavillo 

It just seems logical that as· a representative of the city, you'll do what you can to bring vital technology 
infrastructure to those of us who are anxious to receive it. Can I count on you to make it so? 

Thank you 

Sincerely, 

Santthosh Selvadurai 
855 Burnett Ave Apt 5 
San Francisco, CA 94131 

. ~ Broadband access for SF residents 

Tom Mcintyre to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

....,..,,,,=>n=r=-=·~"""=.n=-=''"'"""'""""~·•""'""=""'1»r.x-=-.;:"~"'""'==m"'~'"""=""""""~~""""''"~~-"'~<-~"-"'=---=-=<=n>""'=""~-.1'::.i:=~-<=--~~'="'""""'"~· """==~,...~~-==.=io=~>>-=""":'"" . . 

Ms. Cavillo 

Please approve the ATT fiber optic infrastructure: It is important to extend broadband access to as many San 
Franciscans as possible. Competition and a backup system are both good things and each alone offers sufficient 
reason to support this improvement. 

Thinks 

,Sincerely, 

Support Camp Mather 
285 States St 
Sau Francisco, CA 94114, 

~ Technology infrastructure is vital 

'< 
.,, Jared Cluff to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Cavillo 

02/25/201108:25 AM 

I just wanted to send you this quick note to thank you for any role you've played in bringing San Francisco au 
updated technology infrastructure. I'm gt.ad the city planning folks did its analysis so we can all feel good about.the 
overall goals of the city and how new technology access p~ays a role in most everyone's life. Let's face it, fast access 
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to the Internet it vital to our local economy just like it's vital to a student doing research on a topic for a report or 
test. Let's keep SF linked in. to the rest of the world and on a smart technology path for today and tomorrow. It's as 
important a8 ever in today's economy and competitive marketplace. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jared Cluff&: RudyGuadron 
386119th St 
San Francisco, CA 94ll4 

E1= 

~· Goodnews 
-~ 

Robert Daubin to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Cavillo 

02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

There's not that much good news out there these days so I was pleased to learn thatAT&:Tis finally going i:o be able 
to start work on upgrading their phone network And they're going to adhere to the City's environmental standards. 
That makes me feel better as well 

I'm all for bandwidth and it seems like we gobble up as much as there is available. If you can improve the service we 
get today by getting a competitor to the cable company into the mix, I think you'll be doing a good thing'. 

Keep up the good work. 

Sincerely, 

RobDaubin 
1180 Filbert St Apt 404 
San Francisco, CA 94109 

Prabha Milstein to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Cavillo 

02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

Word has it that the San Francisc.o Planning Department has completed its review so that AT&:T is one step closer 
to being able to go head to head with Comcast for video TV. This is good news. 

Bring it onJ We've been waiting. 

Sincerely, 
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Prabha Milstein 
791MyraWay 
San Francisco, CA 94127 

j 

® One stepdoser? 
,,~ 

Enrique Terrazas to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Cavillo 

02/25/201108:25 AM 

I understand that we're one major step closer to finally having what most other Cahlornia cities already have - an 
alternativ:e to the cable company for high speed Internet and TV. Finally! I feel like San Francisco is behind the curve 
on something as logical as a little healthy competition. 

Sincerely, 

Enrique Terrazas 
3121 20th St Apt 1 
San Francisco, CA 94 llO 

~ Please encourage AT&:T company's upgrade so I can clrom COMCAST 

Chris Fry to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Cavillo 

· 02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

One thing that seems to have fallen by the wayside is companies that actually can and want to invest in Cahlornia 
and specifically in San Francisco. When a company comes along and wants to invest, please don't let them slip 
away. We have a phone network that is ready for a turbo boost. In other places that aren't even nearly as big or on 
the ball as SF, their phone company can also do cool things like deliver Internet TV through the phone line. 

That sounds a lot like where the future is so let's do what San Franciscans do - out with the old and in with the 
new. I hope I can count on you to encourage, not discourage, a much needed upgrade. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Christopher Elliott Fry 
655 5th St Apt 4 
San Francisco, CA 94107 

~ SF D~erves a 2011 technology infrastructure upgrade- please let it come off hold 

~ 
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I: Lynn Bunim to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 
~ 

Ms. Cavill.o 

02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

Thank you for any role you've pl~yed in bringing San Francisco an updated technology infrastructure. I'm glad the 
city planning folks did its analysis so we can all feel good about the overall goals of the city and how new technology 
access plays a role in most everyone's life. Fast access to the Internet it vital to our local economyandit is also vital 
to a student doing research on a topic for a report or test. Please take whatever action you can in the near future to 
enable SF to be linked into the rest of the world and on a smart technology path for today and tomorrow. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

lynnB. Bunim 
2017 Lyon St 
San Francisco; CA 94115 

~~ The future ~ please support it. 
'i 

Duke Hoffman to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Cavill.a 

02/25/2011. 08:25 AM 

As a San Francisco resident and voting constituent, I want to weigh in that'! welcome a healthy competitor to 
Comcast and trust that you do too. 

One of the best things about living in San Francisco is that we all have this wonderfui spirit of freedom - freedom of 
expression and tons of choices. It's why I choose to live here. What is bizarre to me is that this basic ability to 
choose doesn't apply to one of the biggest chunks of my monthly household budget: my cable tv bill. 

I have ~o believe that if 2 or more big c~mpanies want my business, they'll each try harder to earn it. That would be 
refreshing. 

Let's not allow our wonderliil city to fall behind when it comes to technology. I'm all ready to sign up for this new 
service. I can't wait until it's available. · 

Sincerely, 

Duke C Hoffman 
1800 BryantSt Ste 214 
San Francisco, CA 94110 . 

t1 Please encourage phone company's upgrade 
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Patrick Marquis to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

Ms. Cavillo 

One thing that seems to have fallen by the wayside is companies that actually can and want to invest in California 
and specifically in San Francisco. When a company comes along and wants to inve~t, please don't let thei:n slip 
away. We have a phone network that is ready for a turbo boost. In other places that aren't everi nearly as big or on 
the ball as SF, their phone compariy can also do cool things like' deliver Internet TV through the phone line. 

That sounds a lot like where the fu~eis so let's do what San Franciscans do - out with the old and in with the 
new. I hope I can count on you to encourage, not discourage, a much needed upgrade. 

In these tough economic times why is the city of San Francisco denying it's citizens higher quality 
telecommunications optiol1S? Get it together San Francisco, no wonder the city is in such bad shape. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Patrck Marquis 
2 Terra Vista Ave 
San Francisco, CA 94115 

.. 
li Let's not fall behind 
f~~ 
.. , William Holevoet to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Cavillo 

02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

I feel like SF may be falling behind when it comes to technology infrastructure. I know that most every other city in 
the Bay Area has a new broadband network that the phone company is building. Hardly a day goes by that ldon't 
need to access the Internet for one thing or another. Kids need to access the Internet for· school projects and reports. 
The faster the better as far as I'm concerned and a choice of who I pay to deliver it seems fundamental. I hope you'll · 
support the same point of view. 

Thank you.· 

Sincerely, 

·William 
719 IOthAve 
San Francisco, CA 94ll8 

JI Technology infrastructure is vital 
\% 
'4 
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, james duval to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

' 
02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

Ms. Cavillo 

I just wanted to send you this quick note to thank you for any role you've played in bringing San Francisco an 
updated technology infrastructure. I'm glad the city planning folks did its analysis so we can all feel good about the 
overall goals of the city and how new technology access plays a role in most everyone's life. Let's face it, fast access 
to the Internet it vital to our local economy just like it's vital to a student doing research on a topic for a report or · 
test. Let's keep SF linked in to the rest of the world and on a smart technology path for today and tomorrow. It's as 
important as ever in today's economy and competitive marketplace. 

Thank you. 

Since~ely, 

jamesduval 
534 Hyde St Apt 7 
San Francisco, CA 94109 

' Let's not fall behind 

Willem Burgmans to: Ms: Angela.Calvillo 02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

Ms. (:avillo 

I feel like SF may be falling behind when it comes to technology infrastructure. I know that most every other city in 
the Bay Area has a new broadband network that the phone company is building. Hardly a day goes by that I don't 
need to access the Internet for one thing or another. Kids need to access the Internet for school projects and reports. · 
The faster the better as far as I'm concerned and a choice of who I pay to deliver it seems fundamental I hope you '11 
support the same point of view. 

·. Thankyou~ 

Sincerely, 

Willem Burgmans 
. 661 Ash bury St 

San Francisco, CA 94ll7 

;, 
,~ A letter from a constituent 

Michael Hagerty to:. Ms. Angela Calvillo 02/25/2011 08:25 AM 
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Ms. Cavillo 

As a constituent of yours,! think it's important to weigh the pros and the cons when it comes to big ticket projects 
in San Francisco - I'm glad there is considerable thought given to what is both necessary and important. That said, I · 
need technology to help me balance everything in my hectic life. So I'm glad to hear that the City Planning 
Department has completed a review of the AT&::T initiative to upgrade theii: phone network. 

Thanks for makiilg it happen. 

Sincerely, 

Mike Hagerty 
2037 Castro St Apt 2 
San Francisco, CA 94131 

·~ Please support competition and improvement 

"' Douglas Frantz to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

Ms. Cavillo 

As a San Francisco resident and voting constituent, I want to weigh in that I welcome a healthy competitor to 
Comcast and trust that you do too. 

One of the best things about living in San Francisco is that we all have this wonderful spirit of freedom - freedom of 
expression and tons of choices. It's why khoose to live here. What is bizarre ~o me is that this basic ability to 
choose doesn't apply to one of the biggest chunks of my monthly household budget: my cable tv bill. 

I have to believe that if 2 or more big companies want my business, they'll each try harder to earn it. Currently the . 
city only allows Comcast which has raised prices and delivered nothing new or decent since . .Jt would be refreshing 
to make them earn their money instead of haVing it given on a silver platter. 

Sincerely, 

Douglas Frantz 
43 Santa Ynez Ave 
San Francisco, CA 94112 . 

i! 

~t Support AT&T plans to install fiberoptic networks in SF 
l~ 
< Keith Kojimoto to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

Ms. Cavillo 

I was very pleased to learn that AT&::T will be able to begin the process to upgrade its phone network to fiberoptic 
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cables in SF. 1bis is a service AT&:T already provides to 260 other communities in California alone. It's difficult to 
view SF as a leader in adopting new technology and I'd argue that SF as a whole is slow to adapt and to change to 
new trends as a whole. 

I've read Ar &:T's plans as they're described online and feel that the process they describe allows plenty of 
neighborhood input on where the necessary boxes are installed. 

I'm very pleased that SF is taking the steps necessary to allow AT &:T to bring SF' s antiquated phone system into the 
21st century. A new IP network based on fi.beroptic cabling will be able to deliver the bandwidth the entire 
community requires to use the technology available to improve our daily lives and hopefully the ability of our local 
government to serve its residents. 

SF could proudly retain its reputation as a progressive city with visionary leadership.· I count on you to continue to 
support the Planning Dept and look forward to the new services AT &:Twill be able to provide once the review 
process is completed. · 

Sincerely, 

Keith Kojimoto 
1816 9th Ave 
San Francisco, CA 94122 

~ Please encourage phone company's upgrade 

· , Scott Hankes to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Cavillo 

02/25/20ll 08:25 AM 

One thing that seems to have fallen by the wayside is companies that actually can and want to invest in California 
and specifically in San Francisco. \iVhen a company comes along and wants to invest, please don't let them slip 
away. We have a phone network that is ready for a turbo boost. In other places that aren't even nearly as big or on 
the ball as SF, their phone company can also do cool things like deliver Internet TV through the phone line. 

That sounds a lot like where the future is so let's do what San Franciscans do - out with the old and in with the 
new. I hope I can count on you to encourage, not discourage, a much needed upgrade. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Scott Hankes 
460 Ellis St Apt 58 
San Francisco, CA 94102 

:t1 Goodnews 
\J'.'. ., 
' Allen Lee to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 0212s12011 08:25 AM 
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Ms. Cavillo 

There's not that much good news out there these days so I was pleased to learn that AT&T is finally going to be able 
to start. work on upgrading their phone network. And they're going to adhere to the City's environmental standards. 
That makes me feel better as well. 

I'm all for bandwidth and it seems like we gobble up as much as there is available. If you \:-an improve the service we 
get today by getting a competitor to .the cable company into the mix; I think you'll be doing a good thing. 

Keep up the good work. 

Sincerely, 

Allen Lee 
50 Rockaway Ave 
San Francisco, CA 94127 

i 

~ A letter from a constituent 

Ian Micklewright to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 02/25/2011 08:25 AM 

Ms. Cavillo 

As a constituent of yours, I think it's important to weigh the pros and the cons when it comes to big ticket projects 
in San Francisco , I'm glad there is considerable thought given to what is both necessary and important. That said, I 
need technology to help me balance everything in my hectic life. So I'm glad to hear that the City Planning 
Department has completed a review of the AT &:T initiative to upgrade their phpne network. 

Thanks for making it happen. 

Sincerely, 

Ian Micklewright 
301 Hugo St Apt 3 
San Francisco, CA 94122 

t . 
,j~ Technology infrastructure is good for tourism and that's good for all of us 

l 
Doug Kzer to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Cavillo 
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Just like San Francisco needs drinkable water, a sewage system that does what its supposed to, public 
transportation that is reliable and bridges that can accommodate people corrtlng in and out of the city, so too do we 
need reliable technology infrastructure. ·One could argue that technology infrastructure is every bit as vital of all 
these. These days the abil,ity to talk to others, send informatioll, watch important current events, study the past and 
predict tomorrow is all linked by technology infrastructure. San Francisco prides itself on its high tech image and 
savvy residents. Please be sure to represent us well in encouraging today and tomorrow's technology finds San 
Franci$CO at the top of the list vs. the bottom. It's too important.not to. 

If nothing else, considering the fact that San Francisco is the one of the top tourist destination in the world, we need 
critical technology infrastructure that will keep people corrtlng here and keep all of their gadgets and cell phones 

· and computers and digital recorders all humming along: Let's make it a priority of the city please. 

Sincerely, 

Doug Kizer 
4706 Fulton St 
San Francisco, CA 94121 

ff, One cable company is like only havmg one bridge 
•;:J;i 
~ii~ 

Yat-PingTong to: Ms.Angela Calvillo 

M;s. Cavillo 

02/25/2011 b8:25 AM 

We have 2 bridges in and out of SF, sure seems like we ought to have at least two choices for video IV!highspeed 
Internet access. But we don't, And I think we should 

I understand that the city just went through the process of reviewing AT&:T's plan to bring faster Internet access 
and video TV to SF. I'm glad the city makes big companies go through that kind of review. And I'm also glad that the 
city wants i:o try to encourage some new jobs and investment money coming in - w_e could sure use both. ·. 

Seems like a good thing all around I hope you'll support this going forward. 

Thanks 

Sincerely, 

Yat-PingTong 
I346Lake St 
San Francisco, CA 94118 

d 
,~ High tech service for SF 

Wells VVhitney to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 
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Ms. Cavillo 

I support our broadband access to the rest of the world along with cell phone service that works well. Please do 
what you can ~o keep encouraging private firms to fork over the investment money it takes to deliver high tech 
services that SF should be famous for. ' 

Thanks 

Sincerely, 

WElls Whitney 
1308 Montgomery St 
San Francisco, CA 94133 

.~ 

~ Technology infrastructure is vital 

.. , Bonnie Ii Victorino to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo 

02/25/201108:43 AM 

I just wanted to send you this quick note to thank you for any mle you've played in bringing San Francisco an 
updated technology infrastructure. I'm glad the city planning folks did its analysis so we can all feel good about the 
overall goals of the city and how new technology access plays a role in most everyone's life. Let's face it, fast access 
.to the Internet it vital to our local economy just like it's vital to a student doing research on a topic for a report or 
test Let's keep SF linked in to the rest of the world and on a smart technology path for today and tomorrow. It's as 
important as ever in today's economy and competitive marketplace. 

Thank you. 

Sincertly, 

Bonnie Ii Victorino 
850 Le Conte Ave 
San Francisco, CA 94124 

~ i Goodnews 

~ 
drew lama to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo 

02/25/2011 OB:Sl AM 

There's not that much good news out there the,;;e days so I was pleased to learn that AT&::T is finally going to be able 
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to start work on upgrading their phone network. And they're going to adhere to the City's environmental standards. 
That makes me feel better as well 

I'm all for bandwidth and it seems like we gobble up ~s much as there is available. If you can improve the service we 
get today by getting a competitor to the cable company into the rillx, I think you'll be doing a good ?Ung. 

Keep up the good work. 

Sincerely, 

jl 
580 McAllister St 
San Francisco, CA 94102 

,I High tech service for SF 

Candice Un to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 02/25/2011 08:57 AM 

Ms. Calvillo 

When I stop and·think about the America's Cup coming to SF, I worry that everything ,"1iJl come crashing down. I 
support our broadband access to the rest of the world along with cell phone service that works well Please do what 
you can to keep encouraging private firms to fork over the investment money it takes to deliver high tech services 
that SF should be famous for. 

Thanks 

Sincerely, 

Candice Y. Lin 
190 Precita Ave 
San Francisco, CA 94110 

Ms. Calvillo 

02/25/201109:01 AM 

There's not that much good news out there these days so I was pleased to learn thatAT&:I is finally going to be able 
to start work on upgrading their phone network And they're going to adhere to the City's environmental standards. 
That makes me feel better as well 

I'm all for bandwidth and it seems like we gobble up as much as there is available. If you can improve the service we· 
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get today by getting a competitor to the cable company into the mix, I think you'll be doing a good thing. 

Keep up the good work. 

Sincerely, 

Chad Partridge 
421124th St 
San Francisco, CA 94114 

High tech service for SF 

,, Mr. & Mrs. Patrick Mullikin to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo 

0212512011 09:05 AM 

When I stop and think about the America's Cup coming to SF, I worry that everything will come crashing down. I 
support our broadband access to the rest of the world along with cell phone service that works well. Please do what 
you can to keep encouraging private fums to fork over the investment money it takes to deliver high tech services 
that SF should be famous for. · 

Thanks 

Sincerely, 

Patrick and Gail Mullikin 
20 Nobles Aly 
San Francisco, CA 94133 

~ · Finally Please, A C~mcast Competitor Other than Satellite 
~ 
~ 
;: Walter Braden to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo 

02/25/2011 09:09 AM 

Word has it that the San Francisco Planning Department has completed its review so that AT&T is one step closer. 
to being able to go head to head with Comcast for video TV. This is good news. 

Bring it on! We've been waiting. 

Sincerely, 

.Walter Braden 
70 Marietta Dr 
San Francisco, CA 94127 
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~il High tech service for SF 
·~~ 
1~~ 

Jacqueline Serafin to: Ms. Angela Calvillo . 02/25/2011 09:16 AM 

Ms. Calvillo 

When I stop and think about the America's Cup coming to SF, I worry that everything will come crashing down. I 
support our broadband access to the rest of the world along with cell phone service that works well. Please do what 
you can to keep encouraging private firms to fork over the investment money it takes to deliver high tech services 
that SF should be famous for. 

Thanks 

Sincerely, 

Jacqueline Serafin 
27 44 Sacramento St Apt 206 
San Francisco, CA 94115 

:~ 

~ Progress? 

Yvonne Santos to: Ms. Angela Ca\villo 

Ms. Calvillo 

02/25/2011 09:19 AM 

Progress? So my fingers are crossed that San Francisco actually welcomes and encourages companies like AT&T to 

invest, upgrade and build a new technology infrastructure here. Sounds like just about every city surrounding us 
already has IPTV. That's very odd since San Franciscans alway~ want the latest/greatest gadgetry. 

Thanks for your support. 

Sincerely, 

Yvonne Santos 
122 Ashton Ave 
San Francisco, CA 94112 

Jli We need competition to Cablel 
~\~j 
-~~ 

Sarah Klapec to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 02/25/2011 09:20 AM 
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Ms. Calvillo 

I am Writing in hopes that we can have more competition against Cable than ever before! My understanding is that 
the City Planning Department is reviewing AT &::T's application to build a big Internet network. I am hoping to take 
advantage of it soori. More choice for residents of San Francisco and having companies invest in better technology is 
key. . 

Appreciate your focus in moving San Francisco forward! 

Sincerely, 

Sarah A Klapec 
312 Russia Ave 
San Francisco; CA 94112 

~ . One step closer? 
~ 

John Lee to: Ms. Angela Calvillo . 02/25/201109:22 AM 

Ms. Calvillo 

I understand that we're one major step closer to finally having what most other California cities already have - an 
· alternative to the cable company for high speed Internet and TV. Finally! I feel like San Francisco is behind the curve 
·on something as logical as a little healthy competition. 

Sincerely, 

John Lee 
2167 Funston Ave 
San Francisco, CA 94116 

:11~ 
i'.ll High tech service for SF 

~ 
Gabriele Etlinger-Browne to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 02/25/2011 09:27 AM 

Ms. Calvillo 

When I stop and think about the America's Cup coming to SF, I worry that everything will come crashing down. I 
support our broadband access to the rest of the world along with cell phone service that works well. Please do what. 
you can to keep encouraging private firms to fork over the investment money it takes to deliver high tech services 
that SF should be famous for. 
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Th:mks 

Sincerely, 

Gabriele Etlinger-Browne 
1030 Bush St Apt 4 
San Francisco, CA 94109 

j.~ 

(~ Competition soon? 
~; 

"' Mark Manasse to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo 

02/25/201109:29 AM 

If the City Planriing Department has done what it needs to regarding AT&::T's application to build a big Internet 
network, I am assuming that we'll start being able to take advantage of it soon? That would be nice to see. 
Especially when it seems like companies have all but dried up when it comes to investing. Let's encourage that 
technology invesnnent right here where the technology people live: San Francisco] 

Appreciate it. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Manasse 
1270 Monterey Blvd 
San Francisco, CA 94127 

,~ One step closer? 

Mark Manasse to: Ms. Angela Calvillo· 02/25/2011 09:33 AM 

Ms. Calvillo 

I understand that we're one major step closer to finally having what most other California cities already have - an 
alternative to the cable company for high speed Internet and TV. Finally! I feel like San Francisco is behind the curve 
on something a~ logical as a little healthy competition. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Manasse 
1270 Monterey Blvd 
San Francisco, CA 94127 
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. ~ Bring it on! 

Bill Hutchcroft to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 02/25/2011 09:34 AM 

Ms. Calvillo 

Word has it that the San Francisco Planning Department has completed its review so that AT&:T is one step closer 
to being able to go head to head with Comcast for video TV. This is good news. 

Bring it on! We've been waiting. 

Sincerely, 

Bill Hutchcroft 
169 Glenview Dr 
San Francisco, CA 94131 

.t 
; Please allow more choice and competktion for seniors,~and family's 

Mr. &; Mrs. Anthony Batres to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo 

02/25/2011 09:35 AM 

As a constituent and native of 62 years I think it's.important that we have more choices for cable providers in the 
great city of San Francisco. Please weigh the pros and the cons when it comes to big ticket projects in San Francisco 
- I'm glad there is considerable thought given to what is both necessary and important. That said, I need technology 
to help me balance my check book, as Comcast charges 100.00 dollars a month just for CABLE. So I'm glad to hear 
·that the City Planning Department has completed a review of the: AT&:T init;iative to upgrade their phone network. 
Please make it happen.. · 

Sincerely,Mr&:Mrs Anthony Batres 

Anthony Batres 
49033rdAveApt105 
San Francisco, CA 94121 

.! 
~li: Bring us new technology 
·~=:: 

~ 
Lynda D'Angelo to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 02/25/2011 09:41 AM 
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Ms. Calvillo 

. ' 
It just seems logical that as a representative of the city, you'll do what you can to bring vital technology 
infrastructure to those of us who are anxious to receive it. Can I count on you to make it so? 

Thank you 

Sincerely, 

Lynda D'Angelo 
390 Elizabeth St 
San Francisco, CA 94114 

./!. 
~~' Technology infrastrucrure is good for tourism and that's good for all of us 
~~ 

Charles Wagner to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo 

02/25/2011 09:44 AM 

Just like San Francisco needs drinkable water, a sewage system that does what its supposed to, public 
transportation that is reliable and bridges that can accommodate people coming in and out of the city, so too do we 
need reliable technology infrastructure. One could argue that technology infrastructure is every bit as vital of all 
these. These days the ability to talk to others, send information, watch important current events, study the past and 
predict tomorrow is all linked by technology infrastructure. San Fraricisco prides itself on its high tech image and 
savvy residents. Please. be sure to represent us well in encouraging today and tomorrow's technology finds San 
Francisco at the top of the list vs. the bottom. It's too important not to. 

If nothing elSe, considering the fact that San Francisco is the one of the top tourist destination in the world, we need 
critical technology infrastructure that will keep people coming here and keep all of the:ir gadgets and cell phones 
and computers and digital recorders all humming along. Let's make it a priority of the city please. 

Sincerely, 

Charles Wagner 
301 Hugo St Apt 3 
San Francisco, CA 94122 

" "' ,;; High tech service for SF ; 
Barbara Bagot-Lopez to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo 

02/25/201109:44 AM 
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·'' - •' 

Please help faciliate competition for Comcast, which has a monopoly in San Francisco on this type of service. Of 
course, AT & T needs to work with the neighborhoods regarding the location and appearance of the boxes, and 
should invest creativity and funds into making them more attractive. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Bagot~Lopez 
1591 Treat Ave 
San Francisco, CA 94110 

.t.' 

~ Progress? 
~~ 

Allyn Beltran fo: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo 

02/25/201109:51AM 

Progress? So ntY fingers are crossed that San Francisco actually welcomes and encourages companies like AT&T to 
invest, upgrade and build a new technology infrastructure here. Sounds like just about every city surrounding us 
already has IPTV. That's very odd since San Franciscans always want the latest/greatest gadgetry. I also feel that by 
having a company such as AT&T offer an alternative to Comcast, .the added competition will only benefit the 
consumers. 

I ask that you strongly consider moving forward with AT &Ts plans to improve their network. This will only carry 
us as a city into the next phase of the technical revolution, where people continue to collaborate through video, 
chat, Twitter, Facebook or the next big Internet Social tool This upgraded infrastructure will also help foster the 
new way of working by telecommuting for many Bay Area workers. Not only does this help employees become 
more productive workers, but will also help lessen highway traffic and most importantly, greenhouse gases. If we 
are truly serious about technical advances and green initiatives as a city, I feel that approving AT&:T's bid to 
improve its infrastructure and that of any other companies' is a step in the right direction! 

. Thanks for your support. 

Sincerely, 

Allyn Beltran 
4 30 Fillmore St Apt B 
San Francisco, CA 94ll7 

t i A letter from a constituent 
,~ 

" Christopher Jennings to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo 

02/25/201109:55 AM 
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As a constituent of yours, I think it's important to weigh the pros and the cons when it comes to big ticket projects 
in San Francisco - I'm glad there is considerable thought .given to what is both necessary and important. That said, I 
need technology to help me balance everything in my hectic life. So I'm glad to hear that the City Planning 
Department has completed a review of the AT&:T initiative to upgrade their phone network. 

Thanks for making it happen. 

Sincerely, 

Christopher Jennings 
165 Duboce Ave Apt 204 
San Francisco, CA 94103 

,1{: Progress? 
\~ 

Michael Pavitt to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo 

02/25/201110:12 AM 

Please approve the AT &:T request to invest in, upgrade and build a new technology infrastructure here in the city. 
Since relocating to San Francisco last October, the only thing I miss about Livennore is the IPTV service that I and 
my family enjoyed, after many years of simply awful service from COMCAST. I know that San Franciscans will be 
well served by this improvement. 

Thanks for your support. 

Sincerely, 

Michael F. Pavitt 
1542 34th Ave 
San Francisco, CA 94122 

i 
J~ High tech service for SF/ Petetion for Acceptance , 

,, Ed Nyquist to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo 

02/25/201110:12 AM 

When I stop and think about the America's Cup· coming to SF, I worry that everything will come crashing down. I 
support our broadband access to the rest of the world along with cell phone service that works well. Please do what 
you can to keep encouraging private firms to fork over the investment money it takes to deliver high tech services 
that SF should be famous for. 

Thanks 
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Sincerely, 

Ed Nyquist 
829 Folsom St Unit 418' 
San Francisco, CA 94107 

iJ A letter from a constituent 
-i~ 

,, Allison DeGolier to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo 

,. , 

02/25/201110:15 AM 

k; a constituent of yours, I think it's important to weigh the pros and the cons when it comes to big ticket projects 
in San Francisco - I'm glad there is considerable thought given to what is both necessary and important. That said, I 

, need technology to help me balance everything in my hectic life. So I'm glad to hear that the City Planning · 
Department has completed a review of the AT&T initiative to upgrade their phone network. 

Thanks for making it happen. 

Sincerely, 

Allison DeGolier 
204 lPierce St Apt 3 
San Francisco, CA 94ll5 

J ti Please Encourage Phone Company's Upgrade! 
~{ 

Ben Liil to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo 

02/25/201111:22 AM 

One thing that seems to have fallen by the wayside is companies that actually can and want to ilivest in California 
and specifically in San Francisco. Wh~ a company comes along and wants to invest, please don't let them slip 
away. We have a phone network that is ready for a turbo boost. In other places that aren't even nearly as big or on 
the ball as SF, their phone company can also do cool things like deliver Internet 1V through the phone line. 

That sounds a lot like where the future is so let's do what San Franciscans do - out with the old and in with the 
new. I hope I can count on you to encourage; not discourage, a much needed upgrade. . 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ben Lin 
1010 Bush St # 206 
San Francisco, CA 94109 
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f~ High tech service for SF 
f~ 

Timothy Wickland to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

. . 

02/25/201111:30 AM 

. . 
-::-_o-,»;:..-=""""'"'-"=-"''«=''"'~"""'",.;r:== .. =··-~";l'=°'"-""~'"==~:;-::>:.=-..>:.-:::-"""""""''"';;:rn=:;:.::;~:.::'3':r;:.."':!::-;=;:>="-=::.">'=-..=<='"-'rn"'l1;;..-::,,,,,,,,;::;:;..=:::~"='='=""'"''-"="~--==:::=:..~:::.:::r:::.~:.:•=-.==;:;:;:=~"'='-"""="'=-~==>===":==~"-===="~'"-"· . . 

Ms. Calvillo 

I support the introduction of improved broadband access in San Francisco, _and especially support increased 
competition in broadband and TV services within the City. Please do what you can to keep encouraging private 
firms to invest in these areas, to foster competition and improve services while reducing costs for consumers. 

Thanks 

Sincerely; 

Timothy Wickland 
1171 Oak St Apt 1 
San Francisco, CA 94117 

AT&:T U~verse 

., Peter Reque to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 02/25/201111:37 AM · 

Ms. Calvillo 

I am glad to hear.that progress is beingmade onAT&:T U-verse. U-verse seems to be a good option for.me, and I 
have been curious as to what might be causing the slow roll-out. 

If the legal tasks have now been completed construction cah begin. 

Sincerely, 

Peter A Reque 
1073 Bush St 
San Francisco, CA 94109 

Please encourage phone company's upgrade 

Martin Mast to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 
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Ms. Calvillo 

Comcast needs some serious competition. When a company wants to invest, please don't let them slip away. We 
have a phone network that is ready for a turbo boost. In other places that aren't even nearly as big or on the ball as 
SF, their phone company can also do cool things like deliver Internet TV through the phone line. (I saw this years 
ago in Paris at a reasonable monthly fee) 

That sounds a lot like where the future is so let's do what San Franciscans do - out with the old and in with the 
new. I hope I can count on you to encourage, not discourage, a much needed upgrade. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Martin Mast 
601 Corbett Ave 
San Francisco, CA 94114 

~l The future ;. please support it. 

"' Danny Udom to: Ms. Angela c;:alvillo 

Ms. Calvillo 

02/25/201112:20 PM 

As a San Francisco resident and voting constituent, I want to weigh in that I welcome a healthy competitor to 
Comcast and trust that you do too. 

One of the best things about living in San Francisco is that we all have this wonderful spirit of freedom - freedom of 
expression and tons of choices. It's why I choose to live here. What is bizarre to me is that this basic ability to 
choose doesn't apply to one of the biggest chunks of my monthly household budget: my cable tv bill. 

I have to believe that if 2 or more big companies want my business, they'll each try harder to earn it. That would be 
refreshing. 

Sincerely, 

DannyUdom 
· 331 Sto~eridge In 
San Francisco, CA 94134 

~ One step closer? 

Karen Oakley to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 02/25/201112:37 PM 

Ms. Calvillo 
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I understand that we're one major step closer to finally having what most other California cities already have - an 
alternative to the cable company for high speed Internet and TV. Finally! I feel like San Francisco is ahead of the 
curve on something as logical as a little healthy competition. Thank you for making it possible for SF residents to 
have telecommunication and broadband options. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Oakley 
5330 Diamond Heights Blvd'# Bvld 
San Francisco, CA 94131 

:~ Technology infrastructure is good for tourism and that's good for all of us 

; Johnson Wang to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

. . 

02/25/20ll 12:53 PM 

... ~~,,.._,_.,, . ..__.~ . .;-· _._,,..,._.,.,.,,.....__, .... _.....,_..,,,.,,,,.~_,,.. _ _,_~·~·....,,_...,~ .... ""'"'""""·.,_W-'-..~-=,-~._......,_,--~~,_,.,.,,._...,,_,~--,.,n . ..-o,,, ____ ,,.~...._,.__,,,,.,..,..,,~~--,__,,,.~~----m---n-....,_Wffi~.~-~,.,,_,_.~,...,.,,,~.MW••"'-"""'" 

Ms. Calvillo 

Just like San Francisco needs drinkable water, a sewage system that does what its supposed to, public 
transportation that is reliable and bridges that can accommodate people corning in and out of the city, so too do we 
need reliable technology infrastructure. One could argue that technology infrastructure is every bit as vital of all 
these. These days the ability to talk to others, send information, watch important current events, study the past and 
predict tomorrow is all linked by technology infrastructure. San Francisco prides itself on its high tech image and 
savvy residents. Please be sure to represent us well in encouraging today and tomorrow's technology finds San 
Francisco at the top of the list vs. the bottom. It's too important not to. 

If nothing else, considering the fact that San Francisco is the one of the top tourist destination in the world, we need 
critical technology infrastructure that will keep people coining here and keep all of their gadgets and cell phones 
and computers and digital recorders all humming along. Let's make it a priority of the city please. 

Sincerely, 

Johnson C. Wang 
2142 Santiago St 
San Francisco, CA 94116 

Sascha Prueter to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo 

02/25/201101:05 PM 

Word has it that the San Francisco Planning Departmenthas completed its revi~w so that AT &::Tis one step closer 
to being able to go head to head with Comcast for video TV. This is good news. 
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Bring it onl We've been waiting. Can't ~ait to get more competitive offers for Premium TV in my area ... stuck with 
Comcast for way too long! 

Sincercly, 

Sascha Prueter 
I Bluxome St Apt 416 
San Francisco, CA 94107 

' One cable company is like only having one bridge 
'f~ 

Mary Bond to: Ms. Angela Calvillo · 

Ms. Calvillo 

02/25/2011 01:06 PM 

I have ill feelings toward Comcast (cable) and my alternative is ... weJL nothing. ·Except airwaves, which gives me 
PBS (usually), ABC, and FOX. There is no other cable provider available to me. I could have a satellite dishilI had 
a cooperative landlord. And that's it. 

We have 2 bridges in and out of SF, sure seems like we ought to have at least two choices for video TV/high speed 
. Internet access. But we don't. And I think we should. · 

. I understand that the city just went through the pr~ess of reviewing AT&T' s plan to bring faster Internet access 
and video TV to SF. I'm glad the city makes big companies go through that kind of review. And I'm also glad that the 
city wants to try to encourage some new jobs and investment money coming in - we could sure use both. 

Seems like a good thing all around. I hope you'll support this going forward. 

Thanks 

Sincerely, 

MaryE. Bond 
1737 Chestnut St Apt 8 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

J 
' Bring us new technology 

;: Mr. &: Mrs.] oseph Zmuda to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo 
. . . 

02/25/2011 01:08 PM 

It just seems logical that as a representative of the city, you'll do what you can to bring vital technology 
infrastructure to those of us who are anxious to receive it. Can I count on you to make it so? 

· I have seen the new AT &:T technology at work in San Mateo. It is incredible. My mouth waters every time I see the 
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AT&TD-Verse commercials on TV, l)ut as high-tech as I think of myself, this is still not something I can get. Why 
not? This is San Francisco!! Why is San Mateo ahead of us in getting competing technology? 
Thank you · 

Sincerely, 

Joseph P Zmuda 
833JoostAve 
San Francisco, CA 94127 

A 
,.~~~ High tech.competition for SF 
~ 

\~~ 

James Domini to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo 

02/25/201102:10 PM 

As Comcast has increasingly become an expensive monopoly source of television and broadband with poor 
customer service, I am very eager to have an alternative in San Francisco. I hope that it will be.possible for me to 
have the option to considerUNerse in the near future and for Comcast to face real competition. I hope that AT&T 
and the City and County can agree on a design that is acceptable to all and that they can proceed with construction 
soon. 

Thank you, 

Sincerely, 

James M Domini 
493 21st Ave 
San Francisco, CA 94121 

,1~f: 
{~ Competition soon? 
~ 

Arthur Wehl to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo 

02/25/201102:42 PM 

If the City Planning Department has done what it needs to regarding AT&T's application to build a big Internet 
network, I am assuming that we'll start being able to take advantage of it soon? That would be nice to see. 
Especially when it seems like companies have all but dried up when it comes to investing. Let's encourage that 
technology investment right here where the technology' people live: San Francisco! 

Appreciate it. 

Sincerely, 
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ArthurWehl 
355 Buena Vista Ave E # 204W 
San Francisco, CA 94117 

.~ . Technology infrastructure is good for tourism and that's good for all of us 

' irving rivera to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo 

02/25/2011 03:10 PM 

Just like San Francisco needs drinkable water, a sewage system that d.oes what its supposed to, public 
transportation that is reliable and bridges that can accommodate people corning in and. out of the city, so too do we 
need reliable technology infrastructure. One could argue that technology infrastructure is every bit as vital of~ 
these. Ihese days the ability to talk to others, send information, watch :important current events, study the past and 
predict tomorrow is all linked by technology infrastructure. San Francisco prides itself on its high tech :image and 
savvy residents. Please be sure to represent us well in encouraging today and tomorrow's .technology finds San 
Francisco at the top of the list vs. the bottom. It's too :important not to: 

. ·If nothing else, considering the fact that San Francisco is the one of the top tourist destination in the world, we need 
critical technology infrastructure that will keep people coming here and keep all of their gadgets and cell phones 
and computers ind digital recorders all humming along. Let's make it a priority of the city please. 

· Sincerely, 

Irv Rivera 
1857 Sanjose Ave 
San Francisco, CA 94 ill 

.,/; (! One step closer? 

~ 
·i Peter Babbidge to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 02/25/2011 03:39 PM 

Ms. Calvillo 

I understand that we're one major step closer to finally having what most other California cities already have; an 
alternative to the cable company for high speed Internet and TV. Finally! I feel like San Francisco is behind the curve 
on something as logical as a little healthy competition. 

Sincerely, 

Peter Babbidge 
50 Short St . 
San Francisco, CA 94114 
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£~ Competition soon? 

'~ Cygridh Rooney to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 02/25/2011 05:04 PM 

Ms. Calvillo 

If the City Planning Department has done: what it needs to regarding AT&T's application to build a big Internet 
network, I am assuming that we'll start being able to take advantage of it soon? That would be nice to see. 
Especially when it seems like companies have all but dried tip when it comes to investing. Let's encourage that 
technology investment right here where the technology people live: San Francisco! 

Appreciate it. 

Sincerely, 

Cygridh Rooney 
810 Gonzalez Dr Apt 7L 
San Francisco, CA 94132 

j 

~ Bring it on! 

• Jeff Fung to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo 

02/25/2011 07:15 PM 

Word has it that the San Francisco Planning Department has completed its review so that AT&T is one step closer 
to being able to go head to h~ad with Comcast for video TV. This is good news. 

Bring it onl We've been waiting. 

Sincerely, 

Jeffrey Fung 
100 Oshaughnessy Blvd 
~an Francisco, CA 94127 

• 
' Competition soon? 

"' Judy Foulkrod to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo 

02/26/2011 05:12 PM 



If the City Planning Department has done what it needs to regarding AT &:T's application to build a big Internet 
network, I am assurnmg that we'll start being able to take advantage of it soon? That would be nice to see. 
Especially when it seems like companies have all but dried up wh~n it comes to investing. Let's encourage that 
technology investment right here where the technology people live: San Francisco! 

Appreciate it. 

Sincerely, 

Judy Foulkrod 
64 Richland Ave 
San Franci13co, CA 94110 

~ Bring it onl 

··.~ edward james to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo 

02/26/201105:58 PM 

' \. -~ 

Word has it that the San Francisco Planning Department has completed its review so that AT&:T is one step closer 
to being able to go head to head with Comcast for video TV. This is good news. 

Bring it on.! We've been waiting. 

Sincerely, 

Edward] ames 
1029 Girard Rd 
San Francisco; CA 94129 

·'· t:; Hostage to Comcast 

~ 
.. Paul] ohnson to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo 

03/03/2011 08:13 AM 

Word has it that the San Francisco Planning Department has completed its review so thatAT&:T is one step closer 
to· being able to go head to head with Comcast for video TV. This is good news. We need a choice in The Castro ! 

Sincerely, 

Paul RJohnson 
4604 lBth St 
San Francisco, CA 94114 
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,~ Goodnews 

Holly Abbiss to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 03/06/2011 09:46 AM 

Ms. Calvillo 

There's not that much good news out there these days so I was pleased to learn that AT&:T is finally going to be able 
to start work on upgrading their phone network. And they're going to adhere to the City's environmental standards. 
That makes me feel better as well 

I'm all for bandwidth and it seems like we gobble up as much as there is available. If you can improve the service we 
get today by getting a competitor to the cable company into the mix, I think you'll be doing a good thing. 

Keep up the good work. 

Sincerely, 

Holly Abbiss 
1390 Pine St Apt 102 
San Francisco, CA 94109 

t The future - please support it. 
~ 

l Ryan Gelow to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 

Ms. Calvillo 

03/06/2011 09:49 AM 

As a San Francisco resident and votillg constituent, I want to weigh in that I welcome a healthy competitor to 
Comcast and trust that you do too. 

One of the best things about living in San Francisco is that we all have this wonderful spirit of freedom - freedom of 
expression and tons of choices. It's why I choose to live here. What is bizarre to me is that this basic ability to 
choose doesn't apply to one of the biggest chunks of my monthly household budget: my cable tv bill. 

I have to believe that if 2 or more big companies want my business, they'll each try harder to earn it. That would be 
refreshing. · 

Sincerely, 

RyanGelow 
1390 Pine St Apt 102 
San Francisco, CA 94109 
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i: 
~ Please encourage phone ·company's upgrade 

'" . Stuart Smith to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 03/06/201110:26 AM 

Ms. Calvillo 

Currently, cueytomers in any given part of San Francisco have no *real* choice in television or broadband In most 
cases, their only cable provider is Comcast, which unavailable at my home. Over-the-air broadcasting provides little 
program choice and is often impossible due to the topology of San Francisco. Satellite broadband is prohibitively 
expensive and offers slow upload speeds and very high latency, and fibre-to-the-home is unavailable. 

Meanwhile, other countries gallop ahead of the US and in particular San Francisco in broadband speed and 
availability .. 

AT&T wants to improve our telephone system, provide high-speed, low-latency broadband and genuine 
competition to Comcast' s de-facto monopoly. We should all welcome this, not stand in their way. 

Thank.you. 

Sincerely, 

StuiITt Smith 
14 52 Bush St Unit 5 
San Francisco, CA 94109 

' One step closer? 

; Lori VanTassell to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 03/07/201104:07 PM 

Ms. Calvillo 

I understand that we're one major step closer to finally having what most other California cities already have - an 
alternative to the cable company for high speed Internet and TV. Finally! I feel like San Francisco is behind the curve 
on something as logical as a little healthy competition. 

Sincerely, 

Lori Van Tassell 
2039 Greenwich St 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

~ Progress? 
~',!; 
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~ 
(~: George Zemitis to: Ms. Angela Calvillo 
-~ 

03/07/20ll 07:29 PM 
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Ms. Calvillo 

Progress? So my fingers are crossed that San Francisco actually welcomes and encourages companies like AT&T to 
invest, upgrade and build a new technology infrastructure here. Sounds like just about every city surrounding us 
already has IPTV. That's v:ery odd since San Franciscans always want the latest/greatest gadgetry. 

Thanks for your support. 

Sincerely, 

George Zemitis 
145 Gardenside Dr Apt 10 
San Francisco, CA 94131 
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